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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCOPE OF MANUAL 

This manual describes how to configure and implement the database for a TDMS-Plus 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. 

The user may enter the database via the TDMS-Plus editors. 

 Section 2 is an overview of the TDMS-Plus Database. 

 Section 3 contains database point descriptions 

 Section 4 is a preparation guide.  This guide suggests the logical steps the 
user should take to design and implement a basic database.  These steps 
include decisions and design strategies, which may be made prior to the 
implementation of the database in the system. 

 Section 5 contains information on the preparation of RTU Point Lists. 

 Section 6 contains general procedures for the entry and editing of the point 
database. 

 Section 7 contains information on Single Line Diagrams. 

 Section 8 is the calculations file information. 

 Section 9 describes segment calculations. 

 Section 10 covers reports. 

 Section 11 deals with historical data gathering. 

 Section 12 covers alarm messages. 

 Section 13 describes multiple status change validation. 

 Section 14 covers setpoint copy editing. 

 Section 15 describes the password editor. 

 Section 16 describes data extraction facility. 

 Appendix A is a list of supported scan tasks. 

 Appendix B is a glossary of terms. 

 Appendix C contains a set of blank database forms. 

The preparation of the database does not require knowledge of computers or programming 
techniques.  The instructions have been prepared using terms common to SCADA systems.  
Appendix A in this manual, Glossary of Terms, explains the terms used throughout this 
manual. 

1.2 SCADA SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

As shown in Figure 1-1, a SCADA System is composed of field devices called Remote 
Terminal Units (RTUs) that communicate with a Master Station located at a control center. 

1.2.1 Master Station 

The Master Station can consist of a single or dual computer system with peripheral 
equipment such as CRTs, control keyboards and various types of printers.  The following 
paragraphs describe the key elements in the illustration of Figure 1-1. 

1.2.2 Zone Numbers 

Figure 1-1 illustrates several important facts to be considered before preparing your 
database.  As shown, the mock system is divided into North and South areas with two (2) 
zones in the North and one (1) zone in the South.  The zones can encompass one or more 
stations and permit selected printers and operator control for a given zone.  An operator in 
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zone 2, for example, could not perform control operations in another zone.  The TDMS-Plus 
system allows the user to assign a point to any combination of zones. 

1.2.3 Stations 

A station is a logical grouping of points.  As shown in Figure 1-1, one or more stations can be 
associated with a particular zone.  Zones are assigned on a point-by-point basis. 

1.2.4 Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) 

A name and a number identify each Remote Terminal unit within the SCADA System.  One or 
more RTUs can be associated with a given station.  As shown in Figure 1-1 zone 1 contains 
one station with two RTUs.  Zone 2 contains two stations each with one RTU.  Zone 3 
contains stations each with one RTU split between two stations and one station with one 
RTU.  In some cases, it may be necessary to have an RTU perform some monitoring and 
control functions at one station and additional monitoring and control functions at a second 
station.  Zone 4 contains one or more points in each RTU, which can belong to any stations 
as well as other zones; typical applications would include communications control.  These 
points would be global to the system in zone 4, or accessible on a zone-by-zone basis.  I.e., 
communication with RTU 1 or 2 could be controlled by zone 1 or 4. 

All of this points out the versatility of the system and the flexibility to configure your system as 
needed. 

Each RTU is capable of accepting analog and status inputs from remote transducers and can 
perform control operations through relays commanded by the Master Station. 

1.2.5 Communication Lines 

A communication line to the Master Station connects each Remote Terminal Unit in the 
system.  One or more RTUs can be connected to a communication line and many 
communication lines can be configured into a system.  This arrangement permits selected 
RTUs to be assigned to certain communication lines as required. 

1.2.6 System Planning 

Before starting your system database, prepare a drawing of your system and identify the 
zones, stations, RTUs, and communication lines.  This drawing will serve as a handy 
reference when entering the data into the system. 
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Figure 1-1.  SCADA Mock System Block Diagram 
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2 DATABASE OVERVIEW 

2.1 DATABASE DESCRIPTION 

The TDMS-Plus program provides a set of easy-to-use editors to aid in the process of system 
configuration.  There are six basic steps in this process and they are listed as follows: 

 Defining the point database. 

 Entering the database information. 

 Designing and building the schematic displays. 

 Determining report requirements. 

 Designing and building reports. 

 Calculating and Command Sequencing 

It is important to remember that all database features may be modified or deleted at any time, 
even when the system is fully installed and operational. 

The TDMS-Plus database is a collection of all the relevant data items within the SCADA 
system.  This provides the means of monitoring and controlling the system as well as 
displaying and distributing this information by means of reports and summaries. 

In addition to the specific point values and states, the database also holds the configurations 
of Single Line Diagrams (SLDs), reports, alarming information and operational parameters.  
This collection of information constitutes the TDMS-Plus database. 

In case of dual computer systems, the standby computer has a database identical to the 
active computer.  This is accomplished by an inter computer link, which carries data from one 
database to the other.  This process is called synchronization and it ensures that the system 
will remain fully operational in the case of a failover.  Synchronization is carried out on a real-
time basis, the changes made to the active computer's database are made to the standby 
computer base at the same time. 

As an added security measure, even in case of a dual computer SCADA system, the 
database should periodically be written onto a removable disk or magnetic tape and stored 
off-line.  This procedure is called a backup. 

2.2 DATA COLLECTION 

The field units, which collect and translate the instrumentation readings, are called Remote 
Terminal Units (RTUs).  These units are also individual data sources in as much as they tell 
the SCADA computer if they are working correctly, gathering and transmitting the field 
readings, i.e., they are defined as database points in the system.  This is also true of the 
physical devices which provide the telemetry transmission of the point values; the 
Communication Lines. 

NOTE 

RTUs and communication lines are also defined as database points. 

The association of a data source with its database point counterpart is achieved by means of 
a telemetry address.  This address tells the SCADA computer where to get the input for a 
particular point, and identifies a particular pair of unique screw terminals. 

The computer obtains the data source information from each RTU by means of 
communication software called a Scan Task.  Because the bulk of the data in the TDMS-Plus 
system is obtained in this way, the database is often referred to as the Telemetry Database. 

Other database points may be derived from these initial data values, such as totals.  These 
derived values are called Calculated points and differ from Telemetered points only in their 
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lack of a telemetry address.  Their values come from internal calculations performed by the 
computer or from data, which is manually entered by the operator. 

The number and type of Calculated points required by user will become apparent as the 
database takes shape. 

All communication between the computer and the field units is closely monitored by the 
system, and statistical information drawn from this is held in the database.  This information 
can be used to determine the efficiency and reliability of the system's communication 
equipment.  Figure 2-1 illustrates the relationship between the telemetry database and the 
various sources of inputs. 

TELEMETRY
DATA BASE

COMM. LINE POINTS,
       RTU POINTS,
   ANALOG POINTS,
    STATUS POINTS,
      TEXT POINTS

CALCULATIONSMANUAL INPUT

PRINTERS
OPERATOR CONSOLE

MAP BOARD
PROJECTION SCREENS

CURRENT
&

LONG-TERM
OFF-LINE

ARCHIVES

OPERATOR CONSOLE
MAP BOARD

PROJECTION SCREENS

DISPLAYS REPORTS DISPLAYS HISTORICAL
DATA

REMOTE
TERMINAL

UNIT

REMOTE
TERMINAL

UNIT

REMOTE
TERMINAL

UNIT

INPUT INPUT

INPUT

 
Figure 2-1.  TDMS-Plus Telemetry Database Overview 
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2.3 DATA STORAGE 

For practical reasons, the RTU groups the points into a physical configuration, which may or 
may not be reflected in the TDMS-Plus database.  Within the system, the user may logically 
group the database points by the definition of Stations. 

There are six point types in the TDMS-Plus database--Station points, Analog points, 
Status points, Text points, Communication Line points and RTU points.  The bulk of the 
database will consist of either Analog or Status points; however, the other point types play 
important roles in the configuration of the system and must be duly considered when entering 
and preparing the database. 

The telemetry database holds other point details such as descriptions, alarm limits, value and 
status information.  These are called Data Items and are available to the operator for use in 
displays and reports. 

Values and states that must be held for long periods are transferred to another database that 
is described in Section 10, Historical Data Gathering. 

 STATION SUMMARY DISPLAYS 

POINTS FROM RTUS  
 

S T A T I O N 

ANALOG SUMMARY 

LOCAL POINTS STATUS SUMMARY 

TEXT POINTS TEXT SUMMARY 

RTU POINTS ALARM SUMMARY 

COMM. LINE POINTS 

Figure 2-2. Station Overview 

2.4 DATABASE COMPONENTS 

Primarily, the TDMS-Plus database holds all the relevant system data in the form of the 
database points.  However, other information is also held which provides the interface 
between the computer and the user and enables the operator to monitor and control the 
SCADA system as well as format the data into displays and reports. 

2.4.1 Database Points 

Each of the individual data sources in the system is identified as a database point.  In case of 
devices such as pumps, breakers or valves, these will be Status points.  Data sources, which 
supply a numeric value will be Analog points. 

A third type of point is the Text point; this is simply a text string, which can be held in the 
database to be used in displays and reports.  The information it holds, however, is not 
transmitted from the field but is usually entered by the operator. 

Three other types of database points appear in the TDMS-Plus database to aid in the 
grouping of related points and the monitoring of the data collection equipment.  The first of 
these is the Station point, which is a means of logically grouping related database points.  
The Station point has four associated summary displays and also acts as a flag to signal any 
alarm pertaining to its group of points.  Figure 2-3 illustrates the six basic point types. 

The RTU point is basically a Status point, which is used to indicate the operational mode of 
the RTU, either OK or FAILED.  It also serves as a means of discontinuing data collection as 
the operator can manually set the point to its FAILED state. 

The final point type in the database is the Communication Line point.  As with the RTU point, 
this is a means of indicting and controlling the state of the communication line, which 
connects the computer to the RTU. 
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Figure 2-3.  Point Type Overview 

2.4.2 Single Line Diagrams 

A Single Line Diagram (SLD) display can contain schematic diagrams of the system, showing 
the current value or status of the database points.  A graphical symbol or an alphanumeric 
string can represent status. 

The SLD consists of three (3) basic elements, Background, Foreground and Segment.  
Background contains the static part of the drawing, depicting the apparatus outline, the 
wirework or the pipeline, etc.  Foreground shows the dynamic database point values 
together with any alarm conditions required on the display.  Segment allows selected line 
segments to flash or change color indicating that a status change has taken place. 

Historical data in the form of graphs and tables may also appear on the SLD.  This function is 
detailed in the Historical Data section of this manual. 

Target areas may be defined during the SLD editing, which allows the user to quickly call up 
another display or invoke a software routine. 

The SLD can be used to provide formatted data displays to be used for reports as well as 
being a useful operational display for the monitoring and control of the system.  This feature 
is described in the Report Generation Section of this manual. 
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2.4.3 Reports 

There are four (4) report types provided with the TDMS-Plus system: 

 Line Reports 

 Page Reports 

 Trend Data Reports 

 Application Reports. 

Line Reports takes data items from the current database and formats them in a linear 
fashion for either hard or soft copy generation. 

Page Reports takes data that is preformatted by the SLD editor and allows the collation of 
several "pages" (SLDs)  which may be printed as a single report.  The data may be extracted 
from both the telemetry and historical portions of the TDMS-Plus database. 

Trend Data Reports show information based on samples of data taken over a period of time.  
The sampling associated with this type of report is not part of the standard TDMS-Plus 
package. 

Application Reports are generated by user-written or QEI generated programs. 

Regardless of the type, each report appears on the Report Schedule display, which is both a 
menu of available reports and a means of generating reports on a prescheduled basis. 

2.4.4 Alarm and Event Messages 

An alarm is any condition in the system, which is brought to the attention of a user by means 
of a displayed and logged message and possibly an audible device. 

The alarm and event messages are logged upon generation and are also stored in the Alarm 
File of the database.  From here they may be displayed on any of several different alarm 
summary displays. 

Housekeeping of the alarm file is accomplished by means of an user-defined time base 
parameters which determines how long an alarm will remain in the file once it has been 
cleared and acknowledged by the operator. 

Although the database automatically provides an explicit alarm message for each database 
point, the user may edit the message if necessary. 

As well as alarm and event conditions raised for database points, some system features may 
indicate abnormal conditions using the same alarming mechanism.  Again, these alarm 
messages are predefined to give explicit information to the user.  See Figure 2-4, Alarm File 
Overview. 
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Figure 2-4.  Alarm File Overview 

2.4.5 Calculations and Equations 

The Calculations Editor allows the user to define a sequence of Analog and Status point 
calculations, which will be performed periodically. 

As well as arithmetic, logarithmic and trigonometric calculations, TDMS-Plus provides 
industrial computations such as rate accumulation, periodic averaging, etc.  A full list of 
available functions together with a description of the editor is given in Section 7 of this 
manual. 

The Segments editor allows the user to perform Boolean logic operations and basic 
arithmetic functions on a periodic and event driven basis.  A detailed description of this editor 
appears in Section 8, Segments Calculations of this manual.  See Figure 2-5, Calculations 
Overview. 
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Figure 2-5.  Calculations Overview 

2.4.6 Historical Data 

If the value or state of a database point is to be tracked for a period of time, it must be copied 
from the database, where it is liable to be updated, and stored elsewhere. 

Samples of the data may be taken periodically from the database and stored in the Historical 
Database.  The historical data is kept in a circular file; the size of the file being dependent on 
the frequency of sampling, the duration that the samples are to be held and the number of 
points.  In this way, the historical data record, or Data Set as it is called, never becomes full in 
the sense that no more samples can be stored; the latest sample simply overwrites the 
oldest. 

The data sets are configured using the Historical Index display and their contents may be 
examined and modified via the Historical Data display.  See Figure 2-6, Historical Data 
Collection Overview. 
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Figure 2-6 Historical Data Collection Overview 

2.4.7 Graphs and Data Tables 

Historical data can be used to produce graphs and tables on SLDs and may subsequently 
appear in the form of Page Reports. 

The formatting of graphs and tables is accomplished by using the Graph editor and Table 
editor displays.  See Figure 2-7 Graphs andTable Overview. 
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Figure 2-7  Graphs and Table Overview 
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3 POINT DESCRIPTION 

3.1 POINT TYPES 

Although there are only two basic point types collected by the SCADA system, Analog and 
Status, other points are provided which increase the flexibility of the database and allow the 
efficient used and control of the system. 

There are six different point types with the TDMS-Plus database and these are: 

 Station point 

 Analog point 

 Status point 

 Text point 

 Communication Line point 

 RTU point 

Each of these points may be configured by using the Station Editor display (STNED) on the 
Operator Console (refer to Section 6.1, STATION EDITOR), or by using the Station Data 
Entry program, (SDE), on the computer's System Console (Refer to SM-800). 

3.2 STATION POINT 

A Station, as well as being a database point, represents a logical group of other database 
points which have no fixed correspondence with the field units or communication lines by 
which means they are collected.  Usually, the Station will represent a distinct group of points 
in the system, such as a substation or well site.  If necessary, the Station may contain a 
mixture of Telemetered and Calculated points. 

As a database point, the Station represents a status; the fact that there are alarms within a 
Station may be signaled throughout the system by a flashing symbol on a display. 

When points are grouped as a Station, a set of summary displays may be defined.  These 
summaries list all Analog, Status and Text points and also any alarms pertaining to the 
Station.  (Alarms are also summarized on a system-wide basis). 

The grouping of points as a Station provides the user with an efficient method of monitoring 
the database and administering the various operations.  There are also many areas in the 
system where points can be treated individually or grouped within various parameters, on a 
temporary or permanent basis. 

The grouping of points as a Station is achieved by incorporating the Station name into the 
database point name.  The Station name may be up to four characters in length and the 
analog summary display name may be up to six characters in length.  This gives the 
database eleven-character point name including the comma, which separates the two 
portions.  It is the routinely used eleven-character name. 

Because the Station is such an integral part of the TDMS-Plus database, it is important that 
the user recognizes the advantages of adopting and maintaining an efficient naming 
convention.  This will not only simplify comprehension of the database, but will allow the user 
to quickly replicate similar portions within the system.  The other advantage is achieved by 
the use of a modeling feature in the Station Editor.  Also, the renaming of all points on a SLD, 
from one Station to another, may be achieved by means of a similar feature in the SLD editor.  
See Figure 3-1, Station Point Overview. 
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Figure 3-1.  Station Point Overview 

3.3 ANALOG POINT 

The Analog point represents a value, which is held in the database as a single-precision 
floating-point number.  This number is precise to seven decimal places and has a range of 
approximately +10-38 to +1038. 

The point receives its value from the field data sources via the RTU or the computer may 
compute it internally.  Regardless of its origin, the user may manually overwrite the point's 
value at any time.  This action has the effect of taking the point off scan and disallowing 
further updates of data collected from the field. 

The system checks the point’s value against user defined limits automatically and raises or 
clears alarms or initiates other software procedures specified by the user. 

There are three levels of alarm limits for analog points:  

 pre-emergency 

 emergency 

 unreasonable 

Each level has over-range indicators (“HI” and “LO”) and deadbands (“DB”).  

Measured quantities, which are accumulated by the RTU or by the computer, are also held in 
Analog point format called Accumulators. 

An Analog point can also be used to pass down values to the RTU for control and monitoring 
purposes; in this situation, the Analog point is called a Set Point. 

All three types of analog points are displayed integrally on the Station Analog Summaries, 
and may also appear on Single Line Diagrams and reports. 

The Analog point is configured using the Station Editor display on the Operator Console.  See 
Figure 3-2, Analog Points in the Telemetry Database. 
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Figure 3-2.  Analog Points in the Telemetry Database 

3.4 STATUS POINT 

The Status point represents the state of a device or flag.  Usually, the state will be a binary 
issue, either one way or the other.  This is handled by a Single Bit Status Point.  In case of 
devices such as breakers or valves, there may be four possible states.  A Dual Bit Status 
Point handles this.  Both of these Status points are defined and displayed by the system in 
the same manner with the only difference - in the physical wiring of the data source in the 
RTU. 

Some devices may be controllable by the system and that is accomplished by having a 
Status Point that has an output address, i.e., a means of passing information from the 
computer back down to the RTU. 

As in case of Analog points, the Status point's value may be received from a field device or it 
may be calculated within the system.  The operator may manually overwrite the point's value 
at any time. 

Each Status point may be checked for abnormalities such as unauthorized change of state 
and alarms or events may be generated to indicate such positions. 
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A Status point may be configured to raise one of two types of alarms, Momentary, or 
Sustained.  The Momentary alarm is used to signify some transitory event, such as a switch 
changing state.  The Sustained alarm is used to signal an on-going situation, such as a 
device being in its abnormal position.  A description of the Device Class Code, which 
determines the type of alarm, is given in Section 5 of this manual. 

The Status point is configured using the Station Editor display on the Operator Console.  See 
Figure 3-3, Status Points in the Telemetry Database. 
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Figure 3-3. Status Points in the Telemetry Database 
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3.5 TEXT POINT 

A Text point contains a text string of up to thirty characters.  This data is not transmitted from 
the field devices, but is either generated within the system by application software, or the 
user manually enters it. 

Typical usage for a Text point includes the labeling of variable products in the system and 
displaying of temporary information supplied by the user on SLDs or reports. 

The contents of the Text point are not checked for abnormalities. No alarming is provided for 
this type of point. 

The user may choose the color of the text string when the contents of the point are changed. 

The Text point is configured using the Station Editor display on the Operator Console.  See 
Figure 3-4, Text Points in the Telemetry Database. 

 
Figure 3-4.  Text Points in the Telemetry Database 
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3.6 COMMUNICATION LINE POINT 

The Communication Line Point is a status point that represents the physical RTU/Host 
computer link.  Basically this allows the monitoring and controlling the communication line.  
There is a communication line point for each communication link in the system. 

Data stored by this point describes to the computer the type of communication required for 
the link by including configuration information. 

The Associated points in the Communication Line point definition are a means of passing 
information down to the RTU.  This data may vary depending on the installation but might 
include such data as the time between scans, the response timeout, etc. 

The operator may manually change the reported status of this point at any time; in the case 
of changing the state from OK to FAIL, this has the effect of taking the Communication Line 
out of service and preventing data polling on that line. 

Parameters provided with this point include the baud rate at which the computer will 
communicate over this link. 

The Communication Line point is configured using the Station Editor display on the Operator 
Console.  See Figure 3-5, Communication Line Point Overview. 
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Figure 3-5.  Communication Line Point Overview 
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3.7 RTU POINT 

The RTU Point is a status point representing the physical Remote Terminal Unit. Its used to 
monitor and control it.   

Data stored by this point describes to the computer the type of polling and control required for 
the RTU by including configuration information. 

The Associated points in the RTU point definition are means displaying the communication 
information about the RTU.  This data may vary depending on the installation but might 
include such data as the Fast Scan control point plus statistical information, held in Analog 
points, which indicates the efficiency of the communication between the RTU and the 
computer. 

Parameters provided with this point include the critical count of poll errors allowed for this 
RTU before an alternative Communication Line is tried. 

The operator may manually change the reported status of this point at any time; changing the 
state from UP to DOWN, has the effect of taking the RTU out of service and preventing data 
collection or control on that device. 

The RTU point is configured using the Station Editor display on the Operator Console or by 
using the Station Data Entry task on the System Consoles.  See Figure 3-6, RTU Point 
Overview. 
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Figure 3-6.  RTU Point Overview 
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4 PREPARATION GUIDE 
The TDMS-Plus system is designed for ease of database creation and modification.  The 
user's main objective should be to establish an initial database, which can be the foundation 
of the final working system.  This is a fairly simple procedure as many items can be given a 
default value during the first editing sessions, allowing the user to gain practical experience 
before making certain decisions regarding the completion of the database. 

This on-going development also enables the user to experiment with different database 
configurations until an ideal working database is reached.  You will find that some design 
decisions can be made quite easily at the Operator Console. 

This section of the manual describes the various types of decisions and steps, which the user 
must make when defining the TDMS-Plus database. 

4.1 RECOMMENDED DATABASE PREPARATION STEPS 

Figure 4-1 shows, in a logical arrangement, the minimum recommended steps to prepare and 
generate the database for a TDMS-Plus Master Station.  The following are brief descriptions 
of those steps: 

 Prepare System Block Diagram.  To facilitate the planning and creation of 
your database, it is highly recommended the preparation of a drawing, in 
block diagram form, of your entire system.  For assistance in the preparation 
of this drawing, refer to the TDMS-Plus System Configuration Specification 
document number 80-0XXXXX-YYY, Master Station Equipment Layout 40-
0XXXXX-YYY, Master Station Interconnection Diagram 00-0XXXXX-YYY, 
etc., to determine the quantity, and number assigned to each communication 
line in your system. 
 
In the document numbers, referenced above, XXXXX is the QEI Sales 
Number under which your system was built and/or configured, and  -YYY is 
an specific Master Station in your system.  These documents are prepared 
by QEI and delivered with your system documentation. 
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Figure 4-1.  Database Preparation Steps 

 Assign RTUs to Communication Lines.  On the system drawing, assign 
RTUs to each communication line reflecting your actual installation.  In each 
RTU block, start annotating the RTU name, telemetry address, zone(s) of 
responsibility, etc. 

 Establish Relationships between Physical.  RTUs and Logical Stations 
In must systems there will be one Station for each RTU, and the RTU will 
belong to that one Station only.  However, in some systems it may be 
necessary to assign parts of an RTU to several Stations; that may be the 
case, for example, when an electrical substation is geographically located 
next to a water processing plant, and both are monitored and controlled by 
only one common RTU. 

 Develop a Naming Convention for Stations, RTUs and Data Points.  
Station names must contain no more than four (4) characters, and point 
names consist of the station name plus up to six (6) characters. Refer to 
Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 6.2. 

 Prepare RTU Point Lists.  Once you have developed a naming convention, 
prepare RTU point lists accounting for all the data inputs and outputs your 
system is monitoring and controlling.  Refer to Section 5. 
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 Define Data POINT TYPEs.  Point Type codes are used as part of the 
definition of data points to facilitate the generation of reports for specific 
groups of points; for example, global reports of points monitoring voltage, 
intrusion alarms, etc.  Refer to Sections 4.5 and 6.8. 

 Define PREFIXes and SUFFIXes.  PREFIX/SUFFIX codes are used as part 
of the definition of data points.  The text in these codes are included in the 
Event Message Codes (see below) that are used to log events, such as 
control operations, status or value changes, etc. Also refer to Sections 4.6 
and 6.9. 

 Define Event (Alarm) Message Format Codes.  Event, or alarm, message 
codes are used as part of the definition of data points. These messages are 
used on several displays, and are logged to report events or alarms.  Refer 
to Section 12. 

 Create Station Points.  A Station provides the means to group data points.  
An Station must be created before any data points can be created.  Refer to 
Section 6.2. 

 Create Data Points.  Refer to all your RTU Point Lists and create one data 
point for every hardware I/O point in those lists.  Also identify and create 
pseudo data points for all communication line and RTU associated points, 
and for all calculated points.  Refer to Section 6.3 and 6.4.  Also create Text 
Points, if you plan to use them.  Refer to Section 6.5. 

 Create Communication Line Points.  One of these points must be defined 
for every communications line.  Some associated pseudo data points are 
needed to monitor each communication line.  Refer to Section 6.6. 

 Create RTU Points.  Each RTU in your system must have one of these 
points defined in the Master Station database.   Some associated pseudo 
data points are needed to monitor each RTU.  Refer to Section 6.7. 

 Enter Communication Parameters.  Individual characteristic settings for 
each individual communication line, such as modem delays, etc., need to be 
specified. Refer to Section 6.10. 

 Enter System Parameters.  Some global communications and system 
control parameters, applicable to your system needs, must be defined.  Refer 
to Section 6.11. 

 Rebuild Communication Lines.  After creating new points, or editing 
existing points, the corresponding communications lime must be rebuilt for 
the system to make use of the new, or changed, points. Refer to Section 
6.6.17. 

 Prepare and Enter Custom Calculations (CALCED and SEGED).  In must 
systems, at least a few simple calculations, such as summing currents on an 
electrical feeder, or taking weekly samples of a reservoir level, may be 
needed. Several predefined functions are available.  Refer to Sections 4.7 
and 8. 

 Prepare and Enter Command Sequences.  If your system needs special 
calculation or control functions, not available in the calculations package, you 
can define those functions as Command Sequences.  Refer to the CS-2000 
Manual. 

 Create Single Line Diagrams.  Create and place on line Single Lined 
Diagrams (SLDs) to provide your System Operators with simple character-
based graphic displays.  Refer to Section 7. 

 Define and Create Historical Data.  If you need to collect data and preserve 
it for future reference or reports, or to display the collected data in the form of 
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graphs, you need to define your data collection requirements. Refer to 
Sections 4.8 and 11. 

 Define, Create, and Schedule Reports.  Different types of reports, such as 
Line Reports, Application Reports, etc., can be created and scheduled for 
generation.  Current system data, or from historical records, can be specified 
for these reports.  Refer to Section 10.   

 Define and Create Additional Database for Support of Optional 
Applications.  Your system may be licensed and configured for support of 
additional optional application packages.  Those optional applications will 
need specific database definitions.  For details refer to each optional 
application documentation: 

 LM-2000 Manual, for Load Management 

 WV-2000 Manual, for WorldView 

 QN-900 Manual, for Qnet, etc. 

4.2 STATION NAMING 

As described in the Point Types section of this manual, the Station is simply a logical group of 
database points.  There can be up to 1000 stations in the database. 

Usually, a Station corresponds to a single RTU but there may be other less apparent areas of 
the system, which could also become Stations, such as groups of calculated, communication 
or control points. 

To begin with, the user should make a list of the logical portions of the whole SCADA system 
and decide which of these would be suitable as Stations.  Refer back to Figure 1-1. 

Pay particular attention to the naming of the Stations, as this will affect the ease with which 
an operator can use the System.  Remember that other Stations may be added to the system 
in the future, a task, which will be made much easier if a naming convention is adopted at the 
beginning. 

The Station name may be up to four characters in length and can contain all alphanumeric 
plus the following symbols: “,”, “-“, “@”, “#”, “.”, “$”, “/”.  Where possible, names, which are 
easily remembered by the operator, should be used. 

A naming convention should be adopted for each of the five displays associated with a 
Station.  A recommended method is to simply add a two-character suffix to the Station name: 

"AN" for the Analog Summary display 
"ST" for the Status Summary display 
"TX" for the Text Summary display 
"AL" for the Alarm Summary display 
"OV" for the Station Overview display 

For example, a Station called DEMONSTRATION could be shown as "DEMO".  The Analog 
Summary display name could be shown as "DEMOAN". 

With this convention, the operator only has to remember the Station Name and from it can 
determine each of the associated displays without having to refer to a list of displays. 

4.3 POINT NAMING 

All database points must belong to a Station.  Most of the points in the system will be 
associated with telemetry inputs and, as such, their configuration should be straightforward.  
Apart from the obvious data source points, the user should consider the points required for 
communications (the RTU points, the Communication Line points and their associated 
Analog and Status points).  Also, points will probably be needed to carry out various 
calculations in the system or to hold accumulated values. 
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It is the combination of the 4-character Station name and the six character Point name which 
makes the database point name unique.  That is, there can be two or more points with the 
same "FLOW" but the full database point names of "DEMO,FLOW" and "STNY,FLOW" are 
different. 

As with the naming of the Stations, it is beneficial to adopt and adhere to a naming 
convention for all database points.  As well as making the database easier to understand for 
the user, certain items can be configured once by the user and then copied and renamed for 
other areas of the system.  For example, if the system contains many switches, each 
represented by a Status point, the first one can be carefully edited and checked and then 
used as a model for all subsequent switch points. 

Another modeling feature appears in the SLD editor whereby the user can model a display on 
a similar one already created, and simply rename all the points on that display.  This only 
becomes really effective if a point naming convention was adopted and maintained, e.g., the 
flow in the first Station corresponds exactly to the flow in the section Station in everything but 
its Station name. 

4.4 LOGICAL POINT TYPES 

In addition to the physical types of point, Analog and Status, the user can further define point 
types on a logical basis.  For instance, breakers and valves are both status points, but 
assigning each of them a seven-character text string that describes their logical point type 
may differentiate them.  Associating a Point Type code to each database point as it is edited 
does this. 

This point type string is used in two ways; primarily, it is displayed on the Operator Console to 
distinguish the various points. 

Secondly, it may be used as a sorting parameter when configuring Line Reports.  This latter 
example is particularly useful if reports, which cover only certain features of the system, are 
needed.  For example, searching the database for that specific point type may collect all flow 
rates very quickly. 

The user has 40 such logical point types, some of which will already contain typical text 
strings.  The user may modify these default strings or create new ones in the remaining, 
unused point type records. 

As a starting point, the user should simply list all the known point types to be observed in the 
system.  This list can then be compared to the default strings, which are supplied, with the 
system and any required changes can be made through the Point Type editor. 

Note that Point Type records 38 and 39 are pre-defined for use by RTU points and 
Communication Line points respectively.  Point type 0 is the default point type, and for this 
reason should be left blank or named "name", as it will be the point type assigned when no 
other is defined. 

4.5 PREFIX AND SUFFIX STRINGS 

The Prefix string is a string of six characters that is associated with an outgoing control to a 
device.  It appears in the event message and tells the user what state the desired control is, 
e.g., "OPEN".  There are two Prefix strings available to each point; one for the “0” control and 
one for the “1” control, (“OPEN” and “CLOSE”).  Prefix strings may be ignored for all but 
controlled points. 

The Suffix string is a similar six-character word but it is associated with the incoming, 
reported state of a status point.  Four such strings are provided per point in order to deal with 
a dual-bit status point which may return any one of four possible states, e.g., "OPEN", 
"CLOSE", "TRAVEL", "ERROR".  Note that most Status points will be only single bit and will 
therefore not use the third and the fourth strings. 
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The strings are configured using the Prefix/Suffix code editor.  A single record contains both 
the Prefix and Suffix string definitions.  The record number associates the strings with the 
database point at Station edit time.  The user may add these default strings or create new 
ones in any of the remaining Prefix Suffix records. 

Note that Prefix/Suffix code number 1 is predefined and reserved for all the RTU and 
Communication Line points in the system. 

4.6 CALCULATED POINTS 

Rather than try to list all the calculations to be performed by the system, you should work 
backwards from the desired displays and reports.  This will help to determine the extra, 
calculated database points needed.  Once this is accomplished, the points can be created via 
the Station editor and the actual calculation can be approached progressively. 

4.7 HISTORICAL DATA 

As is true of the preparation for calculations, it is often easier to start out by deciding what is 
to appear as the end result, i.e., what is required on the final display or report.  Working back 
from there, the user can determine which database points must be created, calculated and, 
finally stored in the Historical database. 

It should be remembered that the definition of a data set is frequency at which data is 
sampled and the duration for which it is stored.  If historical data is to be used for both daily 
and yearly type reports or displays, the chances are that two data sets should be configured, 
each collecting data over an appropriate period.  It does not matter that the same database 
point is sampled at various intervals to be stored in different data sets. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

The user should accomplish the following during the initial database configuration: 

 Fill out all the RTU Point Lists which when completed will contain: 
a.  List and name all Station points (1000 max.) 
b.  List and name the data points with each Station. 

 List of communication and calculated points. 

 List the required logical point type strings (38 max.) 

 List the required Prefix and Suffix strings (256 max.) 

 List the database points, which are to be collected for historical data (List by 
sample frequency and duration). 

 Sketch SLD and Page Report formats, making note of all database items. 

 Enter the above information directly on the TDMS-Plus editors or into copies 
of the blank forms in Appendix C. 

5 PREPARATION OF RTU POINT LISTS 
This section describes how to prepare RTU Point Lists.  The preparation of Point Lists, as 
part of the over all system data coordination, and prior to the actual editing of the database, is 
highly recommended. 

NOTE 
1.  The descriptions in this manual are applicable only to systems communicating with RTUs 
using the QEI QUICS 4000 Communication Protocol (QUIC Scan Task).  In systems using 
any other communications protocol, some data entry fields may have different formats or 
meanings; please refer to the specific information supplied with those systems. 

2.  Appendix A lists other protocols supported by the TDMS-Plus Master Station. 
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The best order for preparing RTU Point Lists is as follows: 

 Gather details on all the information that will be received or sent to each RTU 
in the system. 

 For each RTU, group all data points into Analog, Status/Control, Status only 
(alarms), Accumulators, Set Points, etc. 

 Collect details for each point, such as engineering value ranges for analog 
points, control and status indication point pairs, etc. 

 Develop a naming strategy for Station and Point names. 

 For each RTU in the system, prepare Point Lists, or Point Lists.  Refer to 
Point List examples in the following pages. 

 In the Point Lists, include Station and Point addresses abbreviated Station 
and Point names, Point Description, etc. 

Although the above information is not all that is required for the complete database definition, 
it is the beginning of an organized method. 

NOTE 
When the definition for a point references another point (e.g., Meter Point Name or 
communication statistics points), the other point must have been previously defined in the 

database. 

5.1 RTU POINT LISTS 

RTU Point Lists should be prepared during the planning stage and prior to entering the 
Database.  Point Lists should be used to define the stations with the associated points and 
the hardware or telemetry address of each point.  Point Lists should be organized so that 
each page corresponds with each hardware panel, or grouping of points, in the Remote 
Terminal Units. 

Before any points can be defined in the database, the Analog, Status and Control Point Lists 
should be prepared.  The Lists should be filled out in the following order: 

 Analog Point List 

 Status Point List 

 Control Point List 

5.1.1 Preparation of Analog Point Lists 

Figure 5-1 represents a sample of an Analog Point List.  As a minimum, prepare the list as 
follows: 

1. Enter the RTU name in the header section, including the 4 character Station 
Name abbreviation. 

2. Enter the Point Description. 

3. Enter the 6-character Point Name. 

4. Enter the Engineering Unit Span.  This would be a number that represents 
the engineering value range such as 0 to 150 volts.  In this case the entry 
would be 0 - 150 volts. 

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for every analog point in the RTU. 

6. Repeat the above procedure for every RTU in the system. 
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NOTE 
Additional columns may be used to include additional information for 

each point, such as point type codes, alarm limits, zones, etc. 

 
Figure 5-1.  Analog Point List, Sample  

5.1.2 Preparation of Status Point Lists 

Refer to Figure 5-2 that is a sample of a Status Point List.  Prepare the lists as follows: 

1. Enter the RTU name in the header section, including the 4-character Station 
Name abbreviation. 

2. Enter the Point Description. 

3. Enter the 6-character Short Name or Point Name. 

4. Enter in the Function for the point (status, alarm, accumulator or PDM).  If the 
point has control functions, cross-reference it to entries in the Control Point 
List. 

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 for every status point in the RTU. 

6. Repeat the above procedure for every RTU in the system. 

NOTE 
1. Point type assignment must follow the following rule: status before 
accumulators, accumulators before PDM, etc. 
2. Additional columns may be used to include additional information for 
each point, such as point type codes, device class codes, prefix-suffix 

codes, alarm severities, zones, etc. 
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Figure 5-2.  Status Point List, Sample  

5.1.3 Preparation of Control Point Lists 

Refer to Figure 5-3 that is a sample of a Control Point List.  Prepare the lists as follows: 

1. Enter the RTU Name in the header section, including the 4-character Station 
Name abbreviation. 

2. Enter the Point Description. 

3. Enter the 6-character Point Name. 

4. Enter the Points Function: open, trip, stop, off, close, run, on, off/on(latch), 
not equipped. 

5. Cross-reference Control Points to their respective Status Points, if any.  

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for every control point in the RTU. 

7. Repeat the above procedure for every RTU in the system. 

NOTE 
1. Additional columns may be used to include additional information for 
each point, such as status point cross-reference, control interval, etc. 
2. When all of the forms are completed, group the point lists together by 
RTU name.  Use the Point Lists as a guide to fill in the Station Edit 

sheets. 
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Figure 5-3.  Control Point List, Sample 

6 DATABASE PREPARATION AND EDITING 
After the RTU(s) data has been arranged in Point Lists, the Master Station database 
preparation can begin.  

Appendix C contains blank database entry form samples. These form samples are replicas of 
most of the TDMS-Plus Master Station Database Editors.  Although you can start to edit the 
database directly into the Master Station, it is highly recommended first to fill in the blank 
database entry forms, at least for a few typical points. This preliminary step will help in getting 
a feel for the additional information needed to fully define all the attributes of the data points 
in a fully functional system. 

The recommended order for filling in the blank database forms, or editing the system point 
database, is as follows: 

 Station Points 

 Status (Status/Control) Points 

 Analog Points 

 Text Points 

 Communication Points 

 RTU Points 

 Miscellaneous Text Strings 

 Prefix-Suffix Strings 
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Most database editors provide a modeling tool to facilitate the entry, or editing, of the 
database.  If a similar point has already been fully entered, new points can be created, or 
existing points changed, using this modeling feature. 

NOTE 
While using database editors, after entering or modifying any portion of the database, the 
new information must be stored before a different record or a different editor (or display) 

is invoked.  Failure to store will cause the new database information to be lost. 

To store the information, press the “STORE” key (F10) on the keyboard, refer to Figure 6-1. 
Depending on the specific editor being used, after pressing the “STORE” key the system will 
display a message in the System Message line (2nd line).  Some editors will prompt the 
operator for additional information. 
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Figure 6-1.  AlphaStation Keyboard Layout 
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6.1 STATION EDITOR 

The Point data is entered in the TDMS-Plus Master Station database using the Station Editor 
(STNED).  To begin a point database editing session, start this editor by pressing the 
DISPLAY BY NAME key (usually the number 1 key in the numeric key pad).  In the display 
prompt at the upper left corner of the display screen, type STNED, and press the ENTER 
key, this will bring up the "SPECIFY POINT TYPE" screen of the Station Editor. 

6.1.1 Defining a New Data Point 

In the Station Editor's POINT NAME prompt, enter the Station and Point name for the new 
data point and select the type of point you wish to create, from the six choices, then press the 
ENTER key.  The appropriate editor screen will be displayed. 

6.1.2 Editing an Existing Data Point 

In the Station Editor's POINT NAME prompt, enter the Station and Point name for the existing 
data point you wish to edit, then press the ENTER key.  The appropriate editor screen will be 
displayed with the point's information. 

6.1.3 Storing Point Data 

To store the information entered for new points, or changes for existing points, press the 
STORE key (F10).  If you do not want to store the information, press the CANCEL key 
(number 0 in the numeric key pad), this will bring back the  "SPECIFY POINT NAME" screen 
of the Station Editor. 

NOTE 
Storing information entered through most editors only saves the information on the 
system disk.  This information is not immediately used by the system.  For the system to 
start using the new, or edited, point data, the appropriate communication line must be 
RE-BUILT.  Refer to Section 6.6 COMMUNICATION LINE POINTS. 

 
Figure 6-2.  Specify Point Name Screen 
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6.2 STATION POINTS 

One of these points must be defined for each station in the system.  A station is merely a 
method of grouping together related points.  It normally corresponds to a single physical 
grouping of points such as a pumping station, an electrical substation, a single well, etc. 
covered by a single RTU.  However, points from several RTUs may be grouped into a single 
station or conversely, points from a single RTU may be defined to belong to different stations.  
An example of the former might be grouping all river crossing block valves into a single 
station; an example of the latter might be where two structures such as wells are close 
enough together to be serviced by a single RTU. 

The data fields entered for a station point are described below: 

6.2.1 Station Name 

A station name consists of one to four characters.  The name of each point in the station 
consists of the four-character station name plus a six-character point name; e.g., if DEMO 
and COMM are stations then DEMO,LEVEL is a point in the station DEMO and 
COMM,RETRY is a different point in the station COMM. 

6.2.2 Associated Display Names 

When a station is defined to the system, five displays can be created: 

 A list of all analog points in the station (system will create automatically). 

 A list of all status points in the station (system will create automatically). 

 A list of all text points in the station (system will create automatically). 

 A list of all alarm messages associated with any point in the station (system 
will create automatically). 

 An optional station overview (must be created by the user). 

The names of these five displays plus their class codes are entered as part of the station 
definition.  These displays will become entries on the LINKAGES display. 

NOTE 
The station overview is the display that will come up when an “ALARM SEEK” key is 
pressed and an unacknowledged alarm exists.  If left blank, the default is the station 
alarm summary.  If the names that were used to create this station were temporary or just 
put in to start the database.  You can change the 4 characters station name in all fields 
then store.  These actions will globally change all occurrences of the related points where 

ever they are used; i.e., SLDs, HISTORICAL, CALCULATIONS.  

6.2.3 Class Code 

A class code is a number, which controls where the display name appears on the LINKAGES 
display.  Specifically, all displays with class code 0 appear first, then class code 1, 2 etc.  
Within class codes the names are in alphabetical order.  Class codes can be assigned to 
group display name on the LINKAGES display in any order.  Class codes 0, 1 and 2 are used 
by SCADA displays. 

6.2.4 Station Overview 

The Station Overview diagram field may be used to enter the name of the Single Line 
Diagram associated with the station.  When an alarm is raised in that station, that display will 
appear on the screen if the “ALARM SEEK” key is pressed.  This field may be left blank if 
there is no overview. 
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6.2.5 Description String 

The Description field holds a text string describing the station.  There are a maximum of 24 
characters that can be entered. 

6.2.6 Zone Assignments 

Zone records allow a user to assign the point to any subset of the 8 zones supported by the 
system (128 Zones in some systems).  This data allows the user to divide the database into 
Areas of Responsibility and restrict specified operator screens to certain areas. 

If this field is left blank, the system will insert the *All Zones** default selection. 

The system may be setup either with 8-zone, or 128-zone capabilities.  This is a factory 
configuration made by QEI. 

An example is that on a system that has both electric and water.  The electric system may 
use zones 1,2,3,4 and the water system uses 5,6,7,8.  When any operator logs in to use the 
system his password will set the zones ware he is responsible. 

The operator will be able to look all the information on all zones, but can only perform certain 
actions, such as controls, only on the assigned zone of responsibility. 

6.2.7 Training Mode 

A training station is a station used to allow the user to become familiar with the system and its 
operations without interfering with the normal operation of the SCADA system.  If the Station 
is designated as a Training Station by entering a "Y" in this field, all points belonging to the 
Station will be Training points, with FULL control functions activated.  The default value of this 
field is "N". 

WARNING 
When a station has been defined for training mode, ALL controls issued to that station will be 
executed and control relays will be activated regardless of the Operator’s Console being in 

Training mode or not! 

 
Figure 6-3.  Station Point Editor 
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6.3 STATUS POINTS 

One of these points must be defined for each single-or dual-bit digital data point in the 
system. 

A single-bit status point is one which receives data from a single digital input contact point, 
e.g., an alarm point or equipment status.  A dual-bit status point receives data from two 
adjacent digital input contacts.  An example of this for the oil industry are valves where one 
digital input is on if the valve is fully open and the other is on if the valve is fully closed; both 
bits off means that the valve is in a transition from open to closed while both bits on is an 
error state.  The data fields for a Status Point are: 

6.3.1 Station, Point Name 

This field contains the name of the station that the point has been assigned to and the name 
of the point within the station.  The point name consists of one to six alphanumeric characters 
including “.” and “-“. 

6.3.2 Model Name 

If two or more points have similar characteristics, the modeling feature may be used.  Enter 
the station name and the point name you want to model.  It will not be necessary to enter any 
information that is shared with the point being modeled.  However, the telemetry address and 
description of the new point may need to be changed. 

6.3.3 Device Class Code 

This field defines the basic characteristics of the point.  Valid values for this field are: 

 Momentary.  This is the default that will be used if none is entered. 
Points of this type monitor a single-bit digital input that raises momentary 
alarms. 
An alarm message is raised against this point if its state changes without a 
command from the Master Station.  The alarm message stays on even if the 
status point changes its state back to the original condition until the user 
acknowledges the alarm.  After the point has been acknowledged and the 
point remains in the Alarm State the alarm will be cleared from the 
“OPALRM” display.  The time period for this is controlled from the time base 
parameter on the “SCADA” display. 

 Sustained.  Points of this type monitor a single-bit digital input that raises 
sustained alarms. 
A sustained alarm is raised against this point if its state changes to abnormal.  
The alarm is cleared when the state returns to normal.  (See Normal State, 
below). 

 Non-alarm.  Points of this type monitor a single-bit digital input but raise no 
alarms when the input state changes.  No alarm messages are printed on the 
logger for this device class code. 

 Dual point.  Points of this type monitor a dual-bit digital input where the two 
bits represent the four states of a valve type device:  Open, Closed, 
Transition, Error. 
When using dual bit you will only define the first status point.  The system will 
automatically use its next adjacent point.  Using format codes 2 through 5 to 
set which of the 2 points is the open contact.  Note that this is not a binary 
input.  If you use format code 2 and the first point is closed the state of the 
point is 0 open.  When the second point is closed then the state will be a 1 
closed. 

 Circuit breaker with memory.  Points of this type monitor a dual-bit digital 
input connected to a circuit breaker with "memory".  The two bits represent 
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the four possible states:  Open, Closed, Reclosed, Lockout.  This feature is 
only provided with special application software. 

6.3.4 Telemetry Address 

This field specifies the point's input data address in the RTU.  If left blank, the point does not 
receive data from an RTU. 

NOTE 
The telemetry addresses in this manual are for QUICS RTUs using the QEI QUICS 4000 

communications Protocol only.  For other protocols refer to their corresponding manuals. 

The Telemetry Address field, for the QUICS protocol, has the following format: 

CL:   RTU:  A:   B:   C  

where: 

 CL.  Communication Line number.  The number of the Communication Line 
used to poll the RTU.  The value for this field can be found on the Point Lists, 
or on the system drawings.  In general this number starts at 0.  Valid range is 
0 to 63. 

 RTU.  This is a 4-digit field to enter the RTU Address. This RTU address can 
be found on the Point Lists.  Keep in mind some newer design RTUs may 
respond to more than one address.  For newer design RTUs, refer to the 
RTU Configuration File using QEI’s  ConfigWiz RTU configurator.  Valid 
range is from 1 to 127. 

 A.  This is the status input panel address in the RTU where the status point 
will come from.  The panel address can be a physical panel (6SIP1) or a 
virtual panel.  For newer design RTUs, refer to the RTU Configuration File 
using QEI’s ConfigWiz RTU configurator.  Valid range is from 0 to 15. 

 B. Not used.  This should always be a value of Zero (0). 

 C.  This value is the address of the status point input on the panel, or group 
specified on the “A” field.  Valid range is from 0 to 15.  This point address can 
be a physical point on an status input panel  (6SIP1), or a virtual point. For 
newer design RTUs, refer to the RTU Configuration File using QEI’s  
ConfigWiz RTU configurator. 

NOTE 
1. When entering the address on the form, leading zeroes are not required. 
2. Do not leave the “C” field blank.  This field needs to have at least an 
underscore. 

6.3.5 Input Format 

This field must be specified if a telemetry address is specified.  It tells the scan task the 
format of the data coming in from the RTU.  The scan task uses this information to convert 
the data to a standard internal format that can be used by the rest of the TDMS-Plus 
software.  Standard format codes are: 

Format 00  single bit status (when ”closed” contact in the RTU corresponds to “1” in 
the Master Station and “open” contact in the RTU corresponds to “0” in 
the Master Station). 

Format 01  reversed single bit status (when ”closed” contact in the RTU corresponds 
to “0” in the Master Station and “open” contact in the RTU corresponds to 
“1” in the Master Station).  This format code is very useful when the open 
contact is not available and the close contact must be used. 

Format 02  dual bit status, 1st bit “on” = “open” 
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Format 03  dual bit status, 2nd bit “on” = “open” 

Format 04  reversing valve dual bit status, 1st bit “on” = “open” 

Format 05  reversing valve dual bit status, 2nd bit “on” = “open” 

Format 06  breakers requiring trip protection, i.e., greater than 7 trips (Used with 
special application software) 

6.3.6 0 Control Address 1 Control Address 

NOTE 
1.  The control should only be filled in if the status point has control functions.  Otherwise 
the control lines should be left blank. 
2. The telemetry addresses in this manual are for QUICS RTUs using the QEI QUICS 
4000 Communications Protocol only.  For other protocols refer to their corresponding 

manuals. 

These fields specify the telemetry addresses for the control points to be used when “OPEN” 
or “CLOSE” commands are sent to the device being monitored by the status point associated 
with this commands.  An “OPEN” command uses the “0” control address, a “CLOSE” 
command uses the “1” control address. 

The control Telemetry Address fields, for the QUICS protocol, have the following format: 

CL:    RTU:   A:     B:    C:     D 

where: 

 CL.  Communication Line number.  The number of the Communication Line 
used to poll the RTU.  The value for this field can be found on the Point Lists, 
or on the system drawings.  In general this number starts at 0.  Valid range is 
0 to 63. 

 RTU.  This is a 4-digit field to enter the RTU Address. This can be found on 
the Point Lists.  Keep in mind some newer design RTUs may respond to 
more than one address.  For newer design RTUs, refer to the RTU 
Configuration File using QEI’s ConfigWiz RTU configurator.  Valid range is 
from 1 to 127. 

 A.  This is the control point address in the RTU.  This point address can be a 
physical relay on a control output panel (6COP1), or a virtual point.  For 
newer design RTUs, refer to the RTU Configuration File using QEI’s 
ConfigWiz RTU configurator.  Valid range is from 0 to 127. 

 B-C.  These fields are not used and should be Zero (0). 

 D.  On the zero control line this field should be a zero (0). For the trip, open, 
reset command.  On the one control line this field should be a one (1) for the 
close/on/set command.   

6.3.7 Control Interval 

The control interval is the time duration that the controllable device will be operated.  The 
interval is entered in units of time.  One (1) unit of time represents certain amount of 
milliseconds.  This amount depends on RTU software configurations. 

The control interval may be entered as a constant; e.g., #120, or by using an analog point 
name.  The advantage of using an analog point name is that the amount of units of time can 
differ depending on the value of this analog point. 

If a point name is entered, that point's unscaled value will be used as the control interval. 

Example: 
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C1 = EV x RT 
RT = RTU Multiplier-----(RTU software dependent) 
C1 = Control Interval 
EV = Engineering Time 

NOTE 
Any control issued to a remote while that remote is currently undergoing a control or control 
interval will be rejected by the remote.  In the QUICS protocol the range is from 0 to 2047.  

The valid range for this value maybe different for other protocols.   

6.3.8 Normal State 

This field defines the normal state for single-bit status points.  A zero (0) or one (1) is valid.  
Zero (0) is equal to the open contact and one (1) is equal to the close contact.  It serves two 
purposes: 

 The status of the point will be displayed in green on all status summary 
displays if it is in its normal state and red if it is not. 

 If the point generates sustained alarms (Device Class Code = 2), an alarm 
will be raised if the input state is not normal and will be cleared when it 
returns to normal. 

NOTE 
When defining breakers that will be used in the connectivity table in Load 
Management systems, make sure that the closed state is equal to “1”.  Refer to 

the LM-2000 manual for details on Load Management. 

The SM-800 manual provides instructions for selecting the status color in Chapter 30, 
Initializing System Parameters. 

6.3.9 Device Response Timeout 

This field can be entered for points which have Control Addresses specified.  The field 
specifies how long, in seconds, is to be allowed for a control operation to the point to 
complete.  Maximum entry is 999 seconds.  The number entered here should be a little 
higher that the expected return time delay of the status indication for the controlled point. 

6.3.10 Point Type Code 

This field contains a number in the range of 0 to 39 used to assign a general type to the point 
for reporting purposes.  For example, type “2” might be temperatures, type “3” pressures, 
type “4” differential pressures, type “5” miscellaneous alarms, etc.  Reports may then be 
generated for all point of type “3”, which are in alarm.  Type “0” is the default.  Each type code 
corresponds to a seven-character string describing the type of point string.  These strings are 
displayed on the Station Data displays and may be output in reports.  In general, the 
customer defines the type description strings.  The definitions are entered into the SCADA 
database by using the Point Type Editor display, PTYPE.  Refer to paragraph 6.8 for 
additional information. 

6.3.11 Description String 

The Description field holds a text string identifying the point.  It may contain any characters, 
and may be up to 24 characters in length.   

6.3.12 Zone Assignments 

Zone records allow a user to assign the point to any subset of the 8 zones supported by the 
system (128 Zones in some systems).  This data allows the user to divide the database into 
Areas of Responsibility and restrict specified operator screens to certain areas. 

If this field is left blank, the system will insert the *All Zones** default selection. 
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The system may be setup either with 8-zone, or 128-zone capabilities.  This is a factory 
configuration made by QEI. 

An example is that on a system that has both electric and water.  The electric system may 
use zones 1,2,3,4 and the water system uses 5,6,7,8.  When any operator logs in to use the 
system his password will set the zones ware he is responsible. 

The operator will be able to look all the information on all zones, but can only perform certain 
actions, such as controls, only on the assigned zone of responsibility. 

6.3.13 Meter Point Name 

This field may contain the name of an analog point in the database.  If such a meter point is 
specified, then any alarm or event message generated against the status point will contain 
the value of the meter point when printed.  This allows such actions as printing the 
accumulated flow volume through a valve when the valve is open or closed.  This field may 
be left blank. 

6.3.14 Alarm Format Code 

This filed specifies the alarm message skeleton to be used when an alarm is raised against a 
point.  The standard format is: 

DATE, TIME, CONDITION, POINT NAME, DESCRIPTION, STATUS. 

Valid message numbers are: 

1 – 60 For points with Device Class Code 1, 3, 4 or 5 

129 – 189 For points with Device Class Code 2 

NOTE 
For most systems, use skeleton “1” for momentary points (Device Class Code 1) and 
“129” for sustained points (Device Class Code 2), or leave it blank to use the system 

default.  See more information in Chapter 11.2.9. 

6.3.15 Alarm Task Name 

If not blank, this field contains the name of an application program to be run whenever the 
point changes state.  The program will be sent a message identifying the point and specifying 
both the old state of the point and the new state.  Also a Command Sequence number can be 
specified for starting that Command Sequence when the point changes state. 

NOTE 

Task name is only started when the point changes state. 

6.3.16 Prefix-Suffix Code 

The system contains a table containing 256 sets of Prefix-Suffix strings numbered 0 to 255.  
This field must specify one of the entries in that table.  The table itself is edited using the 
Prefix-Suffix strings editor, SPPSFX.  If the field is left blank, prefix-suffix code 0 will be used 
as default. 

Each Prefix-Suffix string entry contains two Prefix strings and four Suffix strings.  The four 
Suffix strings correspond to the four possible states of a status point.  Whenever the state of 
a point is displayed on the Station Data display or output in the log as part of an alarm 
message, the corresponding Suffix string is output for the point's state. 

Similarly, the Prefix strings correspond to the two possible control operations, which may be 
issued against the point.  They appear in control prompts on Single Line Diagrams and in log 
messages of control operations. 

Typical Prefix-Suffix string table entries would be: 
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OPEN,CLOSE 
OPEN,CLOSE TRANS, ERROR   for a valve 
____,____ 
NORMAL, ALARM.____,____ for a non-controllable single bit alarm point where state 1 
is the alarm state 
RAISE,LOWER 
NORMAL,REDUCE,____,____  for a two position tap changer 

NOTE 
Refer to paragraph 5.10 for additional information. 

6.3.17 Alarm Severities 

These four fields contain the priorities to be used when an alarm is raised, reporting transition 
of the point to each of the four possible states.  Valid alarm severities are: 

Priority Operation 

4 Activate audible alarm continuously until all alarms are acknowledged or the 
ALARM SILENCE KEY is pressed. 

3 Repeatedly cycle audible alarm on for 1.5 seconds, then off for 1.5 seconds, 
then back on for 1.5 seconds, etc. until all alarms are acknowledged or the 
ALARM SILENCE key is pressed. 

2 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn it off.  The alarm is 
not acknowledged. 

1 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn it off.  The alarm is 
already acknowledged. 

0 No audible alarm.  The alarm is already acknowledged. 

6.3.18 Voice Message Codes 

In systems that have a voice message unit or a pager messaging system, these fields allow 
the user to specify the voice message to be outputted whenever the corresponding alarm is 
raised against the point.  The system can only have one (1) message system installed.  Refer 
to VM-2000 manual, if applicable. 

6.3.19 Annunciation Delay 

Annunciation Delay is used to provide the user with the capability to delay the annunciation of 
changes in the state of a status point. 

Example: ANNUNCIATION DELAY - _ _ _ _ 3 0 

When the value of the status point changes to the alarm state the annunciation of this 
violation will be delayed for 30 seconds.  At that time, if the point is still in violation, the alarm 
is annunciated.  The alarm generated will be logged with the time that the violation actually 
occurred. 

NOTE 

Valid only with sustained status points. 

Valid range is from 0 - 32,767 sec. 

Refer to Section 6.1.3 for instructions to store the point data. 

If the names that are being used to create a status point are temporary or just put in to start 
the database, you can change the 6-character point name and then store.  This action will 
globally change all occurrences of the related points wherever they are used; i.e., SLDs, 
HISTORICAL, CALCULATIONS, etc. 
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6.3.20 User Data 

User Data is used for storing the Normal state for a dual-bit status point (input format codes 
02 through 06).  This information is used in conjunction with the SCADA Off-Normal 
(OFFNOR) and Telemetry Abnormal Detector (TABNRML) programs to determine abnormal 
states for Station Points.  The Station Point Abnormal State is based on all Status Points for 
that particular station. 

Valid range is from 0 –3. 
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Figure 6.4.  Status Point Editor Display Sample 
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6.4 ANALOG POINTS 

One of these points must be defined for each point, which contains analog data.  Analog data 
is stored in the database as a single-precision floating point number.  It has approximately 7 
decimal digits of precision and a range approximately of +10-38 to +1038 

An analog point may receive data either from an RTU or via calculations performed internally 
in the computer.  If the data is from an RTU, then the data received will be converted to 
floating point and scaled to equivalent engineering units before being stored in the database. 

 
Figure 6.5.  Analog Point Editor Display Sample 
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6.4.1 Station, Point Name 

This field contains the name of the station that the point has been assigned to and the name 
of the point within the station.  The point name consists of one of six alphanumeric characters 
including “.” and “-“. 

6.4.2 Model Name 

If two or more points have similar characteristics, the modeling feature may be used.  Enter 
the station name and the point name you want to model.  It will not be necessary to enter any 
information that is shared with the point being modeled.  However, the telemetry address and 
description of the new point may need to be changed. 

6.4.3 Device Class Code 

This field defines the basic behavioral characteristics of the point.  Valid values for this field 
are: 

 1 - Analog point.  Points of this type receive data from RTUs, or from 
calculations. 

 3 - Set point.  Points of this type send data to the RTUs.  Every time an 
operator does a SET/MANUAL operation on such a point, entered value is 
transmitted to the RTU. 

NOTE 
An accumulator (counter) point is input at the RTU as a digital (ON/OFF) 
signal through an status input point.  The accumulated value is treated at the 

Master Station like an analog point. 

6.4.4 Telemetry Address 

This field specifies the point's input data address in the RTU.  If left blank, the point does not 
receive data from an RTU. 

NOTE 
The telemetry addresses in this manual are for QUICS RTUs using the QEI QUICS 4000 
Communications Protocol only.  For other protocols refer to their corresponding manuals. 

The Telemetry Address field, for the QUICS protocol, has the following format: 

CL:   RTU:  A:   B:   C 

where: 

 CL. Communication Line number.  The number of the Communication Line 
used to poll the RTU.  The value for this field can be found on the Point Lists, 
or on the system drawings.  In general this number starts at 0.  Valid range is 
0 to 63. 

 RTU.  This is a 4-digit field to enter the RTU Address. This RTU address can 
be found on the Point Lists.  Keep in mind some newer design RTUs may 
respond to more than one address.  For newer design RTUs, refer to the 
RTU Configuration File using QEI’s ConfigWiz RTU configurator.  Valid range 
is from 1 to 127. 

 A.  This value is the address of the analog, or accumulator, input point where 
the data will come from. This point address can be a physical point on an 
analog input panel  (6AIP1), or a virtual point. For newer design RTUs, refer 
to the RTU Configuration File using QEI’s ConfigWiz RTU configurator 

 B.  Point type.  2 = Analog point, 3 = Accumulator point, 4 = Timer (not used 
on all systems), 5 = Setpoint.  
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 C.  This should always be a value of Zero (0), except for accumulator points 
(for accumulators, see Field “C”, below). 
 
Accumulator points are treated as analog points, and their field “B” in the 
telemetry address must contain the value 3.  There are several types of 
accumulator points, distinguished by having different format codes, as 
explained below. 
 
Regardless of accumulator type, field "A" of the telemetry address contains 
the accumulator and bank numbers.  When field "A" is divided by 16, the 
quotient is the accumulator bank number and the remainder is the 
accumulator number within the bank.  E.g., a field "A" value of 16 implies 
bank 1, accumulator 0.  A field "A" value of 33 implies bank 2, accumulator 1. 
 
The description below applies only to accumulator points where the new 
value overwrites the old ("B" = 3, format code = 02 [refer to section 6.4.6 for 
definition]).  Analog points with common "A" and "B” format code values, but 
different "C" values, are related to one another as shown below: 
 
Field "C" 
= 0 current scaled accumulator value from RTU (SAV) 
= 1 current hourly accumulation of SAV (HAV) 
= 2 current daily accumulation of SAV (DAV) 
= 3  current monthly accumulation of SAV (MAV) 
= 4 projected hourly accumulation based on accumulation of SAV after poll I 
within a projected accumulation (i.e., demand averaging) cycle (DI) 
= 5 previous hourly accumulation of SAV (PHAV) 
= 6 previous daily accumulation of SAV (PDAV) 
= 7 previous monthly accumulation of SAV (PMAV) 

NOTE 

Points defined with field “C” of 1 thru 7 should have a scale of 1.0 

When a change in hour, day or month occurs, the respective "current" value 
overwrites the respective "previous" values after the inclusion of the latest 
accumulator poll.  The respective current values are then reset to zero. 

NOTE 
1. A point with "C" = 0 must be entered before points with other "C" values 
can be used, consequently, if the monthly accumulator (C=3) is going to be 
defined, all previous points must also be defined (i.e., C=0 for the 
accumulator, C=1 for hourly accumulation and C=2 for daily accumulation). 
2. If the projected hourly accumulation (C=4) is going to be defined, then 

points with all of the format codes (C=0 through C=7) must be defined. 

There are certain restrictions on the values for the Demand Averaging Period 
(K1) and the Accumulator Poll Interval (K2), as explained below: 

 The number of demand cycles per hour, 3600/K1 must be a whole 
number (integer). 

 The number of polls per hour 3600/K2 must be an integer. 

 The number of polls per demand cycle, K1/K2, must be an integer and 
K1 must be greater than or equal to K2. 

 K1 and K2 must be less than or equal to 3600. 

When a scan task starts up, it validates the communication line point 
definition for its own communication line.  If a problem is discovered, a 
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general purpose alarm message is raised.  If there is a problem with K2, the 
scan task will operate but will not poll for accumulators or carry out demand 
averaging.  If there is an error, the value must be corrected and a scan table 
rebuilt done. 
 
If K2 is valid but K1 is not, polling for accumulators will occur but demand 
averaging will not be performed.  The K1 value may be corrected and a scan 
table rebuild done to reinitiate the scan task. 

 
Where HAV(I) is the accumulation after poll I within a demand averaging 
cycle and should not be confused with the current hourly accumulation HAV.  
The value of D(I) does not get reset to zero at the end of a cycle.  Rather, a 
value based on a single poll once the first poll arrives in the new cycle 
overwrites it.  This preserves continuity. 

NOTE 
The "projected hour" commences at the start of the demand averaging cycle 

and goes to the end of the current hour. 

All computations/rollovers/resets are performed after poll data is received 
and included in the current figures.  When the system is started up, the first 
"poll" is carried out shortly thereafter.  Rollovers/resets may then occur.  The 
poll, which occurs just after the start of a new hour (by a few seconds), is 
treated as the last poll of the previous hour and included in current value 
computation.  One or more rollover/resets will then occur.  A similar approach 
is used in including poll data to compute the last value of D(I) in a demand 
averaging cycle and the first value in a new cycle. 
 
The packed time value stored in Associated Point 1 is a 15-bit binary quantity 
displayed as a floating point number.  The binary value is computed as 
follows: 

Bit 14 Month 

Bit 11, 10 Day 

Bit 6, 5 Hour 

Bit 1, 0 Heartbeat bit 

The value is updated every time a new set of transfer/resets is sent to RTU 
0.  The heartbeat bit is complemented every time, so the displayed value will 
go up or down by one unit every K2 time units. 

6.4.5 Scale Factor and Offset 

These fields define the conversion factors used to convert raw input values into engineering 
units.  Use the Raw Input Values from the table below in the following equations: 

USABLE RAW INPUT VALUES  

INPUT 
AT RTU 

ENGINEERING 
VALUE 
RANGE 

RAW VALUE 
ZERO 

RAW VALUE 
MAX. 

RAW VALUE 
RANGE 

4 - 20 ma 0 - 90 PSI 409 2047 1638 

0 - 1  ma 0 - 13,500 Volts 0 2047 2047 

15 Sec (PDM)* 0 - 500 GPM 300 1200 900 
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*PDM – pulse duration metering. 

SF
Ev

Rr

 

OF Rz SF( * )
 

Where: 
SF  = Scale Factor 
OF  = Off Set 
Ev = Engineering Value Range (Full scale) 
Rr   = Raw Value range 
Rz   = Raw Value zero 

Example: 4 - 20 ma input at RTU represents an Engineering Value of 0 - 90 PSI: 

Eng. Value = 90 
Raw Max.  = 2047 
Raw Zero   = 409 
Raw Range = 2047 - 409 = 1638 

Scale Factor: 

 

Off Set: 

 

6.4.6 Format 

Five (5) types of format codes are defined as follows: 

 Format 00 normal analog input and accumulator timing values that apply the 
zero clamp deadband (if entered), to which an input value will be clamped to 
the engineering value of zero. 

 Format 01 accumulator special timing input values (used in some systems 
only).  Refer to section 8.3 for more details on defining points for 
accumulators with timing. 

 Format 02 accumulator values where new values overwrite old values. 
(Typically is used in Electric Industry). 

 Format 03 accumulator values where new values are added to old values. 
(Typically is used in Gas Industry). 

 Format 04 similar to Format 00, normal analog and accumulator timing 
values, but negative engineering values are disallowed by forcing them to 
zero. 

6.4.7 Zero Clamp Deadband 

Defines a range for which an input value will be clamped to the engineering value of zero.  
The zero clamp deadband is only applied to Formats “0” and “4”. 

FORMAT/CLAMP :00:3.000000 

The range for which the clamping is in effect is entered in engineering units.  E.g., a data 
input value, which is between +3.0 engineering units, will be clamped to zero in the database. 
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Expressed in terms of raw data units, the clamp range is calculated as follows: 

Clamp (raw data units) = Clamp (engineering units) * Scale factor. 
Raw data units 30 =3.0 * 0.1 

The raw data value, which represents zero engineering units, is calculated as follows: 

Rv
Ev OF

SF



 

Where: 

Rv = raw value (telemetered) 
Ev = engineering value 
OF = offset 
SF = scale factor 

Using the clamp range of 30 raw data units, any raw telemetered data input between 440 and 
380 will be clamped to 410 raw data units before it is scaled and written to the database. 

6.4.8 Report by Exception Window 

In systems with RTUs, which support analog report-by-exception, this field allows the user to 
specify the frequency of the poll by exception.  The field may contain an integer from 0 to 15. 

The exception window can also be used for set point control when using the editor “SETED”.  
The valid range is 0 to 15.  The value enter is a deadband for sending out controls.  It is a 
multiplier of the scale factor. i.e. if the scale factor is .25 and a value of 10 is entered in the 
window field then SETED will change the set point every 2.5 of change. 

6.4.9 Point Type Code 

This field contains a number in the range of 0 to 39 used to assign a general type to the point 
for reporting purposes.  For example, type 2 might be temperatures, type 3 pressures, type 4 
differential pressures, type 5 miscellaneous alarms, etc.  Reports may then b generated for 
all points of type 3, which are in alarm.  0 is the default value used if left blank. 

Each type code corresponds to a seven-character type description string.  These strings are 
displayed on the Station Data displays and may be output in reports.  In general the customer 
defines the type description strings.  The definitions are entered into the SCADA database by 
using the Point Type Editor display, PTYPE.  Refer to paragraph 6.8 for additional 
information. 

6.4.10 Description 

The Description field holds a text string identifying the point.  It may contain any characters.  
Maximum of 24 characters can be entered. 

6.4.11 Zone Assignments 

Zone records allow a user to assign the point to any subset of the 8 zones supported by the 
system (128 Zones in some systems).  This data allows the user to divide the database into 
Areas of Responsibility and restrict specified operator screens to certain areas. 

If this field is left blank, the system will insert the *All Zones** default selection. 

The system may be setup either with 8-zone, or 128-zone capabilities.  This is a factory 
configuration made by QEI. 

An example is that on a system that has both electric and water.  The electric system may 
use zones 1,2,3,4 and the water system uses 5,6,7,8.  When any operator logs in to use the 
system his password will set the zones ware he is responsible. 
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The operator will be able to look all the information on all zones, but can only perform certain 
actions, such as controls, only on the assigned zone of responsibility. 

6.4.12 Meter Point Name 

This field may contain the name of an analog point in the database.  If such a meter point is 
specified, then any alarm or even message generated against the analog point will contain 
the value of the meter point when printed.  This allows such actions as printing the 
accumulated flow volume through a valve, when the valve is opened or closed. 

6.4.13 Alarm Task Name 

If not blank, this field contains the name of an application program to be run whenever the 
point changes alarm state.  The program will be sent a message identifying the point and 
specifying both the old state of the point and the new state or a number sign.  Also a 
command sequence number can be specified for starting that command sequence when the 
point changes value.   

6.4.14 Engineering Units 

This field contains a six-character engineering units tag for the value (i.e., KPA, M, VOLTS, 
AMPS, VARS, etc.). 

6.4.15 Jog Amount 

This field may contain a value, in the same engineering units as the analog point, by which 
the point's value can be incremented or decremented during a SET/MANUAL operation by 
each stroke of the JOG UP or JOG DOWN key respectively.  This is used for setpoints. 

6.4.16 Alarm Limits, Deadbands, Severities and Voice Message 
Codes 

Each analog point has three levels for the operating limits: pre-emergency (yellow), 
emergency (red), and unreasonable (magenta).  Each level has over-range indicators (“HI” 
and (“LO”) and deadbands (“DB”).  “HI” and “LO” are values assigned to the analog point.  
When either of these values is exceeded, an alarm status for the point is initiated. The 
deadband prevents the point from going into or out of alarm when the current value for the 
point is near the value of a high or low limit. 

CAUTION 
All limits values and deadbands are given in engineering units. 
If a “HI” limit value is omitted, it defaults to no high alarm. 
If a “LO” limit is omitted, it defaults to no low alarm. 
Limit values must nest so that emergency limits can be omitted only if the unreasonable limits 

are also omitted. 

Each alarm limit has an Alarm Severity assigned to it, which determines the priority of the 
alarm message, initiated when the limit is violated. 
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The Alarm Severities field contains the priorities to be used when an alarm is initiated, 
reporting transition of the point to each of the four possible states.  Valid alarm severities are: 

Priority Operation 

4 Active audible alarm continuously until all alarms are acknowledged or the 
ALARM SILENCE key is pressed. 

3 Repeatedly cycle audible alarm on for 1.5 seconds, then off for 1.5 seconds, 
then back on for 1.5 seconds, etc. until all alarms are acknowledged or the 
ALARM silence key is pressed. 

 

2 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn it off.  The alarm is 
not acknowledged. 

 

1 Active audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn if off.  The alarm is 
already acknowledged. 

0 No audible alarm.  The alarm is already acknowledged. 

Finally, each alarm limit has an optional Voice Message Code*, which selects a voice 
message to be spoken if that alarm occurs. 

NOTE 
If desired, the alarm limits may be entered after the system is installed in the field and the 

transducers are properly calibrated. 

*For systems equipped with a Voice Message Unit or a pager message system.  Refer to 
VM-2000 Manual, if applicable. 

6.4.17 Annunciation Delay 

This field holds the number of seconds for which the annunciation of a sustained alarm for 
this Analog point is delayed, i.e., the alarm will only be announced if the point remains in it 
abnormal range for at least this number of seconds. 

6.4.18 Pre-Emergency, Emergency, and Unreasonable Annunciation 
Delays 

These fields hold  the number of seconds for which the alarm annunciation is delayed for 
each class of Analog point alarm (pre-emergency, emergency, or unreasonable).  The 
system will use these delays (if defined) over the Annunciation Delay above.   

 

6.4.19 Rate of Change Limit:  Severity: Positive: Negative: Voice 
Code* 

With this feature, the system compares the scanned value with the previously scanned value 
for that point to determine how much the reading has changed.  This change is normalized to 
a one-minute interval and compared with a rate-of-change limit.  For example: if the time 
between two scans of the point is 2 minutes and value received is 100 on the first scan and 
120 on the next, then the rate of change is 10 per minute.  If the rate of change limit is 9, then 
an alarm will be raised. 

Valid severity codes are 0-4.  Valid rate of change limits are 0-9 for both positive and 
negative rate of change. 

The severity field specifies what priority to apply to the alarm.  The positive and negative 
fields specify whether checking is to be performed on positive or negative changes in the 
value of both.  "Y" in the field means test for a change. 
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*For systems equipped with a Voice Message Unit or a pager message system.  Refer to 
VM-2000 Manual, if applicable. 

The voice code field specifies an optional voice message to be spoken when the alarm is 
raised.  In systems that have a voice message unit, the fields allow the user to specify the 
number of voice messages to be output whenever the corresponding alarm is raised against 
the point.  This field is left blank on systems without a voice unit. 

6.4.20 Return to Normal Severity 

This field defines the priority of the alarm message, which reports that the value of the point 
has returned to within normal alarm range. 

6.4.21 Trend, Auto-Load, Spare, Flags 

 First flag.  “Y" specifies that the point's value is to be copied to the Trend 
Data file or the Event Data file whenever the value changes.  "N" specifies 
that the value is not trended. 

 Second flag.  Auto load setpoint. 

 Third flag.  Block setpoint controls from CMDSEQ. 

6.5 TEXT POINT 

Points of this type contain the text strings up to 24 characters long.  This type of data is 
generated entirely in the computer by applications programs or may be manually entered by 
the operator. 

6.5.1 Station, Point Name 

This field contains the name of the station that the point has been assigned to and the name 
of the point within the station.  The point name consists of one to six alphanumeric characters 
including “.” and “-“. 

6.5.2 Point Type Code 

This field contains a number in the range of 0 to 39 used to assign a general type to the point 
for reporting purposes.  For example, type 2 might be temperatures, type 3 pressures, type 4 
differential pressures, type 5 miscellaneous alarms, etc.  Reports may then be generated for 
all points of type 3, which are in alarm.  Point type 0 is used as default if none is entered. 

Each type code corresponds to a seven-character type description string.  These strings are 
displayed on the Station Data displays and may be output in reports. In general the customer 
defines the type description strings.  The definitions are entered into the SCADA database by 
using the Point Type Editor display, PTYPE.  Refer to paragraph 5.9 for additional 
information. 

6.5.3 Description String 

The Description field holds a text string identifying the point.  It may contain any characters.  
Maximum is 24 characters. 

6.5.4 Zone Assignments 

Zone records allow a user to assign the point to any subset of the 8 zones supported by the 
system (128 Zones in some systems).  This data allows the user to divide the database into 
Areas of Responsibility and restrict specified operator screens to certain areas. 

If this field is left blank, the system will insert the *All Zones** default selection. 

The system may be setup either with 8-zone, or 128-zone capabilities.  This is a factory 
configuration made by QEI. 
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An example is that on a system that has both electric and water.  The electric system may 
use zones 1,2,3,4 and the water system uses 5,6,7,8.  When any operator logs in to use the 
system his password will set the zones ware he is responsible. 

The operator will be able to look all the information on all zones, but can only perform certain 
actions, such as controls, only on the assigned zone of responsibility. 

 
Figure 6-6.  Text Point Editor Display Sample 

6.6 COMMUNICATION LINE POINTS 

In general, a Communication Line consists of a cable connected to the computer on one end, 
the other end of which is connected to one or more RTUs. 

One of these points must be defined for each Communication Line connected to the 
computer. 

Data entered for this point describes to the system what type of RTU is connected to the 
cable and, therefore, what protocol must be used when polling the RTUs. 

NOTE 
The information that follows applies to the QEI QUICS 4000 Communication Protocol only.  

For the other communication protocols, refer to their corresponding manuals. 

The Communication Line point appears in the system as a Status point whose value 
indicates whether the computer is receiving data over the Communication Line (status =”0”) 
indicates receiving or the line is down (status = ”1”). 

The system assigns a default class 2 value for this point with normal state = “0” (line up).  It 
also uses Prefix/Suffix string #1 and Point Type string #38, which also contain default names 
generated by the system. 
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Data fields for a Communication Line point are described below. 

6.6.1 Station, Point Name 

This field contains the name of the station that the point has been assigned to and the name 
of the point within the station.  The point name consists of one to six alphanumeric characters 
including “.” and “-“. 

6.6.2 Communication Line Number 

This field contains the number assigned to the Communication Line.  Valid range is 0-63.  
This number is used in the CL portion of Telemetry Address or Control Address fields. 

6.6.3 Communication Line Device 

This field designates the Input/Output port connecting the computer to the Communication 
Line.  This is the port through which the computer communicates to the RTUs.  Each 
communication line will have their own device designated by a port number (example, 
LTA11:).  This information can be found on the configuration sheets supplied with the system 
documentation.  Under normal condition, this field is configured during software installation 
and configuration, and therefore can be left blank. 

6.6.4 Scan Task Name 

TDMS-Plus supports many different types of RTUs.  This field contains the name of the scan 
task (communications protocol) for the type of RTU attached to the Comm. Line. 

This allows the system to activate the correct scanning software for the RTUs.  The name 
used for the QEI QUICS 4000 Protocol is "QUIC". 

6.6.5 Description 

The Description field holds a text string identifying the point.  It may contain any characters, 
up to a maximum of 24. 

6.6.6 Zone Assignments 

Zone records allow a user to assign the point to any subset of the 8 zones supported by the 
system (128 Zones in some systems).  This data allows the user to divide the database into 
Areas of Responsibility and restrict specified operator screens to certain areas. 

If this field is left blank, the system will insert the *All Zones** default selection. 

The system may be setup either with 8-zone, or 128-zone capabilities.  This is a factory 
configuration made by QEI. 

An example is that on a system that has both electric and water.  The electric system may 
use zones 1,2,3,4 and the water system uses 5,6,7,8.  When any operator logs in to use the 
system his password will set the zones ware he is responsible. 

The operator will be able to look all the information on all zones, but can only perform certain 
actions, such as controls, only on the assigned zone of responsibility. 

6.6.7 Response Timeout 

This value is used for timeout on I/O to the RTU’s.  Each serial I/O read will use the response 
timeout to determine when a “no response timeout to determine when a “no response” 
occurs.  The following are the default minimums for this parameter: 

Using Modems: 
Use 2 seconds to get modem echo byte (1st byte) 
To read rest of RTU reply: 
If response timeout = 0, use 6 seconds 
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If response timeout non-zero, use user entry 
(If less than 2 seconds, use 2 seconds) 

Not using modems: 
If talking to CIU, If response timeout = 0, use 6 seconds 
Response timeout non-zero, use user entry. 
(If less than 2 seconds, use 2 seconds) 
If not talking to CIU, use 2 seconds + (# bytes /100) 

6.6.8 Time Between Scans 

This value is used for a pause between RTU polls.  The scan task will wait this amount of 
time before executing next poll.  If the value is 0, then 1 tick (10 milliseconds) is used. 

For Softmux, this value is also used to delay BEFORE and AFTER servicing the secondary 
channel (ESCA or Turtle).  The value in this parameter is used as the delay time BEFORE 
and AFTER servicing the secondary channel.  This delay only occurs if there is a Softmux 
message pending.  If no message is pending, no delay occurs. 

6.6.9 Prefix-Suffix Code 

The system contains a table containing 256 sets of Prefix-Suffix strings numbered 0 to 255.  
This field must specify one of the entries in that table.  The table itself is edited using the 
Prefix-Suffix string editor, SPPSFX. 

6.6.10 Alarm Severities 

These four fields contain the priorities to be used when an alarm is raised, reporting transition 
of the point to each of the four possible states.  Valid alarm severities are: 

Priority Operation 

4 Activate audible alarm continuously until all alarms are acknowledged or 
the ALARM SILENCE key is pressed. 

3 Repeatedly cycle audible alarm on for 1.5 seconds, then off for 1.5 
seconds, then back on for 1.5 seconds, etc. until all alarms are 
acknowledged or the ALARM silence key is pressed. 

2 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn it off.  The alarm 
is not acknowledged. 

1 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn if off.  The alarm 
is already acknowledged. 

0 No audible alarm.  The alarm is already acknowledged. 

6.6.11 Voice Codes 

In systems that have a voice message unit, or a pager messaging system these fields allow 
the user to specify the voice message or pager message to be outputted whenever the 
corresponding alarm is raised against the point.  Refer to VM-2000 Manual, if applicable. 

6.6.12 Format Code Alarm 

This field specifies the alarm message skeleton to be used when an alarm is raised against a 
point.  The standard format is date, time, point name, description status, which can be 
generated by specifying the correct format code (any number from 129 to 189). 

6.6.13 Alarm Task Name 

If not blank, this field contains the name of an application program to be run whenever the 
point changes state.  The program will be sent a message identifying the point and specifying 
both the old state of the point ant the new state. 
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6.6.14 Retry Count Point Name 

This field contains the name of an analog point whose value is the number of times the scan 
task is to retry polling an RTU which is not responding before giving up and declaring the 
RTU failed.  This analog point must be defined in advance. 

If omitted, the system defaults to three retries. 

6.6.15 Associated Points/Analog Points Are Used 

Associated Point 1  This point is used by the scan task to store a packed 
month/day/hour time value when a set of transfer/reset commands 
is sent to RTU 0.  It is used to determine if rollover is required.  The 
displayed value will not have an obvious meaning, but it will go up 
or down by one every time a new set of transfer/reset commands is 
used, to indicate a "heartbeat”. This point is essentially a "work" 
point for the scan task and the value should not be changed 
manually. 

Associated Point 2  This point controls the demand averaging of accumulator for this 
communication line.  This point is only used if data in the System 
Parameters Editor (SYSPAR) is not defined. 
 
The value in the point must be greater than 0 and a direct factor of 
the hour (evenly divisible by number of seconds in an hour - 3600).  
The point’s value, in seconds will determine how often demand 
averaging is performed for accumulators. 

Associated Point 3  This point controls the interval of ALLDATA POLLS for this 
communication line.  The analog point contains the ALLDATA 
POLL interval in seconds.  E.G., 35 means poll “one” remote on the 
communication line for ALLDATA every 35 seconds. 
 
If present analog point containing the ALL DATA POLL interval in 
seconds for this communication line.  E.G., 35 means poll “one “ 
remote on the communication line for ALL DATA every 35 seconds. 
 
If omitted, or analog point value is zero, scan task will issue “one” 
ALL DATA poll according to the ALL DATA field specified in the 
System Parameters Editor (SYSPAR). 
 
If present and non-zero, this point overrides the setting of SYSPAR 
for this communication line only. 

Associated Point 4  This point is used for the RTU Retry Up counter that is part of the 
RTU recovery logic.  If defined, this point will hold the retry up 
counter.  This value will be the number of times a failed RTU must 
successfully respond to a poll before it is considered recovered 
(e.g. “Up” or not failed). 
 
This recovery up logic can be used for an intermittent RTU that fails 
and recovers repeatedly.  If omitted, the scan task will use the 
normal recovery logic: namely each good response to a master poll 
will recover the failed RTU. 
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Associated Point 5  Not Used. 

6.6.16 Parameters 

Parameter 1  Defines the baud rate of the communication line.  If set to 0, the 
communication line speed will not be set by the scan task (uses 
default speed settings of the port).  If non-zero, the scan task will 
set the communication channel baud rate to the value specified 
(if valid). 
 
If set to 0, the speed settings are set by the config file 
(CONFIG.x) which is used to set the port via the LTSTART and 
LTLOAD command procedures. 

Parameter 2  Protocol flags:  
First digit (1's) - Mode of scan task (0 = standard, non - zero = 
softmux) 
Second digit (10's) - Parity of communication line (1 = odd, 2 = 
even, other = none) 

Parameter 3  Defines the accumulator poll interval (in seconds).  This value is 
only used if data in the System Parameters Editor (SYSPAR) is 
not defined. 

6.6.17 Communication Line Build/Rebuild 

After the point database is created, or after any point’s telemetry address is changed, the 
corresponding communications line must be rebuilt. New points, or telemetry changes to 
existing points, are placed on-line only after the corresponding communications line is rebuilt.  
For this purpose, the Communication Line Editor contains the Communication Line 
Build/Rebuild target, and the Execute target. 

To Build/Rebuild the communications line, first select the Build/Rebuild target; the 
Build/Rebuild target will flash as an indication that it is selected, then select the Execute 
target. 

If errors are detected during the Build/Rebuild operation, the system will log the error 
message “Scan table built with errors”. 

Common errors include, but are not limited to two or more points assigned the same 
telemetry address, points assigned telemetry addresses of non-existing RTUs, etc. 

If errors are found, correct the errors and rebuild the communications line. 
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Figure 6-7.  Communication Line Editor Display Sample 

6.7 RTU POINT 

One of these points must be defined for each RTU connected to a Communication Line.  Like 
a Comm. Line point, data entered for this point describes the RTU to the system as well as 
creates a Status point, which is used to store the RTUs up/down status. 

The data fields for an RTU point are: 

6.7.1 Station, Point Name 

This field contains the name of the station that the point has been assigned to and the name 
of the point within the station.  The point name consists of one to six alphanumeric characters 
including “.” and “-“. 

6.7.2 Communication Line Number 

This field contains the number of the Comm. Line that the RTU is attached to. 

6.7.3 RTU Number 

This field contains the RTUs polling address.  This number corresponds to the RTU number 
subfield in data points Telemetry and Control Addresses. 

6.7.4 Description 

The Description field holds a text string identifying the point.  It may contain any characters 
up to a maximum of 24. 
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6.7.5 Zone Assignments 

Zone records allow a user to assign the point to any subset of the 8 zones supported by the 
system (128 Zones in some systems).  This data allows the user to divide the database into 
Areas of Responsibility and restrict specified operator screens to certain areas. 

If this field is left blank, the system will insert the *All Zones** default selection. 

The system may be setup either with 8-zone, or 128-zone capabilities.  This is a factory 
configuration made by QEI. 

An example is that on a system that has both electric and water.  The electric system may 
use zones 1,2,3,4 and the water system uses 5,6,7,8.  When any operator logs in to use the 
system his password will set the zones ware he is responsible. 

The operator will be able to look all the information on all zones, but can only perform certain 
actions, such as controls, only on the assigned zone of responsibility. 

6.7.6 Alarm Task Name 

If not blank, this field contains the name of an application problem to be application program 
will be sent a message identifying the point and specifying both the old state of the point and 
the new state. 

6.7.7 Prefix-Suffix Code 

The system contains a table containing 256 sets of Prefix-Suffix strings numbered 0 to 255.  
This field must specify one of the entries in that table.  The table itself is edited using the 
Prefix-Suffix string editor, SPPSFX.  The default value used if not entry is made is 0. 

6.7.8 Alarm Severities 

These four fields contain the priorities to be used when an alarm is raised, reporting transition 
of the point to each of the four possible states.  Valid alarm severities are: 

Priority Operation 

4 Activate audible alarm continuously until all alarms are acknowledged or 
the ALARM SILENCE key is pressed. 

3 Repeatedly cycle audible alarm on for 1.5 seconds, then off for 1.5 
seconds, then back on for 1.5 seconds, etc. until all alarms are 
acknowledged or the ALARM silence key is pressed. 

2 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn it off.  The 
alarm is not acknowledged. 

1 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn it off.  The 
alarm is already acknowledged. 

0 No audible alarm.  The alarm is already acknowledged. 

6.7.9 Voice Codes 

In systems that have a voice message unit, these fields allow the user to specify the numbers 
of voice messages to be output whenever the corresponding alarm is raised against the 
point.  Refer to VM-2000 Manual, if applicable. 

6.7.10 Alarm Format Code 

May be in the range 1-60 or 129 to 186.  If not specified, the system will assign a default 
value of 185. 

6.7.11 Scan Control Points 

Enable Fast Scan Point Name: This field contains the name of a Status point used to 
enable/disable RTU fast scan. 
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Status = 1 means enable fast scan of RTU. 
           = 0 means disable fast scan of RTU. 

6.7.12 Associated Points 

For each associated point that is used, an analog point must be created in advance before 
entering its name in this editor. 

Associated Point 1 Analog point containing percentage communication success 
with RTU.  If omitted, no values are written. 

Associated Point 2 Analog point containing count of communication timeout 
errors with RTU.  If omitted, no values are written. 

Associated Point 3 Analog point containing amount of BCH errors with RTU. 
If omitted, no values are written. 

Associated Point 4 Status Point that indicates the health of the primary 
communication channel.  A value of 0 refers to a working 
channel.  Refer to Section 6.7.14, Normal / Alternate 
Communication Line Operations. 

 

0=Channel Good 

1=Channel Bad 

 

This point was FORMERLY an analog point containing 
transmission time delay with RTU, for SOE time stamping 
functions.. 

Associated Point 5 Analog point containing total number of poll errors with RTU. 

Associated Point 6 Status point used to show which communication line the 
RTU is being polled over. 
0 = normal line 
1 = alternate line 
Operator may force the system to use either line by 
manually setting the point to zero (0) or one (1). 
If omitted, communication lines are switched automatically 
based on the error count specified in parameter 1. 

Associated Point 7 Analog point containing the actual number of polls of the 
RTU. 
The count is updated every ten (10) polls. 

Associated Point 8 Status Point meaning  Enable Load Management.Table 
Downloads  
Status point used to enable and disable table downloads to an 
RTU.  If omitted, table downloads are disabled. 

0 = Disable table downloads 
1 = Enable table downloads 

 

Associated Point 9 Status point used with Table Load (TBLOAD) for transfer of 
RTU Historical Data. 
0 = MANUAL 
1 = AUTO 

NOTE: RTU Requires special software 

Associated Point 10 Status Point that indicates the health of the alternate 
communication channel.  A value of 0 indicates a working 
channel.  Refer to Section 6.7.14, Normal / Alternate 
Communication Line Operations. 

 

This was FORMERLY an undocumented feature for 
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indicating the number of minutes for which the RTU had 
been marked as FAILED. 

All other associated points are currently unused. 

Algorithm for Percent Communication 

The percent communication statistic is evaluated via two first order digital filters applied in 
tandem to a variable Sk that is defined as follows: 

Sk = 1 if poll was successful 
     = 0 if poll was unsuccessful 

A filtered message state variable, Uk, is obtained as follows: 

Uk+1=AUk+(1-A)Sk+1 

where the filter coefficient A is 0.5.  Uk has a range 0 to 1. 

This is scaled and passed to a second filter to produce the percent communication variable, 
Xk, as follows: 

Xk+1=BXk + 100(1-B)Uk+1 

where the filter coefficient B is defined as: 

B  =  0.7 if Xk is above the lower pre-emergency alarm limit. 
    =  0.8 if Xk is at or below the lower pre-emergency limit. 

The output variable Xk has a range of 0 to 100.  It is actually equal to a true percent 
communication only when it is in a steady state. 

6.7.13 Parameters 

Parameter 1 

 Units Digit  Critical count of poll errors allowed with RTU. (Typically is “0”). 
When count is reached, the CIU-RTU communication line is switched. If 
count is “0”, communication line switching is disabled. 

NOTE 
If associated point 6 is used to manually set communication line, error count is 

ignored while point is manually set. 

 

 Tens, Hundreds, Thousands, Ten Thousands and Hundred Thousands 
Digits  Primary Check Count is a value which represents the number of polls 
on the alternate channel to be preformed before retrying the failed primary 
channel.  Range from 0 to 99999.  Refer to Section 6.7.14, Normal / 
Alternate Communication Line Operation. 

Parameter 2 - Used as various RTU flags.  Each digit of the value will be used as an 
indicator: 

 Units digit.  Indicates if it is a LMG RTU.  If the digit is a "1", then it is 
marked as a Load Management RTU and the time/day message will be 
downloaded at startup and every hour from startup. 

 Tens digit.  Indicates if it is a SOE RTU.  If the digit is a "1", and if 
appropriate data parameters have been stored in the system communication 
editor (Section 6.10 SYSPAR), then The RTU is a Sequence of Events RTU.. 

 Hundreds digit.  Enables Calc & Control, or Historical Data collection in 
some types of RTUs. 
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0 = Disabled 
1 = Enabled 

Parameter 3 – Alternate Check Count 

 The Alternate Check Count is the number of polls on the Primary Channel 
before checking for the proper operation of the Alternate Channel.  Range is 
from 0 to 999999.  Refer to Section 6.7.14, Normal / Alternate 
Communication Line Operation. 

 

 
Figure 6-8.  RTU Point Editor Display Sample 

6.7.14 Normal / Alternate Communication Line Operation 

In order to accommodate new normal and alternate communication line configurations 
involving combinations of both IP based and serial based communication media, a new 
normal and alternate communication line switching mechanism has been developed in newer 
version of the QUICS IV scan task.  The following the QUICS IV image ident and date.  If you 
are unsure how to obtain this information, please contact QEI Customer Service, or refer to 
the SM-2000, System Manager’s Guide. 

 

The following operational example will be used to illustrate how the new scheme operates.  
Begin with the Primary channel operating. 

 The Primary channel fails after Critical Count number of poll errors, and 
switches over to the Alternate Channel. 

 While the Alternate Channel is operating, every Primary Check Count polls, 
the scan task will retry on the Primary Channel.  If a successful poll occurs, 
the scan task will switch back to the Primary Channel, if unsuccessful, the 
scan task will remain on the Alternate Channel, and this cycle of primary 
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channel retries will continue.  The Primary Channel Health Status point wil be 
set accordingly – 0 for good channel, 1 for a bad channel. 

 While polling on the Primary Channel, a test poll will be sent by the scan task 
every Alternate Check Count polls to test the Alternate Communication Line.  
If the test is successful, the Alternate Channel Health status point will be set 
to 0, if unsuccessful then it will be set to 1.  However, if the test poll is 
successful, the scan task will still remain on the Primary Channel. 

 If the Critical Count parameter is set to zero (0), the communication line 
switching will still be disabled. 

 If the Primary and Alternate Check Count parameters are set to zero (0), the 
primary and alternate channel function as described above here will not 
function, the only way the communication line will switch is if the Critical 
Count poll error count is reached or if the line is manually switched in the 
Normal / Alternate Comm Line status point in Associated Point 6. 

There are two reasons for this mechanism.  The first is that the Primary Channel throughput 
might be faster than the Alternate Channel, is in an IP based Primary Channel and a serial 
based Alternate Channel.  In this case, you would want the scan task to switch back to the 
Primary as soon as possible.  The other reason is cost – the Alternate Channel may be 
billable per packet or byte.  In addition, the scan task periodically tests the Alternate Line 
while the Primary Line is operating, so that you know whether the Alternate Line is OK before 
the scan task has to switch to it.  

 

6.8 MISCELLANEOUS TEXT STRINGS 

6.8.1 File Contents 

This file is edited by invoking the PTYPE display.  The file consists of a single page, and 
allows the editing of point type text strings and input format text strings. 

6.8.2 Point Type Text Strings 

The point type text strings, of which there are 40, provide a user editable key for point 
identification within the system.  Point type text strings are displayed for each point on the 
station data displays and may be used as selection criteria when generating Line Reports.  
Point type text string assignment to points occurs as station edit time.   

Some strings may already be defined in the system; the user may change, or add, according 
to the system requirements.  Refer to paragraphs 6.3.10 and 6.4.9. 

6.8.3 Input Format Text Strings 

The input format text strings provide a description to the data input format codes that are 
specified during analog and status point editing.  Refer to paragraphs 6.3.5 and 6.4.6. 

The user may modify these strings, of which there are 16 for Analog Points and 16 for Status 
Points.  The file contains the following default values: 
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6.8.4 Station Status Display Color Codes 

Five color codes, from 00 through 04, are used to color the Station Point area of a Single Line 
Diagram according to the highest severity outstanding alarm for that Station. A sixth color 
code, ABNORMAL, is used to color the Station Point area after the alarm is acknowledged 
and if any data point in the Station remains in the abnormal state. 

R = Red W = White 

C = Cyan G = Green 

B = Blue M = Magenta 

Y = Yellow O = Orange 

This feature can be used to show the general state of a Station in a Single Line Diagram 
(SLD). Refer to paragraph 7.3.2. 

 
Figure 6-9.  Miscellaneous Text Strings Editor Display Sample 
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6.9 STATUS POINT PREFIX/SUFFIX 

6.9.1 File Contents 

This file is edited by invoking the SPPSFX display.  It contains records defining the command 
prefix and status suffix strings used when logging status point control operations and 
alarming status changes.  Each record defines two prefix strings and four suffix strings.  Each 
string may be up to six characters long.   

6.9.2 Prefix Text Strings 

The prefix strings are used to generate log messages reporting device control operations.  
The first string is used when reporting an 0 Control (i.e. OPEN) command, while the second 
string is used when reporting a 1 control (i.e. CLOSE) command.  (0 and 1 controls, 
respectively).  This text strings are also shown in the dialog box when the point is selected. 

6.9.3 Suffix Text Strings 

The suffix strings are used when generating alarm messages reporting the state of a status 
point.  For single bit status points, the first string is used to report a status value of 0, the 
second string is for a status of 1 and the third and fourth strings are unused.  For dual bit 
status points, the four strings are used to report states from 0 to 3, respectively.  If left blank 
on the point description, default of 0 will be used. 

6.9.4 Editor Fields 

Record Number.  This identifies the record in the Prefix/Suffix string file.  Valid numbers are 
0 to 255.   

Prefix Strings.  These are the two Prefix text strings to accompany the 0 and 1 output 
controls.  Each string is up to 6 characters in length.  The prefix is the label that will show up 
on controllable point dialog boxes.  With the 0 string in the button on the left and the 1 string 
in the button on the right. 

Suffix Strings.  These are the four Suffix text strings, which are associated with the reported 
state of the point, form 0 to 3 for dual bit points or from 0 to 1 for single bit points.  Each string 
is up to 6 characters in length.  The suffix string is what the system uses to report an event 
when it happens.  It will also use it to update the status summary displays. 
 
The record is stored by pressing the STORE key on the operator console.  Table 6-1 contains 
a list of Example values for the Prefix/Suffix Text Strings.   

TABLE 6-1.  PREFIX/SUFFIX TEXT STRINGS EXAMPLE VALUES 

Record Number 0 1 2 3 

00   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

ENABLE 

 

DISABLE 

  

01   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

UP 

 

DOWN 

  

02   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

OPEN 

OPEN 

CLOSE 

CLOSE 

 

TRANS 

 

ERROR 

03   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

NORMAL 

 

ALARM 

  

04   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

NORMAL 

 

HIGH 

  

05   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

NORMAL 

 

LOW 
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06   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

OFF 

 

ON 

  

07   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

NORMAL 

 

FAIL 

  

08   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

OPEN 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

 

NORMAL 

 

ERROR 

09   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

HIGH 

HIGH 

LOW 

LOW 

 

NORMAL 

 

ERROR 

10   PREFIXES 

       SUFFIXES 

 

NORMAL 

 

SHUTDN 

  

 
Figure 6-10.  Prefix/Suffix String Editor Display Sample 

6.10 SYSTEM COMMUNICATION EDITOR 

The System Communication Configuration Editor (SYSCOM) is used in conjunction with each 
communication line point to define the individual characteristic settings for each 
communication line on the system.  The editor accepts input for up to 64 communication lines 
(0 through 63).  Changes made to any communication line characteristic require a rebuild of 
the scan table for that comline. 

6.10.1 Communication Line Number 

This field indicates the communication line number.  Line number cannot be modified 

6.10.2 Modem Delay msecs 

This value is used by the scan task as a wait before each RTU poll.  This allows time for the 
modem to turnaround.  The scan task also uses this value to determine if it is talking to 
modems or directly to the RTU’s. 

This value also controls an “end-of-message” pad added to the QUICS message.  If set to a 
non-zero value, 4 nulls will be added to the end of the QUICS poll (as a carrier hold 
mechanism). 

If this field is set to “0”, there is no modem keying; RTS is left “ON” at all times.  If this field is 
set to non “0” - modem keying is used.  Operation depends on flag #1 setting (see FLAGS 
54321 below). 

6.10.3 Flags 54321 

Indicates the use of various communication line protocols and configurations. 
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Flag Setting Meaning 

1 0 A Communication Interface Unit (CIU) is not used on the comline.  If 
MODEM DELAY is specified, assert Request to Send (RTS), delay 
specified MODEM DELAY time (milliseconds) and then transmit. 

 1 A CIU is present on the comline.  Modem keying is handled by the CIU.  
MODEM DELAY milliseconds should be “0”. 

 2 A serial modem control interface is used.  If MODEM DELAY is 
specified, output a serial modem keying character, delay the specified 
MODEM DELAY time  (milliseconds), then transmit.  A serial modem 
control interface (6PTM) will key the modem when the keying character 
is input and unkey it when an internal timer expires.  This is used with 
interfaces, which do not support RTS (e.g., terminal servers). 

2 0 Accumulator transfer/reset is sent to each RTU individually before 
polling the RTU for accumulator data. 

 1 Accumulator transfer/reset is broadcast to all RTUs, followed by 
individual transfer/reset and then the accumulator poll. 

 2 Transfer/reset is broadcast to all RTUs, followed by the accumulator 
poll.  No individual transfer/reset is done. 

3 0 CIU comline switching disabled. 

 1 CIU comline switching enabled.  On an RTU communication error, the 
scan task will make use of an "alternate comline" bit in the message 
protocol to instruct the CIU to use the alternate communication line 
between the CIU and RTU. 

 2 127-RTU addresses enabled.  Used only in systems with RTUs that 
support up to 127 station addresses. 
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Figure 6-11.  System Comline Editor Display Sample 

6.11 SYSTEM PARAMETERS EDITOR 

The System Parameters Editor (SYSPAR) is used to define general communication timing 
parameters for communication lines throughout the system.  Changes made to these 
parameters require rebuilding of all communication line scan tables. 
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Figure 6-12.  System Parameters Editor (Sample) 

6.11.1 Activity Timing 

ALL DATA POLL INTERVAL 

 The interval in seconds between polls of one remote on each communication 
line for "ALL DATA" (e.g., 60 means poll one remote on each communication 
line for "ALL DATA" every 60 seconds). 

 This global value can be overwritten for any communication line by the 
specification of ASSOCIATED POINT #3 in the communication line editor. 

 If the value is zero, the scan task will not issue "ALL DATA" polls. 

ACCUMULATOR POLL INTERVAL 

 The interval in seconds between polling for accumulator values.  At this 
interval, accumulator polling is performed on all remotes on each 
communication line. 

 This is used in conjunction with each communication line's FLAG #2 on the 
SYSCOM editor that specifies what "TRANSFER/RESET" protocol to use. 

ACCUMULATOR POLL HOURLY OFFSET 

 Time in seconds from the start of the hour to initiate accumulator polling. 

DEMAND AVERAGING 

 The interval in seconds between execution of demand averaging.  This value 
must be a multiple of the Accumulator Poll Interval. 
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LOAD MANAGEMENT INTERVAL 

 The interval in seconds between execution of load management processes 
(LOAD SHEDDING, VOLTAGE REGULATION, POWER FACTOR 
CONTROL). 

LOAD MANAGEMENT HOURLY OFFSET 

 Time in seconds from the start of the hour to initiate load management. 

6.11.2 Sequence of Events 

These parameters are used for systems, which have the Sequence of Events Data Collection 
option installed in the RTUs. 

 EXTERNAL TIME SYNC.  Indicates how Sequence of Events time 
synchronization is to be performed. 

 Y.  All the communication lines in the system are synchronized at the 
same time by means of a separate Time Sync Data port on the 
computer. 

 N.  Each communication line is individually synchronized. 

 TIME SYNC INTERVAL.  The interval in minutes between broadcasting the 
time to all remotes--normally 1 minute.  No Sequence of Event 
synchronization if the value is zero. 

 TIME SCALE FACTOR.  The scaling value applied to the Sequence of 
Events millisecond timestamp for synchronization polls issued and events 
received.  The value will normally be 1.0 indicating one millisecond equals 
one millisecond but other configurations may be required. 

6.11.3 Timeshared Transmission 

These parameters are used to control the broadcast of Load Management commands over a 
transmitter on a shared frequency where the system is allowed a specific transmission time 
window. 

 WINDOW SIZE.  The maximum number of addresses that can be transmitted 
in the transmission time allotted for the system.  If zero, transmission 
timesharing is not used. 

 WINDOW DURATION.  The time in seconds allotted to the system for 
message transmission. 

 WINDOW STATUS POINT.  The point in which the current window status is 
stored.  In defining the point (STNED), follow these guidelines: 

 must be a status type 

 should be a non-alarming point 

 suggested prefix strings: 
 
“ON” or “OPEN” indicating transmission period 
“OFF” or “CLOSED” indicating transmission held 

 WINDOW OVERFLOW COUNT POINT.  The point in which to accumulate 
the number of times load management commands were delayed until the 
next interval because there was not enough space in the window.  This point 
will not be reset to zero by the system; this is the operator's responsibility 
when reset is desired.  Can be used to determine the need for window size 
or timing adjustment. 
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 RESTRICT POWER FACTOR CONTROLS TO WINDOW.  To 
activate/deactivate window control on power factor control, enter "Y" or "N" 
(meaning yes or no). 

 EXTERNAL CLOCK STATUS POINT.  If an external clock is used to 
maintain system time, enter the name of the status point that will indicate if 
the clock is operating correctly. 

 The Point’s value of one (1) indicates time synchronization operating 
correctly. 

 A zero (0) value indicates loss of time synchronization or clock failure. 

 A pseudo station with the name SYS$, and one status point must be 
created.  The Status Point name must be one of the following thee 
names, as required: 

Clock Type Point Name 

ARBITER CLKARB 

SPECTRACOM CLKSPC 

TRUE TIME CLKTRU 

HEATHKIT CLKHEA 

NOTES 
After the point is added and SYSPAR stored, the system must be 
rebooted. 
 
For Load Management systems, if external clock synchronization is 
not used, this status point MUST be defined and its value manually 

set to ONE (1). 

7 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM DISPLAY INFORMATION 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

A Single Line Diagram (SLD) displays one page of information about the current values and 
statuses of selected points from the SCADA system's database.  It may also contain graphs 
and tables whose contents are derived from historical values of selected points. 

Via this display, the operator can determine the state of the SCADA system, identify 
abnormal conditions, and enter commands to take corrective action. 

Many SLD displays exist in the system.  These displays are created using the Single Line 
Diagram Editor. 

These displays can be defined to contain schematic diagrams of the SCADA system, 
showing the status of various devices.  Superimposed on these diagrams, the system can 
display the names, current values and alarm condition of selected station, analog and status 
points in the network and the flow/no flow status of selected system segments.  For example, 
an SLD may show a schematic representation of a segment with a controllable device such 
as a valve or a circuit breaker in it.  A representation of the current open/close status of the 
device and a numeric field showing the flow through the device could be superimposed. 

By placing the cursor on the representation of a device and entering device control 
commands, the operator may control the setting of the device.  After the command has been 
executed, the display is updated to show the current status and analog readings. 

Historical data may be presented on an SLD through the use of historical graphs and 
historical tables.  The historical values required to generate these graphs and tables are 
obtained from the Historic Data file.  Historical data set definition, historical graph definition 
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and historical table definition are all operator functions, achieved via certain User File Editor 
displays.  Graph and table position are operator edited through the SLD editor display. 

An SLD may also contain a note area into which the system operators may write comments. 
The contents of this area are stored on disk along with the display description and are output 
whenever the display is requested. 

In addition, a SLD may have associated with it name of a task to run prior to generating the 
display or to be notified when the display is brought up on a screen and taken down from the 
screen.  This, however, will be transparent to the operator.  This would be included in an 
optional software package. 

For security purposes, an SLD may have zones assigned to it during generation.  The user’s 
zones must match at least one of the SLD zones in order to call-up the display. 

In total, a Single Line Diagram may consists of one or more of the six components: 

 Static background 

 Dynamic and static foreground 

 Historical graphs and historical tables 

 Notes 

 Segment Calculations 

 Name of task to run on display generation (optional software) 

A Single Line Diagram occupies one display screen image.  There is no scrolling or paging 
capability, in the normal sense.  However, any number of SLDs can be linked together to aid 
the operator in monitoring the system. 

In actual system operation, display generation is basically a four-step operation: 

 Enter in the background data from the SLD Editor. 

 Enter in the foreground data descriptors, and generate the described data 
strings.  For historical graphs and tables, generate the graph and table 
contents using the Historical Data file, and enter them on the diagram.  Enter 
any pregeneration tasks to be run. 

 Enter in any note area. 

 Enter all segments. 

Display updating consists of periodically repeating step 2, for the foreground data strings.  
Historical graphs update only if they are defined to be dynamically updating, and then only 
when a new sample is collected for the historical data set from which the graphed data is 
derived.  Historical tables do not update.  Step 3 is repeated if changes have been made to 
the note area. 

7.2 SLD COMPONENTS 

7.2.1 Static Background 

The static background of a SLD is a set of characters that are read from the diagram's 
descriptor file and output to the screen when the display is first requested. 

The static background is defined during display editing.  It may contain any displayable 
characters in any color.  The schematic diagrams of the network may be "drawn" on the 
background by positioning appropriate characters to represent breakers, meters, etc.  On the 
other hand, if the display is to contain a tabular representation of analog or status values, the 
background contents could be limited to column headings, field names, etc.  Tab stop 
positions on SLDs are specified as part of the background. 
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7.2.2 Pre-Generation Task Name 

This is a facility that allows a user-written application task to be notified of the usage of a 
SLD.  A specified user task is requested after the background has been painted but before 
processing the foreground data.  The task is sent a message specifying the name of the SLD, 
the screen number, an arbitrary user specifiable parameter and a code specifying that this is 
a pre-generation message. 

The SLD command processor then waits for the task to send back a response message 
before processing with the foreground data.  For compatibility with older systems, the SLD 
will proceed if the request task exits or emits exit status even without sending a response. 

Optionally, the SLD processor can be directed to send the task a second message just prior 
to removing the display from the screen.  Again, a response is required. 

With this feature, user tasks can be written which collect data and place it in the database for 
display on the SLD.  Another use could be programs which output special data directly to the 
display screen as a long as the SLD is on the screen.  This feature is used as a programming 
tool and is not used in the standard systems. 

7.2.3 Foreground 

The foreground of a SLD consists of displayed dynamic data fields, static data fields, task 
activation field, index fields, historical graphs and historical tables.  Dynamic data fields 
(except sum fields), task activation fields, index fields and historical graphs have target areas 
associated with them into which the operator must position the cursor if commands are to be 
issued against the associated them. 

7.2.3.1 Dynamic Data Fields 

There are five (5) typed of displayed dynamic data fields: 

 Analog Point Field 

 Sum Field 

 Status Point Field 

 Station Status Field 

 Text String Field 

Refer to Figure 7-4 which is a graphic representation of a single line diagram which includes 
background and foreground information. 

Analog Field.  An analog field displays the current value (at the time of display generation or 
last update) of the associated telemetered or calculated analog data point.  The value is 
displayed in engineering units, or as a bar where the length of the bar reflects the value. 
 
The format of an analog field in engineering units is as follows: 

III[.][DD]VBS 

where item in [] are optional. 

Point value: 

 III = Integer portion of value 

= unsigned if positive, leading minus sign if negative 

= decimal point (optional) 

 DD = fractional portion of value (optional) 

Flags: 

 V  = value quality code indicator 

  = "F" - telemetry failure on the point 
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= "M" - value has been manually set 

= "V" - RTU is reporting overrange on the point 

= "U" - setpoint value may not be correctly set in the RTU 

= "*" - calculated using manually set data 

= “Z” – data is clamped at reasonability limit (see note below) 

= blank - point is operating normally 

 B  = alarm blocked indicator 
= "B"-alarm blocked 
= blank-no alarms blocked 

 S  = control status indicator 

  = "I" - the point is interlocking by a process control procedure.  If it is a set 
point, control commands will be rejected.  This field is displayed in cyan. 

= T - the point is tagged.  The "T" is displayed in the color corresponding to the 
level of tagging.  (Refer to OP-900 Manual, Section 5.3 and 6.6). 

= blank - no control status exists for point 

NOTE 
When in “clamp unreasonable” mode, analog point values will be clamped at the upper or 
lower reasonability limits. If a scanned or manually set analog value falls beyond the 
reasonability limits, the new value will be rejected and the last valid value will be retained.  An 
alarm will be raised and the point will be flagged with a condition code of “Z” to indicate that 
an unreasonable value had been rejected. The next scanned or manually set value that falls 
within the reasonability limits will be accepted and the “Z” condition flag will be cleared.   
Clamp Unreasonable is a system-wide mode.  To define this mode, declare the logical 
SCA_CLAMP_UNREASONABLE.  E.g. 
 

 DEFINE /GROUP   SCA_CLAMP_UNREASONABLE   Y 

 

The numeric contents of the field are color-coded as follows: 
 
green:  normal 
yellow:  pre-emergency operating limits exceeded 
red:  emergency operating limits exceeded (supersedes pre-emergency) 
magenta:  reasonability operating limits exceeded (supersedes emergency) 

The flags are colored as follows: 

 The value quality code indicator character is colored cyan.  The control 
status and alarm blocked indicator are shown white, excluding the tagged 
status "T".  Tagged status is displayed in the color corresponding to its level 
of tagging (Refer to OP-900 manual Section 5.3 and 6.6). 

 An analog value may be displayed either horizontally or vertically.  A vertical 
field appears as follows: 
 
I 
I 
I 
I 
[.] 
[D] 
[D] 
V 
B 
S 
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If an unacknowledged alarm exists on the point, the entire field will flash.  When the SLD is 
being created or modified, the operator must specify the starting location of the field, the field 
width excluding the flag indicators, the field direction and the number of fractional digits (zero 
to width-1) to display.  Alternatively, the user may specify that the system is to output as 
many significant digits as possible.  The maximum field width is 11 character positions. 

 

If the value to be displayed is too large for the field width, the system switches to exponential 
notation, if possible.  If not possible, the field is filled with "*" characters.  The value status 
indicator, color and blink characteristics will be displayed normally.  If as many significant 
digits as possible are specified, the system will use exponential notation if the magnitude is 
less than 1.0E-3. 

An analog value may also be displayed as a horizontal or vertical bar.  The size of the bar 
reflects the value.  No value, control status or alarm blocked indicators are displayed with the 
bar.  The full-scale area occupied by the bar is defined during SLD diagram edit.  A bar will 
not flash if an unacknowledged alarm exists on the point, but does have a target area 
associated with it and can be selected for Set/Manual and other operations. 

Sum Field.   Each analog field may have associated with it up to four internal sums to which 
the analog value is added after being displayed.  There are 200 internal sums in all.  They are 
zeroed prior to each foreground display update, and their final values may be displayed via 
sum fields.  These fields may be used to generate and display row and column totals on 
table-formatted SLDs. 

The format of the numeric contents of a sum field is the same as that of an analog field 
without the flags information, i.e., no value status, control status or alarm blocked indicators.  
The sum field is colored green and has no target area associated with it. 

Status Field.  A status field displays the open/close/changing status of a single telemetered 
or calculated status point.  Status values are represented by sets of character or symbol 
strings corresponding to open, closed, etc. 

 

Alternatively, a status value can also be represented as a horizontal or vertical bar. 
 
Two representative formats of a status field are shown as follows: 

           S 

CCCCCCVSB 

           V           B 

where:  CCCCCC = status indicator character string 
    = status indicator symbol string 

Flags: 

 V  = "F" - telemetry failure on the point 

= "M"  -value has been manually set 

= blank-point is operating normally 

 S = control status indicator 
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  = flashing "S"- the device has been successfully selected for control 

= flashing "O"- the device is opening (dual status) 

= flashing "X"  - the device is closing (dual status) 

= "I"  - the point is interlocked by a process control procedure.  All control 
commands will be rejected. 

= "T"  - the point has been tagged.  (Refer to OP-900 manual Section 5.3 and 6.6. 

= blank - no control or tag status exists for the point. 

 B = alarm blocked indicator 

  "B" - alarm blocked blank-no alarm blocked 

NOTE 
The positions of the fags (value quality indicator, control status and alarm blocked indicator) 
fields relative to the start of the status indicator string are part of the status indicator string 

definition.  See Section 7.4 Status String for details. 

The set of status indicator character strings to be output for the point is selected when the 
SLD is being created or modified.  For a breaker, for example, one set could contain 
schematic representations of a breaker in its different states while another could contain short 
text strings (OPEN, CLOSED, TRANS, ERROR).  One set would be used for schematic 
diagrams while the other would be used for tabular formatted diagrams. 

The color of the indicator string depends on the state of the point and its "normal" state 
(specified at point edit time).  If the point is in its normal state (“OPEN” or “CLOSED”), the 
string will be green.  If its is abnormal state, the string will be red. 

For dual-bit devices, such as valves and breakers-with-reclose, the indicator string is red or 
green for “OPEN” and “CLOSE”, yellow if the point is in “TRAVEL” (for valves) or “LOCKOUT” 
(for breakers). 

NOTE 
The status indicator strings are easily tailored to user requirements.  If required, the strings 

can contain internal color-coding which overrides the conventions given above. 

The value quality code indicator character is colored cyan.  The control status and alarm 
blocked indicator are shown white, excluding the tagged status "T".  Tagged status is 
displayed in the color corresponding to its level of tagging (Refer to OP-900 manual Section 
5.3 and 6.6). 

If a status point has an associated control point, the operator may issue “OPEN” or “CLOSE” 
commands to the associated device to cause a change of status.  Positioning the cursor 
within the associated target area can do this, and pressing “OPEN” or “CLOSE” followed by 
“EXECUTE”. 

A status value may also be displayed as a horizontal or vertical bar.  The size of the bar 
reflects the value.  No quality, control status or alarm block flag indicators are displayed with 
the bar.  The full-scale area occupied by the bar is defined during SLD diagram edit.  A bar 
will have the same color as values change as the symbolic or character string for the point.  It 
has a target area associated with it and can be selected for control operations. 

Station.  A station field displays summary information about the alarm status of a station.  If 
there are any unacknowledged alarm messages outstanding against any point attached to 
the station, the station field is made to flash.  The actual content of the field is whatever the 
user placed in the background of the diagram at display edit time.  The color of this 
background information can be determined by the Miscellaneous Text String editor (see 
section 6.8). 

Text String.  A text string field displays the content of a text string point.  The format of the 
field is as follows: 
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CCCC...CVB 

where 

CCCC...C  = n characters of the point's text string value, where n is an edited format 
specification.  (Maximum of 24 characters). 

Flags:  

 V = value quality flag 
= "M" of manually set 
= blank if normal 

 B = alarm blocked indicator 
= "B" if alarm blocked 
= blank if no alarm blocked 

The text string "value" consists of color and text, and is shown in specified color. 

The value quality code indicator character is colored cyan.  The control status and alarm 
blocked indicator are shown white, excluding the tagged status "T".  Tagged status is 
displayed in the color corresponding to its level of tagging (Refer to OP-900 manual Section 
5.3 and 6.6). 

Text strings may also be displayed vertically, e.g., 

C 
C 
C 
. 
. 
. 
C 
V 
B 

Static Data.  Static data fields display static information about dynamic points.  Static data 
includes: 

Station name - 4 characters 
Point name - 6 characters 
Point description - 24 characters 
Value limits - edited format, as in analog value 
Rate of change limit - edited format, as in analog value 
Engineering units tag - 6 characters 
 
These fields are displayed at display generation time, and are not updated until the display is 
re-generated by a display request.  The operator may not perform any operations on such 
fields. 

7.2.3.2 Index Fields 

Index fields are areas on the foreground of a Single Line Diagram associated with the names 
of other displays in the system.  As in the case of task activation fields, the foreground fields 
appear on the display.  The information to identify the data must come from the background 
at that point on the screen.  The foreground target area does not overwrite the data written by 
the background.  If the operator places the cursor within the target area of the index fields, 
and presses one of the index functions (CRT1, CRT2, CRT3, CRT4 or ENTER), the 
associated display will be invoked on the indicated screen. 

7.2.3.3 Task Activation Fields 

Task activation fields are areas on the foreground of a Single Line Diagram associated with 
task names. 
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These task activation targets can be zone protected by entering the valid zones associated 
with each task target.  The user’s zones must at least be one of the task target zones in order 
to execute the task target. 
 
Task activation fields do, however, have a target area.  The operator may place the cursor 
within the target area of a task activation field, press OPEN and then EXECUTE to cause the 
specified task to run.  (The task name is entered at display edit time).  The task may be 
instructed to stop its operation by using the CLOSE/EXECUTE sequence. 

7.2.3.4 Historical Graphs 

Historical graphs are areas on a Single Line Diagram used to present historical data values in 
a graphic form.  The graphs' contents, as regards to the historical data presented and the 
manner in which the graph is formatted, are all under operator control.  The graphs locations 
are chosen by the operator at SLD edit time. 
 
A historical graph has a target area, in which the PAGE FORWARD, PAGE BACKWARD, 
SCROLL FORWARD and SCROLL BACKWARD commands can be used.  These 
commands allow an operator to expand the resolution of the graph (zoom) and/or get the 
exact value of any point shown on the graph. 

7.2.3.5 Historical Tables 

Historical tables are areas on a Single Line Diagram used to present historical data values in 
a tabular form.  The tables; contents, as regards to historical data presented and the tables' 
formats, are all under operator control.  The table locations are chosen by the operator at 
SLD edit time.  Tables are generated upon an SLD's initial display and are thereafter static.  
There are no commands to be issued against tables, though a target area does define a 
table's location. 

7.2.3.6 Target Areas 

Each foreground field, except sums, segments and static data, has a target area associated 
with it.  This is the area into which the operator must position the cursor before entering 
commands against the field (e.g., SET/MANUAL, OPEN, CLOSE, TAG, CRT1, CRT2).  The 
target areas of different fields may not overlap. 

The target areas are defined during diagram editing.  The default target areas are as follows: 

FIELD TYPE AREA 

Analog (excluding bar 
format) 

From the starting location to the end of the field for the 
entire field length; e.g., for IIII.DDVSB the target area 
is within the box. 

Sum No target area 

Status (excluding bar format) Defined separately for each character/symbol string, 
e.g., CCCCCCVSB the target area is within the box. 

Analog or Status Bar Format Target area is rectangular.  Size is specified during 
diagram edit. 

Station Status Target area is rectangular.  Size is specified during 
diagram edit. 

Text String From the starting location to the end of the field for the 
entire length, i.e., CCCC...CCVB for the target area is 

within the box. 

Segment and Static Data No target area. 

Task Activation and Index 
Fields, 

Target area is rectangular 

Historical Graphs and Size is specified during diagram edit. 
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Historical Tables 

7.2.3.7 Notes Area 

The notes area is an unprotected, rectangular area of the display defined during SLD creation 
or modification.  The area may not overlap with the target areas of any of the foreground 
fields.  Background characters may delineate it. 

Since the notes area is unprotected, the operator may enter any characters selected.  To 
save the notes, the operator pushes the NOTE function button, causing the computer to read 
back the contents of the area and save them.  If that specific SLD is currently displayed on 
any other screen, its notes area will be updated as well.  A "notes stored" message is echoed 
to the operator and the note is logged. 

7.2.4 Segment Fields 

A segment field colors a portion of an SLD background depending on the state of a segment 
or status point in the database.  This can be used to indicate portions of a pipeline that have 
flow in them or electrical circuits that are energized, etc. 

The field will be in one of four combinations of color and blink depending on the value of the 
point.  The colors and blink states corresponding to each value are chosen by the user at 
display creation or modification. 

The flow/no flow status of each segment is based on the status of feeders, breakers, valves, 
etc. 

Complex segment calculations requiring Boolean logic are performed via the Segments 
Editor (SEGED), refer to Section 9; or Command Sequence Editor (CMDSEQ), refer to CS-
2000 manual.. 

7.3 SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM PREPARATION 

As with the Point Database preparation, it is highly recommended to prepare Single Line 
Diagrams (SLDs) on paper before creating them in the Master Station Database. Use copies 
of the grid (one of the sheets in Addendum C) to start the design of your SLDs, and refer to 
Figure 7-3 for the alphanumeric character and graphic symbol set available for use in SLDs. 

When designing SLDs, care should be taken to draw graphics, and allocate screen areas for 
dynamic data points, notes, historical tables or graphs, etc., without over lapping one another.  
Keep in mind that data points may need additional space to display quality flags, and that 
target areas may be larger than the data display area. 

As previously described in sections 7.1 and 7.2, there are three major SLD sections that need 
to be defined properly: the SLD Static Background, The Dynamic and Static Foreground, and 
the Notes and Segments section.  The following paragraphs describe the steps required to 
create and/or modify (edit) a SLD. 

1. To begin a SLD editing session, start the Single Line Diagram editor  
(SLDED) by pressing the DISPLAY BY NAME key (usually the number 1 key 
in the numeric key pad).  In the display prompt at the upper left corner of the 
display screen, type SLDED, and press the ENTER key, this will bring up the 
screen with the prompt: ENTER DIAGRAM NAME. 

2. Type the SLD name and press the ENTER key.  If you entered a name for a 
new diagram, you will be prompted to enter additional information for the new 
SLD.  Type the required information and press the ENTER key for each 
prompt.  Refer to Figure 7-1.  

3. ENTER THE DIAGRAM NAME in the heading area of the CRT Display page 
with the other required information. 
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4. ENTER MODEL NAME - When a new diagram is specified, the model name 
on the form may be left blank, however, if an existing diagram exists, you 
may specify a model name.  This function is recommended only when editing 
and not when preparing the database since the display is edited. 

5. ENTER TEXT DESCRIPTION - This field specifies text description up to 30 
characters.  Enter the text description. 

6. ENTER CLASS CODE - This field specifies the diagram class code.  Enter 
the desired class code.  Refer to paragraph 6.2.3 for additional information. 

7. ENTER NAME OF TASK TO RUN ON DISPLAY GENERATION - This field 
specifies the name of a task to be run prior to display operation.  If no task is 
required, this field is left blank.  Enter the task name on the form if required.  
Normally not used with standard system. 

8. ENTER NAME OF AUTHOR - The name of the author of the Single Line 
Diagram is entered. 

9. ENTER ZONES – The zones authorized for call-up of the Single Line 
Diagram are entered. 

Figure 7-1  SLD Editor Initial Prompts New Diagram 
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10. Pressing the ENTER key after the ENTER ZONES prompt, brings up the 
BACKGROUND EDITING screen. 

11. If you entered a name for an existing diagram, you will be presented with 
three choices; to proceed, make the appropriate selection. 

7.3.1 SLD Background Preparation 

In the BACKGROUND EDITING screen, type and draw the static portion of your SLD.  Refer 
to Figure 7-3 for the alphanumeric character and graphic symbol set available for use in 
SLDs.  If your SLD will include a NOTES area, you should outline and reserve an area for this 
purpose.  Refer to the example in Figure 7-2. 

NOTE 
You must have CAPS lock on to get the Graphics Symbol Set of Characters (i.e., breaker 

symbol). 

 To select, or change, the color for the text or graphic symbols, use the EDIT 
TOOLS in the EDIT pull-down menu.  Also, the cut and paste facility in 
DECWindows can be used to move or duplicate sections of the SLD. 

 Press the STORE key (F10), to save your work periodically, or to proceed to 
the FOREGROUND/NOTES EDITING screen. 

 
Figure 7-2  SLD Background Editor 

Standard Alphanumeric and Punctuation Symbols 

NOTE 

The standard set will be supplied unless a different set is specified. 
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Figure 7-3.  Character Generation 

7.3.2 SLD Foreground Dynamic Data Preparation 

The foreground of the SLD is the most complex section.  This is the section where the 
dynamic data for the SLD is defined.  Although there are 23 different types of system data 
codes that can be specified for display, the most common and most significant are:  

 data points, such as station, statuses, analogs and text,  

 historical graphs and tables, 

 and sums. 

To define a dynamic data entry in the SLD, proceed as follows: 

 Place the screen cursor in the portion of the SLD where you want the data to 
be displayed. 

 Press the appropriate key for the type of information to be defined: POINT 
(F6) or TARGET (F7). 

 If POINT data is to be specified, enter the Station name, and Point name, 
and the appropriate DATA ITEM CODE from the pop-up list.  After pressing 
the ENTER key, enter additional information as prompted by the system.  
Refer to Figure 7-4. 

The following are descriptions for some of the information that may require entries depending 
on the DATA ITEM CODE selected. 

7.3.2.1 Status 

If a valid status point name is used, the editor can process a foreground status point.  Two 
prompts are used with Status: 
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 Status String Group Number.  The status string group number refers to the 
groups of character strings chosen by the user to represent the various 
conditions of a status point.  There are four strings in each group:  the first is 
output if the point is open, the second if is closed, the third it is in transition 
and the fourth if it is recording an erroneous status. 

 
Figure 7-4  SLD Foreground Editor 

The color of the status string output on the SLD depends on the point's 
status and its "normal" status as specified at point definition time during 
station editing.  The selected string is output in green if the point is in its 
normal state and red if the point is in its abnormal state.  If the point is a dual-
bit point (e.g., a valve), the color will be yellow if the status is traveling and 
magenta if error. 

Refer to paragraph 7.5 for additional information on how to define the status 
strings. 

 Logging (Y/N).  This block on the form determines if operations will be 
logged.  If it is required that operations are to be logged, enter a Y or leave 
the block blank on the form.  An N entered on the form will specify no logging 
for this status point. 

 Station Status.  If point name is a valid station name, and the status data 
item code is specified, the editor proceeds to process a foreground station 
status point.  The editor prompts the user for target area in the usual manner.  
No status string group number is required, since the contents of the station 
status field displays summary information about the alarm status of a station. 
 
If there are any unacknowledged alarm messages outstanding against any 
point attached to the station, then the station field is made to flash.  The 
actual content of the field is whatever the user placed in the background of 
the diagram at display edit time.  The color of this background information 
can be determined by the Miscellaneous Text String editor. Refer to section 
6.8.4. 
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7.3.2.2 Value 

If the point name is a valid analog point name, and the value data item code is specified, the 
following prompts are displayed and described as follows: 

 Field length 

 Direction (H/V) 

 Decimal digits code (-2 to field length -1) 

 Scaling value 

 Associated sums 

 Logging (Y/N) 

If it is an existing foreground analog point, the editor supplies the current data.  Otherwise, it 
supplies the last such data entered, if any. 

 Field Length.  Field length is the number of characters used to display an 
analog value, including the decimal point and sign, but excluding the value 
status and all alarms block status indicators.  Enter the appropriate field 
length on the form.  Field Direction is specified by the character "H" for 
horizontal, and "V" for vertical. 
 
As an example, the value 2.167 displayed vertically is: 
 
2 
. 
1 
6 
7 
 
Enter either an H or V on the form for direction. 

 Decimal Digits Code.  A decimal digits code of -2 displays an integer value 
with leading zeroes (e.g., 100.0 is displayed as 00100 in a five digit field).  A 
digits code of -1 displays a value with as many significant digits as possible.  
If necessary, E notation will be used.  A decimal digits code of zero 
corresponds to the format:  XXXXX  while 2 corresponds to XX.XX 
 
Enter the desired decimal placement on the decimal digits code blocks.  

 Scaling Value.  Specifies a value that is multiplied into the point's value 
before displaying it.  This allows point value to be scaled or converted from 
one set of units to another before display.  For example:  if a point's value is 
2.5 but a scaling value of 10 is specified, then 25 will be displayed.  A scaling 
value of .1 causes .25 to be displayed.  Enter the required scaling value. 

 Logging Value.  This block determines if logging operations will be 
performed.  Enter either a Y for Yes or N for No. 

 Associated Sums.  For associated sums, the user may enter up to four 3-
digit internal sum numbers (valid range 1-100).  Each non-blank sum number 
entry will cause the analog value to be added to the corresponding one of 
100 internal sums.  These internal sums are maintained by the SLD display 
task while the display is on the screen.  The sums will be displayed via 
foreground sum points that will be described later.  This function provides the 
equivalent of a calculation in which the results do not have to be saved. 
 
The editor also prompts for a target area definition (via diagonal corner 
selection).  A default target area consisting of the numeric field and the status 
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indicators can be specified in the same manner as for status points.  Enter 
sum numbers as required. 

7.3.2.3 Text 

If the point name is a valid text point name, and the text data item coded is specified, the 
editor proceeds to process a foreground text point.  The prompts for format are: 

 Field length (1 to 30) 

 Direction (H/V) 

 Logging (Y/N) 

Supplies the current data if it is in an existing foreground text point. 

 Field Length.  Field length is the number of characters used to display the 
text point.  If the specified field length is less than 30, the text string will be 
appropriately truncated before being displayed.  The field length does not 
include the value, status and all alarms blocked indicators.  

 Direction (H/V).  Direction is specified by character "H" for horizontal, and 
"V" for vertical.  Enter an H or V as required. 

 Logging (Y/N).  This block determines if logging operations will be 
performed.  Enter either a Y for Yes or an N for No. 

7.3.2.4 Sum 

A foreground sum point may be specified by typing a "#" character followed by the 3 digit 
internal sum number into the station name field.  The 6-character point name is left blank and 
the sum data item code is specified.  The prompts for format are: 

 Field length 

 Direction (H/V) 

 Decimal digits 

 Scaling value 

Note that referencing the internal sum number in the foreground analog point definition 
specifies the analog values that contribute to any internal sum. 

 Field Length.  Field length is the number of characters used to display the 
sum point.  If the specified field length is less than 30, the text string will be 
appropriately truncated before being displayed. Enter the field length. 

 Direction (H/V).  The character “H” for horizontal, and “V” for vertical 
specifies direction.  Enter an H or V, as required. 

 Decimal Digits Code.  A decimal digits code of -2 displays an integer value 
with leading zeroes (e.g., 100.0 is displayed as 00100 in a five digit field).  A 
digits code of -1 displays a value with as many significant digits as possible.  
If necessary, E notation will be used.  A decimal digits code of zero 
corresponds to the format: 
 
XXXXX 
while 2 corresponds to 
XX.XX 
 
Enter the desired decimal placement on the decimal digits code blocks. 

 Scaling Value.  Specifies a value that is multiplied into the point's value 
before displaying it.  This allows point value to be scaled or converted from 
one set of units to another before display. 
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For example:  if a point's value is 2.5 but a scaling value of 10 is specified, 
then 25 will be displayed.  A scaling value of .1 causes .25 to be displayed.   
 
Enter the required scaling value. 

7.3.2.5 Static Data 

DATA ITEM CODES 5 through 18 as shown on the CRT prompt, and are used to produce 
static foreground data points.  When you have selected one of the data items, you are 
required to enter the following: 

 Direction (H/V) 

 Field Length for limit values 

 Decimal Digit Code 

 Scaling Code Value 

Refer back to Sum for definition of entries.  Enter required information. 

7.3.2.6 Bar Data 

The user may choose to display an analog or status point as a bar.  In this case, a variable 
length bar will be displayed where the length corresponds to the point's value.  The bar can 
be displayed either horizontally or vertically. 

This feature is particularly useful for displaying the level of fluids in a tank or the relative 
values of two or more points to each other.  If a data bar is selected, the prompts for the 
format are: 

 Base (Left/Bottom).  This indicates whether the bar expands from the left to 
the right (L) or bottom to top (B). 

 Lowest/Highest Value.  These fields define the lowest and highest value at 
the two extremes of the bar.  Enter the desired values for lowest and highest 
value. 

 Logging (Y/N).  This block determines if logging operations will be 
performed.  Enter either a Y for Yes or N for No. 

7.3.3 SLD Foreground Static Data Preparation 

Status data fields display static information about points.  The data that will be displayed is 
taken directly from the point information that was filled out previously.  If the point description 
is to be displayed on the Single Line Diagram, select data item code (07) and enter the name 
of the point whose description will be displayed. 

It is not recommended that this feature be used.  When the data is being retrieved, it can 
cause a lot of disk activity and thus will slow down the response time of the computer.  An 
alternative method would be to put this type of data on the background. 

7.3.4 Historical Data Status 

A historical data status defines how a status point's value from a historical data set will be 
displayed on the Single Line Diagram.  To define a historical status value, the following fields 
must be entered: 

 Status String Group Number.  Is the record number of the status string 
macro (EMACRO) used to display the status value. 

7.3.5 Historical Time Value 

A historical time value defines how a time value from a historical data set will be displayed on 
the Single Line Diagram.  There are currently on two (2) types of time values: 
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 Time of maximum (:TMIN) 

 Time of minimum (:TMAX)   

To define a historical data value, the following fields must be entered: 

 FORMAT.  Describes the portion of the time specification to display.  

NOTE 

This format is the same as the time scale format on EGRAPH. 

 DIRECTION.  Defines the direction of the time to be displayed, either "H" for 
horizontal, or "V" for vertical.  Default is "H". 

 FLAGS.  Defines whether the externally modified flag is to be displayed.  
Default is "N" for no flags. 

 DATE SET #, POINT QUALIFIER AND SAMPLE TIME.  These are entered 
in the same way as the historical analog value. 

7.3.6 Sample Time Target 

This feature allows the user to create an SLD that displays historical data for any desired 
sample time.  The sample time target allows the operator to specify the desired sample time. 

To define a sample time target: 

 Position the cursor to the desired starting location for the sample time to 
appear and press the TARGET key. 

 Enter an "S" for the TARGET TYPE code to define a sample time target. 

 Enter a data set number preceded by a hash "#" sign in the 
DISPLAY/TASK/GRAPH/TABLE/DATA SET field. 

 Press the ENTER key.  The data is validated and any error messages will be 
displayed and the user will be prompted to correct errors. 

 Select the top right and bottom left corners of the associated target area for 
the sample time using the SELECT key. 

Since the sample time target is a full time specification, it requires a display area of 17 
characters horizontally by 1 character vertically plus any associated target area. 

An SLD can contain historical foreground points from several data sets and may have a 
sample time target for each data set defined.  Only one sample time target per data set can 
exist on any one SLD. 

7.3.7 Requesting a Specific Sample Time 

When the SLD is requested, a sample time target displays the time of the most recent sample 
set in the historical data set.  The user may modify this time to request another sample set. 

 Place the cursor on the sample time target and press the SET MANUAL key.  
The header area of the SLD is erased and the user will be prompted to enter 
a modified time specification. 

 Enter the time of the sample set and press the ENTER key.  The sample time 
will now display the new time and the historical foreground points update to 
show the values from the new sample time.  If the sample time requested 
does not exist in the historical data set, an error message will be displayed 
and any associated historical foreground points will display "U"s, meaning 
undefined. 
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7.3.8 Historical Graphs/Tables Preparation 

A historical graph or table should be laid out on the worksheet.  Whether the graph is to take 
up the whole worksheet or be part of an existing worksheet, it should be done in the same 
way. 

Outline the size of your graph by drawing a box, write in any background lettering including 
the scale on the right side of the paper.  Refer to Figure 11-9 for a sample. 

7.3.9 Notes Preparation 

When notes are required on an SLD, simply designate the notes area by moving the cursor to 
where you want the upper left corner of the Notes area to start and press the “six” key on the 
numeric key pad.  Move the cursor by using the arrow keys to where you want the lower right 
corner to be and press the six-key on the numeric keypad.  Be careful that you do not 
prepare a note that overlaps any background information.  Refer to Figure 7-1 for notes area.   

Press the store key (F10) to proceed to the SEGMENTS EDITING SCREEN: 

7.3.10 Segments Preparation 

Segment status area data on a Single Line Diagram defines areas of the diagram whose 
color depends on the status points or segment numbers in the system.  Typically, these 
statuses indicate whether or not there is flow in a pipe, for example, or voltage on a circuit.  
The segment status area will overlap all other data on the screen including background, 
foreground and notes. 

NOTE 

The color of the segment line does not correspond to the status of the line. 

 Station Name, Point Name or Segment Number.  The point name may 
either be the name of a status point or a segment number (of the form #001).  
A segment number is a special two state (0 or 1) point used specifically as 
the output of Segment Status equations, refer to Segment Calculations 
(Section 8). 

 Status Color and Blink Codes.  The color and blink codes correspond to 
the four possible states of a status point.  Both color and blink are optional.  If 
omitted, that attribute will not be changed.  For example:  answering "Y" to 
status 1 blink will cause the segment area to blink whenever the point goes 
into state 1.  Answering "N" will cause the segment to not blink.  Leaving the 
field blank will leave the blank state unchanged.  The color numbers are: 
 
0-orange 
1-red 
2-green 
3-yellow 
4-blue 
5-magenta 
6-cyan 
7-white 
 
Enter the desire color and blink codes on the SLD Segments.  Repeat the 
above procedure for each segment.  Press the STORE key (F10)  to store 
the modified SLD. 

NOTE 
The new SLD must be PLACED ON LINE before the system Operators can use 

it. 
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7.3.11 Placing the SLD On Line 

1. In the ENTER DIAGRAM NAME display prompt at the upper left corner of the 
SLDED display screen, type the name for the SLD you just created and 
press the ENTER key. 

2. From the displayed choices, select the PLACE ONLINE operation and press 
the ENTER key.  The new SLD can now be used by the system Operators. 

7.4 EDITING AN EXISTING SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM 

1. To begin a SLD editing session, start the Single Line Diagram editor  
(SLDED) by pressing the DISPLAY BY NAME key (usually the number 1 key 
in the numeric key pad).  In the display prompt at the upper left corner of the 
display screen, type SLDED, and press the ENTER key, this will bring up the 
screen with the prompt: ENTER DIAGRAM NAME. 

2. Type the name for the existing SLD and press the ENTER key. 

3. From the displayed choices, select the MODIFY operation and press the 
ENTER key. 

4. For the following fields: 
 
ENTER TEXT DESCRIPTION 
ENTER CLASS CODE 
ENTER NAME OF TASK TO RUN ON DISPLAY GENERATION  
ENTER NAME OF AUTHOR  
ENTER ZONES 
 
change, or add information, as needed, and press the ENTER key.   
Pressing ENTER after the last field will display the BACKGROUND EDITING 
screen. 

5. In the BACKGROUND EDITING screen, change, or add textual or graphical 
information, as needed, following the procedures outlined in Section 7.3.1 
SLD Background Preparation. 

6. Press the STORE key (F10) to proceed the FOREGROUND/NOTES 
EDITING screen. 

7. In the FOREGROUND/NOTES EDITING screen, change, or add data points 
and any other data as needed, following the procedures outlined in Sections 
7.3.2 through 7.3.10. 

8. Press the STORE key (F10) to proceed the SEGMENTS EDITING screen. 

9. In the SEGMENTS EDITING screen, change, or add information as needed, 
following the procedures outlined in Sections 7.3.11. 

10. Press the STORE key (F10) to store the modified SLD. 

NOTE 
The modified SLD must be REPLACED ON LINE before the system 

Operators can use it. Refer to the procedures outlined in Section 7.3.12. 

7.5 STATUS STRINGS 

This section describes the use of the Status String Editor (EMACRO).  The display normally 
shown as illustrated in Figure 7-5 permits an operator to edit a file defining the macro status 
string groups used to display data on Single Line Diagrams and page reports.  After editing, 
the changes can be loaded into memory for use by SLDs by selecting the reload status 
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strings field of this editor.  When the system is delivered, many Status String records contain 
default values.  Table 7-1 lists these default strings. 

This section provides a method of documenting the desired status data for use on SLDs. 

Status strings may be up to 100 characters in length including all brackets and numeric 
keyword expansions. 

As shown on Figure 7-5 that is an EMACRO display, entries are made with references to X to 
Y coordinates.  By examining these two figures, you can see the relationship to the data 
being entered and the imaginary grid coordinate figure. 

 

 
 

Figure 7-5.  Status String Editor Display Sample 

 

7.5.1 String Group Number 

This field identifies or selects a particular record by EMACRO file record number (i.e., allows 
random access by record number within the EMACRO file).  The computer predefines this 
number. 

7.5.2 Group Name 

This field is used to specify a particular group by name up to 10 characters and is optional 
(i.e., allows random access by group name within the EMACRO file). 

7.5.3 Description 

A description of up to 36 characters may be entered. 

7.5.4 Manual Set 

This 3-digit field identifies the relative location X and Y offset of the manual set indicator (M 
status flag) from the start of the status field, see Figure 7-5.  The relative X offset is the 
relative column position of the field—e.g.,  
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0  =  same column as start of the status field 
10  =  10 columns to the right 
-2  =  2 columns to the left 
 
The relative Y offset is relative row position of the field, e.g.: 
2  =  2 rows down 
-2  =  2 rows up 

If omitted, no M status flag is output. 

7.5.5 Tagged 

This 3-digit field identifies the relative X and Y offset of the tagged indicator "T" from the start 
of the status field.  If omitted, not "T" indicator is output. 

7.5.6 Alarm Blocked 

This 3-digit field identifies the relative X and Y offset of the alarm-blocked indicator "B" from 
the start of the status field.  If omitted, no "B" indicator is output. 

7.5.7 Spare 

Relative X and Y offset of a spare indicator (currently unused). 

Table 7-1 is a list of sample EMacros for the Status String Editor.  If these values do not fit 
your application, you can simply type over them to change them. 

TABLE 7-1.  STATUS STRING DEFAULT VALUES 

Rec # Description *0 1 2 3 

1 Motor op. valve, vert. 
    

2 Motor op. valve, horiz.     

3 Hand op. valve, vert. 
    

4 Hand op. valve, horiz.     

5 Pump     

6 Crossover valve, horiz. __ X | X 

7 Crossover valve, vert. || X ¯¯ X 

8 Simple switch, horiz. / ¯¯ — X 

9 Simple switch, vert. / — ¯¯ X 

10 Color single background character     

11 Box     

12 Temperature Test High Low Normal  Error? 

13 Choke Valve Test Open Closed Normal Error? 

14 Normal/Alarm Text Perm Dsable   

15 Comm. Line/RTU Test Normal Fail   

16 Valve Test Open Close Valve Error 

17 ESD Test Normal Shutdn   

18 Pump Test Off On   

19 Normal/High Text Normal High   
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Rec # Description *0 1 2 3 

20 Normal/Low Text Normal Low   

21 Yes/No Text No Yes Maybe Error 

22 Numbers 0 1 2 3 

23-100 Spare     

NOTES 
1. The default display colors are: 0 = Green, 1 = Red, 2 = Yellow, 3 = Magenta. 

2. Text and symbols will be overwritten if these records are edited with the PMACRO editor. 

7.5.8 Default Target 

This field indicates the relative X and Y offsets of the top-left and bottom-right corners of the 
minimum target area for the group.  This target area must enclose the actual status strings 
and the indicator locations.  The default target must be specified even if no indicator is 
entered.  See Figure 7-5 for example. 

7.5.9 Left Bracket and Right Bracket 

The left and right brackets are used to delineate keywords and the end of strings.  These 
default to the open and close angle brackets "<" and ">", but other characters may be 
specified. 

If you do not wish to change the brackets, leave the blocks on the form blank, standard 
bracket will be used.  If you use other characters in place of brackets, only the form you enter 
it on will be affected. 

7.5.10 Strings 

There are four strings fields.  The 0 string is the status string when the point is in the 0 
(OPEN) state.  The remaining strings are for 1 state (CLOSED), 2 state (TRAVELING or 
RECLOSED), and 3 state (ERROR or LOCKED OUT).  Each status string may consist of 
displayable characters, color control keywords, cursor movement keywords and/or numeric 
keywords. 

Status string keywords are used by an operator of the system during an editing mode and are 
described here for reference purposes only.  Examples of status string keywords are shown 
Figure 7-1. 

7.5.11 Cursor Movement Keywords 

The cursor movement keywords are: 
← move cursor left one column 
→ move cursor right one column 
↑  move cursor up one row 
↓  move cursor down one row 

Multiple cursor movement codes may be grouped within one set of brackets; for example, 
e.g., < ←↑↑→>. 

7.5.12 Color Keywords 

The color keywords are: 
<O>  -  orange 
<R>  -  red 
<G>  -  green 
<B>  -  blue 
<Y>  -  yellow 
<W>  -  white 
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<M>  -  magenta 
 
The color keyword normally starts the string and may be anywhere in the string.  They control 
the color for the remainder of the string or until another color keyword appears. 

7.5.13 End of String Indicator 

The end of string indicator is an empty set of delimiter brackets (e.g., "<>").  This must be 
entered at the end of each string. 

Complete the entries for strings under "1" for closed state, 2 for traveling or reclosed state, 
and 3 for error or locked out state.   

NOTE 
To view a status string (EMACRO) just created, or edited, after storing the record, the 
user can select the string number (0 through 3).  Selecting the string number will pop up 
a display showing the symbol.  A pair of diamonds will mark the X0 and Y0 coordinates, 

the quality flags will be displayed as specified. 

8 CALCULATIONS FILE 

8.1 FILE CONTENTS 

This file contains records that define calculations to be performed by the SCADA system.  
These calculations are performed every 15 seconds. 

8.2 RECORD CONTENTS 

Each record consists of 8 calculation definitions (see Figure 8-1).  A calculation definition 
consists of a function number that defines the calculation to be performed and up to seven 
point names or constant values that are the parameters to the calculation. 

The number of parameters required, the type of parameter (analog or status) associated with 
each parameter, and whether the parameter is an input to the function or a destination for a 
result is determined by the function selected. 

The editor performs the following parameter validations: 

 Number of parameters 

 Type of parameters (analog, status, station status or constant values).  All 
output parameters must be calculated values.  Input parameters may be 
elemetered, calculated of constant values. 

If any validation fails, the editor outputs an error message.  The user may correct the error by 
typing the correct information in the field identified by the cursor and try again. 

The calculations are performed in the order given in the table.  Therefore, if any output 
parameters of a calculation are input parameters or another calculation, then the former 
calculation must precede the latter. 

Special attention should be given to functions that are using Start-of-the-day (SOD), End-Of-
The-Day time (EOD) and the First-Of-The-Week (FOW) - e.g. Daily Sampling and Reset, 
Weekly, Monthly functions.  The Default for SOD and EOD is midnight.  The Default for FOW 
is Monday. 

The Default SOD/EOD and FOW can be modified by calling Function 20.  Parameter number 
1, in Function 20, is to be set to the desired hour (#dd00 where dd is the desired hour).  
Modification should take place prior to the intended use of the new default values. 
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NOTE 
Function #20 input P1 contains the definition of the end of the working day in military format 
for all functions in the CALCED table to follow.  “End of the working day” value can be 

redefined through function #20 P1 parameter as many times as necessary. 

It is worthwhile to mention that once the default time is changed, it remains in effect until it is 
changed again by another call to Function 20. 

8.3 CALCULATION EQUATIONS 

Table 8-1, Calculations Equations, lists the various calculations supplied with the system. 

For each function number, the input and output parameters are defined and the calculation is 
given.  Optional parameters are surrounded by square brackets.  If an optional parameter is 
omitted, any portion of the calculation using the parameter will be skipped. 

NOTE 

Any input parameters that are analogs may also be constant values. 

TABLE 8-1. CALCULATIONS EQUATIONS 

Function 
Number 

 
Function Name 

 
Parameters Calculations 

1 Summation [P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6],[P7] 

-P1=P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7 

=All parameters must be analogs 

2 Subtraction [P1],[P2],[P3],,[P5],[P6],[P7] 

- P1 = P2-P3 

- P5 = P6-P7 

- All parameters must be analogs 

3 Multiplication -[P1],[P2],[P3],,[P5],[P6],[P7] 

- P1 = P2xP3 

- P5 = P6xP7 

- All parameters must be analogs 

4 Division -[P1],[P2],[P3],,[P5],[P6],[P7] 

- P1 = P2/P3 

- P5 = P6/P7 

- All parameters must be analogs 

5 Minute Sample [P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6] 

- Each minute, copy P5 into P6, P4 into P5, P3 into 
P4, etc., in that order. 

- All parameters must be analogs. 

6 Hourly Sample [P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6] 

- At the start of a new hour, copy P5 into P6, P4 into 
P5, etc. 

- All parameters must be analogs. 

7 Daily Sample [P1],[P2],[P3],[P5],[P6] 

- At the specified time each day, Copy P5 into P6, 
P4 into P5, etc. 

- All parameters must be analogs 

8 Weekly Sample -Same as Daily Sample except only performed on 
the first day of a week (Sunday). 
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Function 
Number 

 
Function Name 

 
Parameters Calculations 

9 Monthly Sample -Same as Daily Sample except only performed on 
the first day of a month. 

10 Minute Reset [P1],P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[6] 

- At the start of a new minute set all parameters to 
0.0 

- All parameters must be analogs 

11 Hourly Reset [P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6] 

- At the start of a new hour set all parameters to 0.0 

- All parameters must be analogs 

12 Daily Reset [P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6] 

- At the start of a new day, set parameters 1 through 
6 to 0.0 

13 Weekly Reset - Same as daily Reset except only performed on the 
first day of a week (Sunday). 

14 Monthly Reset - Same as Daily Reset except only performed on the 
first day of a month. 

15 Current Time and 
Date 

[P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5] 

- P1 set to current hour *100 + minute  

- P2 set to current day (1-31) 

- P3 set to current month (1-12) 

- P4 set to current year 

- P5 set day in week (1=Sunday) 

- The current time and date is copied to the 
parameters specified  

- All parameters must be analogs 

16 Time Open/Closed P1,[P2],[P3] 

- P2 is set to the number of hours that point P1 is 
closed (status = “1”) 

- P3 is set to the number of hours that point P1 is 
open (status = “0”) 

- P1must be a status point, P2 and P3 must be 
analogs. 

17 Hourly Average P1,[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6] 

- P1 = input value 

- P2 = average value of P1 so far this hour 

- P3 = maximum value of P1 so far this hour 

- P4 = time of maximum value = Hour * 100 + 
Minute 

- P5 = minimum value of P1 so far this hour 

- P6 = time of minimum value = Hour * 100 + Minute 

- The average value, maximum and minimum are 
restarted each hour. 

18 Daily Average, 

Min, Max 

P1,[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6] 

- Same as function 17 except the average restart 
each day at the default end of day.  See function 20. 
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Function 
Number 

 
Function Name 

 
Parameters Calculations 

19 Rate 
Accumulation 

P2-P7 are outputs 

(For P1 if Flow 
Rate is in Units 
Per Hour, Use 
Function #45) 

P1,[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6],[P7] 

P1 = flow rate in units per day (input) 

P2 = accumulated volume this hour; 
P2=P2+P1/(24x60x4) at each iteration with 15 
second intervals, i.e. 5760 iterations a day 

P3 = total accumulation last hour 

P4 = day to hour accumulated volume 

P5 = yesterday’s total accumulated volume 

P6 = month to day accumulated volume 

P7 = last month’s accumulated volume 

-The hourly total is copied and reset at the start of 
each new hour. 

The daily total volume is copied and reset each day 
at the default end of the day.  The monthly total 
volume is copied and reset at the default end of the 
day on the first day of the month. (See function 20) 

20 Default Reset 

Time/Daylight 

Savings Time 

 

All parameters are pseudo analog points manually 
set to: (example): 

P1  800  8:00am 
P2  4.0  April 
P3  12.0  12th day 
P4  2.0  2:00am 
P5  10.0  October 
P6  29.0  29th day 
P7  2.0  2:00am 
 
P1,[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6],[P7] 

P1 contains the definition of the end of the working 
day.  For example, P1 = Hour * 100 + Minute.  If the 
P1 = 800 (Military Time) then the default end of day 
is 8:00 A.M. and a system days runs from 8:00 A.M. 
one day to 8:00 A.N. the next.  In particular, the end 
of a month occurs at 8:00 A.M. on the first day of 
the next month. 

P2 contains Spring month 

P3 contains Spring day 

P4 contains hour to set clock ahead (standard 2:00 

AM) 

P5 contains Falls month 

P6 contains Falls day 

P7 contains Fall hour 
When the Spring date is reached, the time will 
advance 1 hour.  When the Fall date is reached, the 
time will decrease by 1 hour. 
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Function 
Number 

 
Function Name 

 
Parameters Calculations 

21 Exponential [P1],[P2],[P3],[P7],,[P5],[P6],[P7] 

P1=P2**P3 

P5=P6**P7 

*All parameters must be analogs. 

*If the base (P2 or P6) is negative then the 
exponent must be an integer. If not, the calculation 
will not be done and the output will be marked as 
Telemetry Failure. Fractional exponents are 
permitted. 

22 Interlock P1,[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6],[P7] 

P1=input status point 

P2...P7=output status or analog points 

*If P1 has a status of 0 the output points are not 
interlocked.  If P1 has a status of 1,2 or 3, output 
points are interlocked.  If an output point is already 
tagged, this takes precedence over interlock. 

23 Setpoint Deviation [P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6],[P7] 

P1=P2-P3 

P5=P6-P7 

P1, P5=difference 

P2,P6= setpoint 

P3,P7= analog input 

P4=integer minutes (analog input counter) 

*Alarm limits can be placed on the result. (P1 and 
P5) 

*If either input parameter (P2 and P3 or P6 or P7) is 
not in normal scan, i.e., telemetry failure, manual set 
or unutilized setpoint, the calculation is suppressed. 

*The calculation is not performed for “n” minutes 
after a new value has been downloaded to the 
setpoint, where An@ defaults to 3 minutes, but can 
be modified by entering an integer minute value in 
P4.  This permits a closed loop process to bring 
analog input values in line with the setpoint before 
looking for deviations again.  

24 Number of 
Closes/Opens 

[P1 P2 P3] 

P1=input status point 

P2, P3=output analog points 

P2 contains the number of closes. 

P3 contains the number of opens. 

25 Trigonometric [P1,P3,P3] [P5,P6,P7] 

P1=input analog, degree of angle in radians 

P2=output analog, sine of angle 

P3=output analog, cosine of angle 

P5,P6,P7=same as P1, P2, P3 
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Function 
Number 

 
Function Name 

 
Parameters Calculations 

26 Logarithm [P1,P2],[P3,P4],[P5,P6] 

P1=input analog value 

P2=output analog, logarithm 

P3, P4= same as P1, P2 

P5, P6= same as P1, P2 

27 Digital Filter [P1],P2,[P3],,[P5],P6,[P7] 

P1 is the filtered value of P3 using filter constant P2 

P5 is the filtered value of P7 using filter constant P6 

P1, P5 = analog output points 

P2, P6 = analog filter constants (0.0 to 1.0) 

P3, P7 = analog input points 

New P1 = (P2 * OLD P1) + ((1-P2) * P3) 

New P5 = (P6 * OLD P5) + ((1-P6) * P7) 

28 Simple 
Accumulation P3-

P7 are outputs 
(See Functions 19 

and 45) 

[P1],[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6],[P7] 

P1 = Flow rate in units per day(input) 

P2 = scale factor (default = 1.0) 

P3 = total accumulation last hour 

P4 = day to hour accumulated volume 

P5 = yesterday’s total accumulated volume 

P6 = month to day accumulated volume 

P7 = last month’s accumulated volume 

The hourly total is accumulated at the start of each 
new hour.  The daily total volume is accumulated 
each day at the default end of the day.  The monthly 
total volume is accumulated at the default end of the 
day on the first day of the month. (See Function 20) 

41 AGA3 and AGA7 

Flow Constants 

(one per line) 

P1,[P2],[P3],P4.[P5],P6 

P1 through P6 define constants to be used in 
calculations 43 and 44 

P1 = Specific Gravity (G) 

P2 = Pressure Base Factor (Fpb) (defaults to 1.0) 

P3 = Temperature Base Factor (Ftb) (defaults to 
1.0) 

P4 = Static Pressure/Gauge Pressure (Ps/Pg) 
 

NOTE 
In the calculations, Static Pressure is Calculated 
from Gauge Pressure plus Atmospheric Pressure.  
That is P4 + P5.  In systems that monitor Static 
Pressure directly, specify that as P4 and omit P5. 

P5 = Atmospheric Pressure (Pa) (defaults to 0.0) 

P6 = Flowing Temperature (Tf) 
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Function 
Number 

 
Function Name 

 
Parameters Calculations 

42 AGA3 Gas Flow 

Constants 

(one per meter) 

P1,P2,P3,[P4],[P5],P6 

P1 through P6 define constants to be used in 
calculations 43 

P1 = Basic Orifice factor (Fb) 

P2 = b value for Reynolds factor (b) 

P3 = Expansion factor (Y) 

P4 = Manometer factor (Fm) (defaults to 1.0) 

P5 = Sloppy zero (defaults to 0.0) 

P6 = Differential pressure (Hw) 

43 AGA3 Gas Flow 

Calculated 
Outputs 

(one per meter) 

P1,P2,P3,P4,P5 

P1 = Reynolds factor (Fr) 

P2 = Specific gravity factor (Fg) 

P3 = Flowing temperature factor (Ftf) 

P4 = Supercompressibility factor (Fpv) 

P5 = Flow rate per hour (Qh) 

44 AGA7 Gas Flow 

Calculated 
Outputs 

P1,P2,P3,P4 

P1=Flow rate at base conditions (Qb) 

P2=Flow rate at flowing conditions (Qf) 

P3=Flowing temperature factor (Ftn) 

P4=Supercompressibility factor (Fpv) 

45 Hourly 
Accumulation P2-

P7 are outputs 
(See Functions 19 

and 28) 

P1,[P2],[P3],[P4],[P5],[P6],[P7] 

P1 = flow rate in units per hour (input) 

P2 = current hour accumulation 

P3 = total accumulation last hour 

P4 = day to hour accumulated volume 

P5 = yesterday’s total accumulated volume 

P6 = month to day accumulated volume 

P7 = last month’s accumulated volume 

The hourly total is copied and reset at the start of 
each new hour. The daily total volume is copied and 
reset each day at the default end of the day.  The 
monthly total volume is copied and reset at the 
default end of the day on the first day of the month. 
(See function 20) 

NOTES 
Functions 50 through 99 are defined by the user using TPLATES.  TPLATES are created 

similar to Command Sequences and format is in the Command Sequence Manual CS-2000. 

8.4 CALCULATION OF INSTANTANEOUS VALUES FROM 
ACCUMULATORS 

This section explains how to define the database for RTUs containing a module that 
measures the time interval between pulses of an accumulator input.  The RTU converts the 
time measurement to 10-msec units and transmits the value to the master station as a 
regular analog point.  The values of such points range from 10 to 2047.  In the RTU, these 
derived points are appended to the regular analog points (see Point Lists). 

At the master station, the database must be properly defined for these points as follows: 
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 Define a regular analog point (T) with a scale of 0.01 to store the information 
received from the RTU in units of seconds. 

 Define a pseudo analog point to store a calculated value. 

 Using CALCED, define a calculation for each used point using the following 
formula: 

Value
Sf

T


3600 *

 
 
Where: Value = calculated value representing an instantaneous reading; i.e., 
KWatts. 
 
T = value received from the RTU in 1 above (time interval between pulses in 
seconds). 
 
Sf = scale factor used in the corresponding accumulator point; i.e., 3, if one 
Accumulator pulse equals 3 KW/H. 

These calculated values can be used in any single line diagram and in historical data sets. 

NOTE 
Time interval between accumulator pulses is sent from the RTU only for inputs connected directly 

to the SCADA section of the RTU. 

The 6CPP6 card will create 2 analog points for each accumulator point.  First analog point 
will contain the low time and the second will contain the high time.  Each for these analog 
points will have a scale factor of .01.  Then use CALCED with a TPLATE function or 
CMDSEQ to calculate the complete time.  The calculation you should use is T = 
(hightime*1024) + lowtime.  The result for this calculation can then be used in the formula as 
shown above. 

8.5 CALCULATIONS DATABASE PREPARATION 

To begin a Calculations editing session, start the Calculations editor  (CALCED) by pressing 
the DISPLAY BY NAME key (usually the number 1 key in the numeric key pad).  In the 
display prompt at the upper left corner of the display screen, type CALCED, and press the 
ENTER key, this will bring up the CALCED editor screen, and display Calculations  Record 
#0.  You can change to a different record number by placing the cursor in the area between 
the parenthesis at the Record # prompt, typing the record number, and pressing the ENTER 
key; or you can use the Page Up and Page Down keys. 

In the appropriate Calculation No. line, enter, or modify, the Function No. for the calculation 
you are defining, followed by the parameters required by that function.  Refer to Table 8-1.  
Referring to Figure 8-1, the CALCED editor fields are the following: 

8.5.1 Record Number 

This field defines the particular file record where up to 8 calculation equations are defined.  
Records, and therefore calculations, are sequential in processing. 

8.5.2 Calculation Number 

This field defines the calculation number.  This is for the user's benefit but it also indicates the 
order in which the calculations are performed. 

8.5.3 Function Code 

This field defines the function code number.  Refer to Table 8-1. 
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8.5.4 Parameters 

This field defines an analog point, status point or constant.  A constant is defined by entering 
a "#" in the first character followed by the V constant.  If the constant is less than four digits, 
the comma in the fourth position must be replaced by a space.  All output parameters must 
be specified as calculated values. 

Store the record by pressing the STORE key (F10) before proceeding to the next record. 

NOTE 
Storing the records, only saves the information to disk.  For the new calculations, or changes 

to old calculations, to start working, the Calculations file must be placed on-line. 

To place the Calculations file on-line, select the ONLINE FILE UPDATE target located near 
the top right corner of the screen. 

 
Figure 8-1.  Calculation Editor Display Sample 
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9 SEGMENTS CALCULATIONS 

9.1 FILE CONTENTS 

This file contains records that define single logical and/or arithmetic calculations to be 
performed by the SCADA system.  These calculations are performed periodically at a fixed 
interval (normally every 15 seconds) plus whenever a status change occurs. 

9.2 RECORD CONTENTS 

Each record consists of 32 calculation definitions (see Figure 9-1).  A calculation definition 
consists of one or two parameters, an operator and destination.  The parameters and the 
destination are either the names of database analog or status points or are segment 
numbers.  Records are processed sequentially by the system. 

A segment number defines a location in the database where a simple true/false result can be 
stored.  This result can then be used as an input to other segment calculations or can be 
used to control the coloring of line segments on Single Line Diagrams. 

The user can use segment calculations to define simple binary logical or arithmetic 
operations such as "and", "or", "equal", "greater than", etc.  The results of these operations 
are stored in the destination. 

If the destination is a status point then status change alarms are raised whenever the value 
changes.  If it is an analog point, the new value is checked for alarm limit violation. 

9.3 OPERATORS 

Table 9-1 lists the operators and gives the implied parameter type.  If the actual parameter is 
not of the correct type, it is converted according to the conversion rules given in Table 9-2. 

There are two special classes of operators:  device control operators and conditional branch 
operators. 

9.4 DEVICE CONTROL 

The copy/control operator ( ) is used to move the value of parameter 1 to the destination 
point.  Two special cases arise: 

 the destination is a setpoint. 

 the destination is a controllable status point. 

In these two cases, the SCADA system transmits actual setpoint or device control commands 
to the destination point's RTU. 

For setpoints, a new value is output whenever the value of the destination setpoint is not 
equal to the value of parameter 1 or whenever the destination setpoint shows an unset ("U") 
status. 

The latter occurs when an RTU has just recovered from communications failure. 

For controllable status points, the control command is issued whenever the status of the 
destination point shows a status or OPEN but the parameter shows a status CLOSED, then a 
CLOSE command will be issued. 

Commands are not issued if the point is manually set, telemetry failed or an interlocked 
setpoint or, of status points, tagged, interlocked or undergoing control. 

NOTE 
The parameter 1 point for device control does not have to be another status point.  It can, 
instead, be segment status point where false=open and true=close.  This allows a series of 
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equations to calculate a desired state for a device and then a control/copy operator to issue 

the command. 

TABLE 9-1.  SEGMENT STATUS PARAMETER INTERPRETATION 

OPERATOR MEANING IMPLIED INPUT 
PARAMETER TYPE1 

AND and binary 

OR or Binary 

GT greater than analog 

GE greater than or equal analog 

EQ equal analog 

LE less than or equal analog 

LT less than analog 

NE Not equal analog 

NOT Parameter 1 and not parameter 2 binary 

XOR (parameter 1 and not parameter 2) or 
(parameter 2 and not parameter 1) 

binary 

VLV Valve calculation2 binary 

+ Arithmetic addition analog 

- arithmetic subtraction analog 

* arithmetic multiplication analog 

/ arithmetic division analog 

 Arithmetic maximum (shift right – K) analog 

 Arithmetic minimum (shift left – K) analog 

 Copy/control3 (shift right – J) Analog/binary 

IFT IF TRUE Binary 

IFF IF FALSE Binary 

END End IF none 

* binary = the input parameters are interpreted to be either true or false. 
* analog = the input parameters are interpreted to be numeric quantities. 
* VLV is a special operator used to combine two unrelated single-bit status inputs into a single dual-bit 
valve status. 
* The copy/control operator copies parameter 1 to the result parameter.  If the result parameter is a 
setpoint or a controllable status point, then commands may be issued to the point's RTU.  See Device 
Control 

TABLE 9-2.  SEGMENT STATUS PARAMETER CONVERTER INTERFACE 

Actual Input Parameter Binary Interpretation Analog Interpretation 

Single – bit Status True = on/running/1/closed 

False = off/stopped/0/open 

1 = on/running/closed 

0 = off/stopped/open 

Analog True = not zero 

Raise = zero 

Value used 

Segment True = flow 

False = no flow 

1 = flow 

0 = no flow 

Omitted False 0 
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Dual – bit Status Actual bit pattern in memory is 
used 

0 = open 

1 = closed 

2 = traveling 

Breaker True = closed/reclosed 

False = open/locked out 

1 = closed/reclosed 

0 = open/locked out 

9.5 SEGMENT EDITOR DISPLAY 

To begin a Segments Calculation editing session, start the Segments Calculations editor  
(SEGED) by pressing the DISPLAY BY NAME key (usually the number 1 key in the numeric 
key pad).  In the display prompt at the upper left corner of the display screen, type SEGED, 
and press the ENTER key, this will bring up the SEGED editor screen, and display Segments 
Calculation  Record #0.  You can change to a different record number by placing the cursor in 
the area between the parenthesis at the Record # prompt, typing the record number, and 
pressing the ENTER key; or you can use the Page Up and Page Down keys. 

In the appropriate Segments Calculation  No. line, enter, or modify, the output, parameters 
and Operator for the calculation you are defining,  Refer to Table 9-1. 

Referring to Figure 9-1, the SEGED editor fields are the following: 

9.5.1 Record Number 

This field defines particular segment calculations file record where up to 32 calculation 
definitions are stored. 

9.5.2 Number 

The number associated with each line in the editor.  There are a maximum of 32 per record. 

9.5.3 Output 

This field defines the destination of the calculation definition.  (Database point or segment 
number). 

9.5.4 Parameter 1 

This field defines either the names of database, analog or status point or segment numbers 
for the first parameter. 

9.5.5 Operator 

This field defines the class of operator from Table 9-1. 

9.5.6 Parameter 2 

This field defines either the names of database analog, or status points or segment numbers 
for the second parameter. 

Store the record by pressing the STORE key (F10) before proceeding to the next record. 

NOTE 
Storing the records, only saves the information to disk.  For the new calculations, or changes 

to old calculations, to start working, the Segments Calculations file must be placed on-line. 

To place the Segments Calculations file on-line, select the ONLINE FILE UPDATE target 
located near the top right corner of the screen. 
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Figure 9-1.  Segment Calculation Editor Display Sample 

10 REPORTS 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

The operators to interactively define, modify, or delete report descriptions uses the Report 
Editor.  Defined reports are installed by the Report Editor and appear on the Report Schedule 
display. 

There are four types of reports that may be defined using this editor: 

 Line Reports 

 Page Reports 

 Trend Data Reports 

 Application Reports. 
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User written programs generates Application Reports. 

For Line Reports, the Report Editor provides a conversational interface to the operator and 
permits the following to be done: 

 Name report to be added/modified/deleted. 

 Describe report 

 Assign report zones. 

 Define/redefine header section of report page format. 

 Define/redefine format of system data to be printed in report. 

 Select points for which data is to be printed. 

 Set section criteria for system to automatically define the list of points to be 
included in the report. 

The difference between Line and Page Reports is that the Line Report allows the automatic 
selection of large numbers of points to be printed through the use of point types, but allows 
less flexibility in formatting the output.  Also, Line Reports do not have access to historical 
data. 

To begin a Report editing session, do the following: 

1. Start the Report editor  (RPTED) by pressing the DISPLAY BY NAME key 
(usually the number 1 key in the numeric key pad). 

2. In the display prompt at the upper left corner of the display screen, type 
RPTED, and press the ENTER key.  This displays a screen with the prompt: 
ENTER REPORT NAME. 

3. Type the report name and press the ENTER key. 

 If you entered a name for a new report, you will be prompted to select 
the type of report you are creating. 

 If you entered a name for an existing report, you will be presented with 
three choices; to proceed, make the appropriate selection. 

4. Type the required information and press the ENTER key for each prompt.  
Refer to Figure 10-1.  

10.2 EDITING REPORTS 

10.2.1 Line Reports 

 Initial Prompt.  Figure 10-2 shows the Report Editor display during the 
definition of the report name, type, description and generator task name.  
The description and task name are both optional.  The fields are outlined in 
Figure 10-1.  Line Report Editor, and are as follows: 

 ENTER REPORT NAME.  The Report Name is up to four characters in 
length and will appear on the Report Schedule display, RPSCHD. 

 ENTER REPORT DESCRIPTION.  This is a sixty-character text string 
that describes the report.  It appears on the Report Schedule display and 
the first line appears at the top of the report. 

 ENTER PRE-GENERATION TASK NAME.  This field may contain the 
name of a user-written task that will run each time the report is 
generated.  Not normally used with standard systems. 

 ENTER ZONES.  This field contains the report zone settings.  Only users 
whose zones match one of the report zones will be allowed to view or 
print the report in the Report Scheduler. 
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Figure 10-1.  Line Report Editor Display Sample - Page 1 

 Line Report Header.  Figure 10-3 shows a sample display of the Line 
Report editor during the entry of the ten-line Report Header.  This contains 
text information such as column titles, etc.  The date, time and report page 
number information is automatically configured by the system and will appear 
on the top of each page of the report. 

 
Figure 10-2.  Line Report Editor Display Sample - Page 2 

 Point Types and Data Items.  The logical point types, as defined via the 
miscellaneous text string editor, PTYPE, together with the data items from 
the telemetry database are selected during the stage of line report editing as 
shown by Figures 10-4 and 10-5. 
 
After selecting the Point types, select the Data Items to be included in the 
report.  The user may also set certain qualifying criteria as follows: 

 Zone Numbers.  This field may contain any or all of the eight logical 
zone numbers of the system.  The default value is all of them. 

 Comline, RTU Number.  The user may select only the points associated 
with a certain Communication Line or RTU by specifying the numbers of 
each here.  The default is to ignore these criteria and select points 
regardless of their Communication Line or RTU. 

 Sort by Telemetry Address Order.  If the user enters a Y (Yes) in this 
field, the report will be formatted by ascending order of Telemetry 
Address.  The default will result in no sorting. 

 Manual Set/Overrange/Tagged/Alarm.  The user may select only those 
points that are manually Set, Tagged, etc. by entering a "Y" in the 
respective field for these criteria.  The default is to ignore such selection. 

 Station Names.  Only the Station Names that are selected will provide 
database points for the generation of this report.  Points in all other 
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Stations will be ignored.  If every Station in the system is to be 
considered, the "ALL" field may be selected. 

 
Figure 10-3.  Line Report Editor Display Sample - Page 3 
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Figure 10-4.  Line Report Editor Display Sample - Page 4 

TABLE 10-1.  DATA ITEMS FOR INCLUSION IN REPORTS 

Table 10-1 defines the field lengths as defined by the report editor.  It can be used for help 
when formatting the reports.  A stands for alphanumeric and I stands for integer. 

DATA ITEM ANALOG STATUS TEXT STATION 

Telemetry address A21 A21 - - 

Setpoint address A21 - - - 

0-Control address - A25 - - 

1-Control address - A25 - - 

Internal Identifier number I5 I5 I5 I5 

Station name A4 A4 A4 A4 

Point name A6 A6 A6 - 

Point description A24 A24 A24 A24 

Current value * - - - 

Current status - A6 - - 

Current text - - A30 - 

Daily minimum * - - - 

Daily maximum * - - - 

Time of daily minimum A8 - - - 

Time of daily maximum A8 - - - 
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DATA ITEM ANALOG STATUS TEXT STATION 

Lower pre-emergency 
limit 

* - - - 

Upper pre-emergency 
limit 

* - - - 

Pre-emergency 
deadband 

* - - - 

Lower emergency limit * - - - 

Upper emergency limit * - - - 

Emergency deadband * - - - 

Lower reasonability limit * - - - 

Upper reasonability limit * - - - 

Reasonability deadband * - - - 

Rate of change limit * - - - 

Scale factor * - - - 

Offset * - - - 

Input format A6 - - - 

Engineering units A6 - - - 

Zone A15 A15 A15 A15 

Transition count - I4 -  

Point type A7 A7 A7  

NOTES     

* Indicates operator-
defined format.  

  

- Indicates not applicable.   

Telemetry and setpoint address formats are as follows for both analog and status:  

CL:RTU:A:B:C 

and control address formats are as follows:  

CL:RTU:A:B:C:D 

where: the field is blank if the point is not controllable. 

 CL = 2 digit communication line number. 
RTU = 4 digit RTU number 
A = 5 digit number 
B = 4 digit number 
C = 2 digit number 
D = 3 digit number 

 where the context of A through D depends on the point type 

Zone format is as follows: n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n 

where: n = zone number if point is in that zone if point is valid for that zone 
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Figure 10-5. Line Report Editor Display Sample - Page 5 

 
Figure 10-6.  Line Report Editor Display Sample - Page 6 

10.2.2 Page Reports 

Page Reports are made up of pre-defined Single Line Diagrams.  The Report Editor, apart 
from the name, description, task name, and report zones (as per the Line Report), requires 
only the names of the SLDs and an optional default parameter string to be included in the 
report. 
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The SLD names are listed in two columns; the SLDs in the left column will be printed on the 
left side of the page, up to character number 80, (the width of the screen).  The SLDs in the 
right column will be printed starting at character 81 on the printer, i.e., as if the SLDs were 
placed side-by-side. 

NOTE 

Some printers may not be able to print the total report width of 160 characters. 

A time override command line (maximum 72 characters) may be entered specifying a date 
and time which will cause the report to display the data for that time on historical graphs and 
tables. 

/TIME=xxx 
where "xxx" may be any one of the following: 

NOTE 

Anything enclosed in square brackets "[]" is optional. 

YY-MM-DD[:HH:MM:SS.TT] SCADA absolute time format. 
e.g.:/TIME=88-10-26:17:35:09.10 

TODAY[:HH:MM:SS.TT] SCADA absolute time format. 
e.g./TIME-TODAY:17:35:09.10 

YESTERDAY[:HH:MM:SS.TT] SCADA absolute time format. 
e.g.:/TIME=YESTERDAY:17:35:09.10 

DD-MMM-YYYY[:HH:MM:SS.TT] DEC absolute time format. 
e.g.:/TIME=26-OCT-1988:17:35:09.10 

DD-HH:MM:SS VAX relative time format. 
e.g.:?TIME=26-17:35:09 

ddu Relative time format, where 'dd' is the magnitude of 
the units and 'u' is the type of units.  Valid unit types 
are: 
 
D=days 
H=hours 
M=minutes 
S=seconds 
 
The report is generated for the current time less the 
number of relative units specified.  e.g.:/TIME=10D 
 
If a time is not specified via the command line, the 
current time is used. 

For reports that have 2 or more SLDs that must be printed immediately after one another, a 
special character must be added to the bottom right hand side of the diagram.  The character 
is a left facing open arrow-head (<) and can be put on the screen by holding down the shift 
key and hitting the START STOP XMIT key (located in the middle of keys on the right hand 
side).  The special key is Lock C. 
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Figure 10-7.  Page Report Display Sample 

10.2.3 Standard Application Reports 

The TDMS-Plus system includes a number of report generators that may be used by defining 
them as application reports.  These consist of: 

 Operator's Log report 

 Tagged Devices report 

 Historical Table report 

 Print File report 

Each of these reports may be defined via the Report Editor as follows: 

 For type of report, select APPLICATION REPORT 

 For report generation task name, enter the appropriate report generator task 
name (given in the following sections). 

 For report generator command line, if applicable, enter the appropriate 
command line (the syntax of the command lines id given in the following 
sections). 
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 For report zones, enter the appropriate zone settings for this report.  The 
zone settings will control which users can view or print a report. 

 Figure 10-8 shows an example of the definition of an Operator's Log report. 

All of these reports may be scheduled and/or requested immediately in either softcopy of 
hardcopy form via the Report Schedule display (described in Section 10.3). 

When generating a report on schedule, the report programs use the command line, if 
specified, as entered on the Report Editor.  On an immediate hardcopy or softcopy request 
via the Report Schedule display, the operator can enter an alternate command line, if 
desired. 

10.2.3.1 Operator's Log Report 

This program generates a report of selected events contained in the operations message file 
(this is a file used to buffer event messages for printing).  Events can be selected for inclusion 
in the report by means of selection switches specified in the report generator command line. 

The report generator task name for this report is OPLRPT. 

 
 
Figure 10-8.  Defining an Operator's Log Report 

The syntax of the selection switches that may be entered in the report generator command 
line is as follows: 

/START = startime 
where startime may have the following format: 
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YESTERDAY 
TODAY 
YY-MM-DD:HH:MM:SS 
Examples: 
/START = YESTERDAY 
/START = 89-01 - 10:3:30:00 
 

/INTERVAL=intervaltime 
where intervaltime may have the following formats: 
ddu where dd=magnitude 
u=units(D.H.M.S) 
DD-HH:MM:SS 
Examples: 
/INTERVAL=32H 
/INTERVAL=1- 12:00:00 
 
/POINTS="pointname" 
where pointname can be a point name or a station name with wild card point name("*").  
Examples: 
/POINTS="STN1.POINT5" 
/POINTS="STN1.*" 
 
/ZONES="zone record name" 
where zone record name is the name of a zone record as defined in ZONEDIT (See section 
17.) 
Example: 
/ZONES="1,3,7" 
 
/PRIORITY="n,n...n" 
where n are priority codes (0-4) 
Example: 
/PRIORITY="0,1" 

The report by default will include all events in the operations log file from 00:00 on to 
23:59:59 of the previous day. 

10.2.3.2 Tagged Devices Report 

This program generates a report of all points that have one or more tags.  The report 
generator task name for this report is TAGRPT.  This report does not take a command line. 

10.2.3.3 Historical Table Report 

This report generates extended historical table reports similar to the historical tables on SLDs 
without using SLDs.  The report generator task name for this report is ETARPT.  As in the 
case of SLDs, the contents and format of the report is specified by definitions in the ETABLE 
editor (see Historical Data Gathering).  For the report, the appropriate ETABLE record 
number is specified in the command line.  The syntax for the command line is: 
 
/TABLE=N 
where N is the ETABLE record number.  If no command line is specified, the report defaults 
to table zero. 

10.2.3.4 Print File Report 

This report allows VMS text files to be printed on SCADA loggers or requested as softcopy 
reports.  The desired filename is specified in the report command line.  The report generator 
task name for this report is RPRINT.  The syntax for the command line is: 
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/REPORT= device:[dir]file 
where… 
device = name of the logical or physical device on which the file resides (default=MG) 
dir = directory where the file may be found (default=[OUTPUT]) 
file = full filename (no default) 

NOTE 

This does not work with file names that have an underscore in them. 

10.3 REPORT SCHEDULE 

The Report Schedule display lists the names and descriptions of all reports defined in the 
system and provides the means by which the generation of these reports can be scheduled 
for printing.  Figure 10-9 is the Report Schedule sample used to list reports and assign report 
execution times and repeat frequencies.   

The Start Time, Stop Time, Repeat Interval, Day of Week, Day of Month and Destination 
fields are modifiable using the manual set function and are displayed in green.  All other fields 
are displayed in white. 

The following describes the data fields on the Report Schedule display:  

10.3.1 Report Name 

This field contains four characters and defines the report name. 

10.3.2 Report Description 

A text description of the reports purpose - 60 characters.  Since this description is already 
entered on another form, no entry is required on the Schedule Report editor. 

10.3.3 Start Time HH:MM   

This field determines the time of day when report scheduling starts.  If left blank, the report 
will not be scheduled.  Enter the desired start time for the report, use a 24-hour time entry. 

10.3.4 Stop Time HH:MM   

This field determines the time of day after which the report is no longer to be scheduled.  This 
is valid only for reports with a Repeat Interval specified.  If left blank, the report is repeated 
indefinitely. 

10.3.5 Repeat Times   

This field specifies the period between repeated generations of the report.  If left blank, the 
report is generated only once.   

10.3.6 Day of Week   

This field specifies the days of the week (7 characters).  Each character is the initial of the 
name of the day (e.g., "F" for Friday) if the report is required to run on that day of week, every 
week.  Entering a hyphen (-) means the report will not run on that day of the week. 
 
Enter the days of week that the report is to run and a hyphen (-) on the days the report is not 
run. 
 
In the Day of Week field, 1 to 7 days may be specified.  The report will be generated for each 
day specified.  For example: if Monday and Friday are entered, the report will be generated 
every Monday and Friday. 
 
The Day of Month field allows only one day to be entered.  Example, if "30" is entered, the 
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report will be generated on the 30th of the month.  The Day of Week and Day of Month fields 
may be used jointly as well.  Example, if Friday and "30" are specified, the report will be 
generated every Friday and also on the 30th of the month. 
 
If both day of Day of Week and Day of Month fields are blank, and a start time, stop time and 
repeat interval are specified, the report is generated at the start time and regenerated in 
time(s) depending on the repeat interval.  The report stops generating at the stop time 
specified.  
 
If the Report Running Time exceeds the Repeat Interval, both fields link and are colored 
areas as a warning to the operator. 
 
The report schedule fields give the operator a great deal of flexibility in specifying when a 
report is to be generated.  For example: 
 
A.  To generate a report every day at 0800 hours, set: 
Start Time=8:00(time when report is wanted) 
Day of Week=SMTWTFS (i.e., everyday) 
 
B.  To generate a report every day at 0800 hours and then every hour until 1800 hours 
set: 
Start Time=8:00(time when report scheduling starts) 
Repeat Interval=1:00 
Stop Time=18:00(time when scheduling stops) 
Day of Week=SMTWTFS 
 
C.  To generate a report 5 minutes after the hour, every hour of every day, set: 
Start Time=00:05 
Repeat Interval=1:00 
Stop Time=23:05 
Day of Week=SMTWTFS 
 
D.  To generate a report a 0800 hours every Monday morning, set: 
Start Time=8:00 
Day of Week =_M_ _ _ _ _ _ 
 
E.  To generate a report at 2200 hours today only (not repeatedly), set: 
Start Time=22:00 
 
 

F.  To generate a report every hour, from 1000 to 2200 hours today, but not the next 
day, set: 
 
Start Time=10:00 
Repeat Interval=1:00 
Stop Time=22:00 

10.3.7 Day of Month 

This field specifies the day of the month (2 digits) the report is required to run on that day 
every month.  If 29, 30 or 31 are specified and the month does not have that many day, the 
report will be skipped.  To generate the report on the last day of the month (i.e., 28, 29, 30 or 
31 as appropriate), enter 99 on the form. 
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10.3.8 Destination   

This field specifies up to 16 print loggers that are identified on the SCADA Status display to 
which report output should be simultaneously sent.  To specify which logger should print the 
report, enter an "X".  If the spaces are left blank, a logger is not specified. 

10.3.9 Next Scheduled Run Time HH:MM (Not User Modifiable, 
Display Only) 

This display indicates the time in hours and minutes when the report will be next generated.  
If left blank, the report is not scheduled to be generated.  If Next Run Time is after the current 
time, the report will be generated today.  If Next Run Time is before the current time, then the 
report will be generated tomorrow. 

10.3.10 Last Actual Run Time (Not User Modifiable, Display 
Only) 

This display indicates the time in hours and minutes when the report was last generated 
according to schedule or immediate demand.   

10.3.11 Report Running Time Minutes (Not User Modifiable, 
Display Only)   

The Display indicates the report generation running time at the last actual run.   

 
Figure 10-9.  Report Schedule, Sample Display 
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11 HISTORICAL DATA GATHERING 
Historical data consists of analog and status point data values collected on a periodic basis 
from the telemetry database, and retained for a certain duration in the Historical Data File. 

The Historical Data Gathering Package is responsible for the collection and retention of 
historical data.  In addition, this package offers the means to control the data gathering 
characteristics, and the subsequent display and editing of the collected, now historical, data. 

With the object being the provision of a long-term data gathering and retention facility, the 
user determines the data to be collected, and how and when it is to be collected on a periodic 
basis. 

To access the historical data once it is collected, the user has available a Historical Data 
Editor display.  Also, graphs and tables based upon historical data may be displayed on 
Single Line Diagrams. 

The Historical data Gathering package is designed to provide a long-term data gathering 
facility with user configurable features: 

 Points may or may not be selected for data gathering by the user, through a 
historical data set definition display. 

 Any analog or status point may be selected for data gathering into one or 
more historical data sets.  For each data set, the user may specify: 
 
sample and hold interval 
hold duration 
averaging:  yes or no 

The user may define graphs that display data from the historical data sets, using a graph 
format editing display.  These historical graphs can then be displayed on Single Line 
Diagrams. 

Historical data may be modified by the user via a historical data editor. 

 The ability to sample and store maximums, minimum, time or maximum, time 
of minimum averages and sum an input point. 

Allow a data set's values to be determined from the value contained in another data set. 

 A conditional sampling feature to allow the sampling of data to occur based 
on the condition of a point.  For Example, this will give the user the ability to 
sample a set of values when a point has reached its maximum during a 
sample interval. 

Allow an operator to sample values on demand and store them in a data set. 

 Allow the maximums, minimums, time of maximum, time of minimum, 
averages and sums of a point in a historical data file to be accessed for 
display and/or reporting via the Historical Table Editor and Historical Graph 
Editor. 

The ability to reference historical data on Single Line Diagrams and display the data as 
individual values.  In a similar manner as one would display current analog and status values. 

11.1 HISTORICAL DATA SET DEFINITION 

To select data for historical sampling the user first creates a definition of the kind of sampling 
required, and the points that are to be samples.  This is done through an interactive editor 
called the Historical Index File Editor, HINDEX.  The user names the points whose values are 
to be collected, specifies how often the points' values should be sampled, and determines 
how long a sampled set of values should be saved. 
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NOTE 
Points in a data set would not be related to each other in any way other than sample 

frequency and duration. 

The group of points named by the user, make up a "data set".  The editor enables the user to 
define the data set by: 

 Setting the sampling interval, which is the time between samples.  This tells 
the data gathering package how often to collect values for the points in the 
data set.  The collected values from a "sample set" for that data set. 

 Setting the hold duration.  This tells the data gathering package how long to 
retain a collected set of data. 

 The user can select to have no smoothing, which means that a point's value 
is the input value at the moment of collection.  If smoothing is selected, a 
point's stored value is the average of all the scheduled observations taken of 
the point within the sample interval. 

 Selecting lead or lag time stamping.  The default, lag time stamping, will time 
stamp a sample set with the time at the end of the sample interval.  Lead 
time stamping causes the time stamp to be that of the start of the sample 
interval. 

 Finally, selecting up to eighty-one (81) points whose values are to be 
collected.  These points may be analog or status types.  new points may be 
added to a data set, and old points can be removed from the set or be 
renamed.  As log as the data set's maximum number of points remains 
unchanged, data collection will continue on the new point group unimpeded. 

Modification to timing parameters (sample interval and hold duration) forces the user to 
delete the existing data collected for a data set.  The same situation occurs if the maximum 
number of points in the data set is modified.  A change to the smoothing method or time 
stamping method requires no such action; the change will immediately be applied.  Deleting a 
data set's existing collected data makes the space available for other data sets' use. 

A single point may be used in more than one data set.  It is quite reasonable to sample the 
same point on a two-minute instantaneous basis, and on a six-hour average basis. 

The condition of a point being stamped is also saved, along with the point's values.  This 
enables the historical data access software to display the point's condition when a value was 
input; one of normal, telemetry failed, manually set, etc. 

11.1.1 Operator Interface 

The following displays form the user interface to the historical data gathering process: 

 HINDEX - Historical Index File Editor.  This editor allows the user to define 
the historical data gathering characteristics of each data set. 

 HDATA - Historical data File Editor.  This editor displays the collected data 
for a data set, one sample record at a time, and allows the user to modify the 
historical data. 

 EGRAPH - Historical Graph Editor.  This editor allows the user to define 
the content and format of a historical graph for display on Single Line 
Diagrams. 

 ETABLE - Historical Table Editor.  This editor allows the user to define the 
content and format of a historical table for display on Single Line Diagrams. 

 SLDED - Single Line Diagram Editor.  This editor allows the user to 
construct SLDs.  Among the data that can be displayed on an SLD are 
historical graphs and historical tables.  This editor, therefore, allows the user 
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to specify which historical graphs and tables to output on an SLD, and where 
to output them. 

 SLDs - Single Line Diagrams.  These user-formatted displays, edited via 
the Single Line Diagram Editor, can contain historical graphs and historical 
tables.  These graphs and tables are constructed using the data collected for 
a historical data set.  The historical graphs can be dynamically updated. 

11.2 HISTORICAL INDEX FILE 

The Historical Index File is named by the user, to be collected as specified to make up a 
historical data set.  The Historical Index File is composed of numerous records, each one of 
which can be used to define a historical data set.  The Historical Index File Editor is a User 
File Editor display that allows the creation and modification of these data sets.  Figure 11-1 is 
a sample of a Historical Index.  (HINDEX) Editor display sample. 

11.2.1 HINDEX Editor Field Descriptions 

11.2.1.1 Data Set Name/Data Set Number 

This field contains the data set name (six characters) and Data Set number (2 digits).  The 
data set name and number will appear on the HDATA display.  The name is for the user's 
convenience whereas the number will be used to reference the data set in the Graph and 
Table editors. 

11.2.1.2 Description 

This field is used for data set text description up to 30 alphanumeric characters.  It will 
appear, with the data set number and name, on the HDATA display. 

11.2.1.3 First Sample 

This field contains the date; year, month and day plus the time in hours, minutes and seconds 
for the time to start the collection of data for the data set. 

11.2.1.4 Sample Duration 

This field specifies how long in days, hours, minutes and seconds to retain the samples for 
the data set. 

11.2.1.5 Sample Interval 

This field specifies in days, hours, minutes, and seconds the time between consecutive 
sample collections for this data set.  The collected values of one sample form a "sample set" 
for that data set.  The total number of sample sets in the data set is the size of the data set.  
The size is determined by dividing the sample duration by the sample interval.  The sample 
interval field can handle very large intervals. 

 MON - an interval of 1 month, which samples at the end of the last day of the 
month. 

 YER - an interval of 1 year, which samples at the end of the last day of the 
year. 

11.2.1.6 Averaging Interval 

How often to observe the data set's points for calculation of point averages and sums and 
selection of maxima and minima.  (See the description of Periodic Sampling). 

11.2.1.7 Number of Points 

This field specifies the maximum number of points to be sampled for this data set.  This value 
will define the size of the sample set. 
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11.2.1.8 Data Collect Code 

The current state of the data set.  The current state is one of the following: 

A = Allocate file space for the data set, but do not collect any data at this time. 
C = Allocate file space for the data set and actively collect data. 
D = Deallocate any file space allocated and do not collect data. 
L = Advance samples 

11.2.1.9 Smoothing Code 

Specifies whether the points listed are instantaneous samples or the average of all 
observations during the sample interval. 

0 - Samples for individual points are instantaneous. 
1 - Samples for individual points averages of all observations during the sample interval. 

 
Figure 11-1.  HINDEX, Historical Index Editor Display Sample 

11.2.1.10 Lead Time Stamp 

This field indicates how the sample set will be time stamped. 

Y = LEAD TIME STAMP - The sample set will be time stamped with the time at the state of 
the sample interval. 

N = LAG TIME STAMP - The sample set will be time stamped with the time at the end of the 
sample interval. 

11.2.1.11 Sample Condition 

Defines that the data set is to be sampled based on the result a conditional expression.  
Condition expressions must be of the form: 
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operand.condition.operand 

where operand could be one of: 

Point Name - name of a database point enclosed in quotes. 
Constant - a numeric value. 

where "condition" could be one of the following: 

.GT. .LT. .EF. .NE. .GE. .LE. - operators with two operands 

:"STN1,PWRKW".GT.12.03 
:"STN1,PWRKW",LT."STN1.MINKW" 

.MAX. .MIN. This condition requires only one operand. 
:"STN 1 ,PWRKW" .MAX. 

Refer to the section of conditional sampling for a complete description. 

11.2.1.12 Derived From Data Set 

Defines that this data set's values will be derived from the values of another data set.  If this 
collection method is used, the sample interval of this (output) data set must be an exact 
multiple of the input data set's sample interval.  If qualifiers are used (see Point List), the 
averaging interval of the output data set must be the same as the sample interval of the input 
data set. 

11.2.1.13 External Device 

Defines that the data set values are updated from a device external to the computer.  (This is 
for special applications). 

11.2.1.14 Point List   

In the point list area, the user enters the SCADA point names upon which to collect data.  
The user must first define the point name to sample, then in the point fields immediately 
following, list point qualifiers to collect additional values for that point. 
 
The first character of a qualifier is always a colon, to distinguish it from a SCADA point name.  
The following is a list of a valid point qualifiers and the type of data they collect: 
 
>:MAX - store the maximum value of all the observations taken during the sample interval. 
>:MIN - store the minimum value of all the observations taken during the sample interval. 
>:TMAX - store the time of the maximum value selected during the sample interval. 
>:TMIN - store the time of the minimum value selected during the sample interval. 
>:SUM - store the sum of all the observations taken during the sample interval. 
 
The time values (TMAX, TMIN) can only be used in association with their corresponding 
values (MAX, MIN). 
 
Also, the values specified by these qualifiers are based on the specified Sample Interval.  For 
example, if you have specified an hourly sample interval, and you specify the :MAX qualifier 
to sample the maximum reading of an analog point, then the sampled value will be the hourly 
maximum; if you have specified a monthly sample interval, and you specify the :MIN qualifier 
to sample the minimum reading of an analog point, then the sampled value will be the 
monthly minimum. 

11.2.2 Periodic Collection 

At the start of a historical data sample interval, the SCADA system opens a new historical 
data record and begins sampling the values for the point-qualified data defined (max, min, 
average).  Thereafter the SCADA system makes observations of the real time database 
based on the averaging interval and will update the current historical data record if it finds a 
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change in the point values (i.e., new max, new min, calculate average).  At the end of the 
sample interval, all instantaneous data samples are done and the historical data sample 
record is then closed and a new sample record opened. 

11.2.3 Conditional Sampling 

The conditional sampling option of a historical data set allows the user to specify a 
conditional statement that defines when to sample the historical data set.  There are two 
different types of conditional sampling. 

 Periodic Conditional Sampling.  This type of conditional sampling is used 
by the .MAX. or .MIN. operators.  The data set is sampled periodically based 
on the sample interval.  At the start of a sample interval, the sample set is 
opened and all values are sampled.  During the sample interval, the 
conditional expression is evaluated based on the averaging interval.  If the 
condition evaluates as true, then the points will be sampled and the new 
values will overwrite the old values.  At the end of the interval, the sample set 
will be closed off and the next one opened. 

 Non-periodic Conditional Sampling.  This type of conditional sampling is 
used by the logical operators (LT,GT,EQ,NE,GE,LE).  The conditional 
expression is evaluated on the sample interval, at that time if the result of the 
condition is true, a sample set is created.  If the result of the condition is 
false, the a sample set will not be created for this sample interval. 

11.2.4 Derived Data Sets 

This feature allows the creation of a data set where the values in a sample is set is 
determined by a selection from or calculation of a set of samples from an input data set.  This 
allows the creation of data sets containing: 

The daily maximums and time of maximums selected from a data set containing the hourly 
samples. 

The daily averages of set points calculated from a data set containing the point samples 
sampled every 15 minutes. 

When a data set's points are defined to be based on the point values in another data set, 
each field in the point list of the output data set must specify how its value is determined from 
the input data set.  These fields must contained point names followed by optional qualifiers 
that will select of calculate a point's value from the input data set and store the result in the 
output data set. 

The following is a list of the valid point qualifiers: 

 >:MAX - select the maximum value of a point from a set of samples in the 
input data set that fall in the output data set's sample interval. 

 >:MIN - select the minimum value of a point from a set of samples in the 
input data set that fall in the output data set's sample interval. 

 >:TMAX - store the time of the maximum value selected by the ":MAX" 
qualifier. 

 >:TMIN - store the time of the minimum value selected by the ":MIN" qualifier. 

 >:AVG - store the average of a point from the set of samples in the input data 
set that fall in the output data set's sample interval. 

 >:SUM - store the sum of a point from the set of samples in the input data set 
that fall in the output data set's sample interval. 

On each sample interval of the output data set, the values in the input data set are scanned 
from the most current sample, back in time to the start of the output data set's sample 
interval.  By means of a target on the Historical Data File Editor (HDATA), the user can 
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instruct the system to re-evaluate the most recent sample of any derived data set.  This 
allows the user to have a derived sample updated to reflect manual changes made to 
samples in the primary data set after the derived sample was already taken. 

If the output data set specifies a qualifier for a point and that qualifier does not exist in the 
input data set, but the point exists, then the output would be selected or calculated from the 
values of the point itself.  If the point does not exist at all in the input data set, there will be no 
sample in the output data set. 

Derived Data Set Example 

 Data set #4 samples real time data values along with their maximums and 
time of maximums every minute and retains the last 1.5 hours worth of 
samples. 

 Data set #2 samples the data from data set 4 every hour and stores the 
maximums and time of maximums for the last hour. 

Reference Figure 11-3 for definitions of the data sets. 

Every minute data set #4 (the input data set) samples the current values for the points 
"STN1,KWHR" and "STN1,WATT5", it also stores the maximum ":MAX" and the time of 
maximum ":TMAX" of the four 15 seconds observations for the point "STN1,KWHR".  Every 
hour, on the hour, data set #2 (the output data set) calculates its data from the input data set 
defined by the DERIVED FROM DATA SET field.  The results are stored in the output data 
set as follows: 

01) STN1,KWHR 
Stores the most current sample value of this point from the input data set. 

02) :MAX 
Stores the maximum value during the last hour chosen from the ":MAX" values from the point 
"STN1,KWHR" from the input data set. 

03) :TMAX 
Stores the ":TMAX" time which corresponds to the value stored as the ":MAX" for the point 
"STN1,KWHR" from the input data set. 

04) STN1,WATT5 
Stores the most current sample value of this point from the input data set. 

05) :MAX 
Stores the maximum of the point values from the point "STN1.WATT5" during the last hour 
from the input data set. 

06) :TMAX 
Stores the sample time of the maximum selected by 05) above. 
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Figure 11-2.  Definitions of Input and Output Data Sets for a Historical Derivation Calculation 

11.2.5 Demand Sampling 

Demand sampling is a feature that creates a new sample set for a historical data set when 
requested by an operator.  This allows the operator to sample a set of real time data values 
on demand at any time.  The operator issues a sample request from an SLD that contains a 
task activation target created for this purpose. 

The historical data set to hold the demand samples must be set up as follows: 

Use the sample duration and sample interval to size the data set.  For example, a data set 
that will hold 20 sample sets could be defined as sample every minute and hold data for 20 
minutes. 

Use a data collect code "A", so the file space will be reserved to store the sample but the 
sampling program will not collect data for the data set.  This allows only the operator to 
update the data set.  See example (Figure 11-3). 

On an SLD, create a task activation target and specify the "THIST" (the Sampling program) 
as the task name and in the parameter filed, enter the data set number. 

TARGET TYPE (ITGHS) :t 

DISPLAY/TASK/GRAPH/TABLE/DATASET> :THIST  

PARAMETER> :#0006 

LOGGING> :_ 

 

To demand a sampling of the data set. 

 Request the SLD with the newly created task activation target. 
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 Position the cursor over the task activation target.  Press the SELECT key. 

 Press the OPEN/RUN key followed by the EXECUTE key.  This issues a 
request to the sampling program to immediately sample the data set defined 
by the parameter field of the task activation target. 

 
Figure 11-3.  Demand Sample Data Set Definition 

11.2.6 Historical Data File Editor (HDATA) 

Historical data, when collected, can be accessed by data set on a sample basis via the 
Historical Data File Editor. 

This editor is named HDATA on the Linkages display, and at first presents to the user a list of 
the data sets in the system.  A data set is chosen using ENTER, and the most recent 
historical sample for that data is displayed. 

Once a sample is being viewed, the operator can modify the historical values within a sample 
using the SET MANUAL facility.  Paging backward and forward allows the viewing of 
consecutive samples, ordered by time.  A specific time of sample may be specified as well, in 
which case, a sample no more recent that the specified time is obtained, if possible. 

If the user selects a derived data set on the initial page, the editor displays the following 
target: 

RE-CALCULATE DERIVED DATA 
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By selecting this target, the user can instruct the system to re-evaluate the most recent 
sample for the derived data set. 

Figure 11-5 shows an example page of the Historical Data File Editor display. 

 
Figure 11-4.  HDATA, Historical Data File Editors (Index Page) 

 

 
Figure 11-5.  HDATA, Historical Data File Editor Display Sample 
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11.3 HISTORICAL GRAPH FILE 

The Historical Graph File allows the user to define the content and format of a historical 
graph for display on Single Line Diagrams.  An SLD may contain up to three (3) historical 
graphs. 

A historical graph is a graph whose contents are derived from data in the Historical Data File.  
Each historical graph can access data from only one data set, with up to five (5) point's data 
displayed on the graph.  This implies that graphed sample values are grouped by time of 
sample observation. 

The Historical Graph File Editor is a User File Editor display, and is named EGRAPH in the 
Linkages display.  Each record shown can be used to define a historical graph.  There are 
fifty (50) graph records in the file. 

Figure 11-6 is the Historical EGRAPH File Editor display sample. 

 Graph Description.  This field is used for the graph description of a text 
string of up to 20 alphanumeric characters. 

 Graph Number.  This field identifies the particular graph by Graph File 
record number. 

 Data Set Number.  This field specifies the data set record number used to 
obtain sample data. 

 Point Name.  This field specifies the points whose historical data is to be 
displayed on this graph.  These points must be members of the data set 
specified previously for the graph to be displayed on a Single Line Diagram.  
Up to five (5) database point names may be entered. 
 
For each point, a point qualifier may be entered which select the maximum, 
minimum, sum of points, or average values for the point specified.  The field 
will accept: 
 
>:MAX - Select the maximum for the point specified. 
>:MIN - Select the minimum for the point specified. 
>:AVG - Select the average for the point specified. 
>:SUM - Select the sum for the point specified. 
 
If historical point qualifiers are used, the point must be defined with the 
qualifier in the data set, via HINDEX, otherwise an error message will appear 
when the graph is displayed. 

 Scale Value – Lower.  This field specifies the lower scale value of the point 
with the dependent axis being time.  The scale can be different for each 
point.  If omitted, the scale for the previous point is used. 

 Scale Value – Upper.  This field is similar to the lower scale value except the 
upper limit is specified.  If omitted, the scale for the previous point is used. 

 Color.  Each point name can be assigned a color when in graph form.  
Colors are as follows: 
 
0 = orange 
1 = red 
2 = green 
3 = yellow 
4 = blue 
5 = magenta 
6 = cyan 
7 = white 
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 Graph Start Time. This entry specifies the time of the most recent sample to 
be used.  A blank means use the latest sample.  The entry shall consist of 4 
digits for year, 2 digits for month, 2 digits for day, 2 digits for hour, 2 digits for 
minutes and 2 digits for seconds. 

 Samples Per Bar.  This field allows more than one sample per bar to be 
averaged into the displayed values.  Default = 1. 

 Bar Width.  This field specifies the width in character positions of histogram 
bars of width in plot pixels of each point on a line plot.  Default = 1. 

 Background Character.  A definition of a background to be output with the 
graph is: 

 Character.  Any character that displayed in all character positions not 
occupied by graph points. 

 Grid X.  This feature is only available on systems equipped. 

 Grid Y.  With an Aydin 5217 Display Generator with the Dot Addressable 
Channel Set option.  Those fields specify the spacing of a background 
grid on the graph. 

 Histogram.  The user can choose histograms or line plots.  In the case of 
line plots, bar width is unused and samples per bar is interpreted as samples 
per plot character.  The default value gives a histogram. 

 Vertical.  The graph can be oriented vertically (most recent sample at the 
top, oldest at the bottom) or horizontally (most recent sample at the right, 
oldest at the left). The default value gives a horizontal graph. 

 Dynamic Update.  Graphs displayed on SLDs can be non-updating, or can 
update dynamically as new samples are collected (only if Graph start time is 
current).  The default value gives a dynamically updating graph. 

 Time Scale Annotation. Format, spacing and tick character can be specified 
for the time scale, which appears two lines below a horizontal graph, or to the 
left of a vertical graph.  Blank format causes no time scale to be shown, while 
spacing of zero causes only the most recent sample to be annotated.  The 
default value gives no time scale annotation.  Time scale is entered by 
placing a one-character abbreviation for year (Y), month (M), day (D), hour 
(H), minute (M) and second (S) on the appropriate line for format. 
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Figure 11-6.  EGRAPH, Historical Graph File Editor Display Sample 

11.4 HISTORICAL TABLE FILE 

The Historical Table File allows the user to define the content and format of any historical 
table for display on Single Line Diagrams. 

A historical table is a table whose contents are derived from data in the Historical Data File.  
Each historical table can access data from only one data set, with at most 35 points displayed 
on the graph.  This ensures that the table contents are grouped by time of sample 
observation. 

The Historical Table File Editor is a User File Editor display, and is name ETABLE in the 
Linkages display.  Each record shown on this display can be used to define a historical table.  
There are 20 records in the file. 

In addition to selecting point values from the sample observations, ETABLE allows certain 
arithmetic operations to be performed on these values on a per sample basis.  The line 
format is then used to display whatever data is desired.  Any points left blank in the table 
definition are assumed to be zero for arithmetic and display purposes. 

To produce column totals of any of the points in the table, the totals format allows the 
operator to define the output format of totals at the base of the table. 

To define a historical table, you must first designate the data that is to be collected, and then 
decide on the format in which this data is to be presented.  Given that the data for a historical 
table can be extracted from only one data set, you must specify the data set number. 

The nature of tabular data, ordered by time, requires that the oldest data appear at the top of 
the historical table, and the most recent data at the bottom.  Considering the top of the table 
as the start, the operator can choose to specify the start time in one of two ways.  The first 
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way is to specify an absolute data and time; data presented in the table will be no older than 
this date and time.  The second method is to specify the start in units in time relative from the 
current time.  Thus, there are two fields on the ETABLE display to specify start time, one for 
each of the two methods. 

The time period covered by the table can be limited by the operator, through the specification 
of this period in time units.  Should the period covered be left blank, the table will be filled in, 
if possible, or the data presented will include the most recent sample, whichever occurs first 
during table generation. 

Figure 11-7 is the Historical Table ETABLE File Editor Display sample. 

11.4.1 ETABLE Editor Field Descriptions 

The Historical Table File Editor accepts historical point qualifiers to display their values on the 
table.  The specification of these values will be done in the same manner as the HINDEX 
editor.  Initially, the user specifies the point name, then in the subsequent field, the historical 
point qualifiers. 

If no point qualifier is used, it must be defined in the data set, via HINDEX, otherwise, an 
error message will appear when the table is generated. 

 Table Number.  This field identifies the particular table by its table file record 
number. 

 Data Set.  This field specifies the data set record number used to obtain the 
sample data. 

 Start Time.  Two types of starting time are specified, relative and absolute.  
If both types are entered on the form, only relative starting time will pertain. 

 Relative Starting Time. Specifies the time of the oldest (topmost) 
sample to be used.  Current time less the number of units specified (time 
unit symbols are the same as those used in formatting output).  See 
Table 11-2. 

 Absolute Starting Time (Optional).  Specifies the time of the oldest 
(topmost) sample to be used on the absolute date and time to use. 

 Period.  This field determines the time span covered by the table forward 
from the start time that the table data is to cover. 

 Parameters.  Knowing the data set you are dealing with, you now must 
determine the point values that are to be extracted from each sample that is 
accessed.  Specifying the point names does this; these point names must be 
subset of the names used to define the data set via the HINDEX display. 
 
In addition to a point name, you may define a table point to be an operation.  
The point value will assume the result of the operation.  To specify a valid 
operation as a point, the operator must use operands that have sequentially 
preceded, by number as indicated on the display, the point being defined.  
The value of a blank point on the display is assumed to be zero at table 
generation time.  Table 11-1 shows the operation codes.  To indicate that a 
table point is to be defined as an operation, it is necessary that the point 
specification, in this case, an operation specification, contain no comma.  
Point specifications with a comma will be analyzed on input as point names. 
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TABLE 11-1.  HISTORICAL TABLE POINT DATA OPERATION CODES 

OPERATION CODE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

+ operand 1 + operand 2 X06>X01+X04 

- operand 1 - operand 2 X26>X17-X08 

* operand 1 * operand 2 X21>X14*X14 

/ operand 1 / operand 2 X19>X10/X03 

# immediate operand 
- use value displayed 

X05>#47.26 

 row sum 
- sum of preceding points 

specified in table 

X09> 

 maximum (operand) 
-max value, so far, of 

operand 

X14>  X09 

 minimum (operand) 
-min value, so far, or 

operand 

X30>  X29 

 Formats.  The output formats can be specified for both the lines that make 
up the bulk of a typical table, and the totals that might appear at the bottom 
of a typical table.  If the line format is left blank, only the totals will be output; 
if the totals format is left blank, only the lines will be output.  Should both 
format specifications be unused, the table will be empty. 
 
For the output of totals, the operator should be aware that unless there are 
no lines output, the totals values displayed are calculated to agree with the 
line data displayed.  Therefore, if a table is cut short of the specified period 
length, due to table size restrictions, the totals will agree with what is 
displayed so far, and will not be totals over the specified period. 
 
When sizing table areas via the SLD Editor, the operator should leave two 
lines for the totals, if they are desired.  Given the two lines, the table 
generation will result in a line with dashes occupying the same relative 
position as the totals, between the table content and the totals line.  If there is 
no space for this line, it will be omitted.  A table consisting of one totals line, 
covering the specified period can be achieved by suppressing output of the 
lines (leaving the line format blank). 
 
The format symbols used are the same for both the line format and the totals 
format, and are listed in Table 11-2.  Format interpretation assumes that 
values are accessed sequentially as listed on the ETABLE display, for both 
lines and totals.  Overflowing the table area's right border or bottom border 
on output of a line causes only the line output to stop; the table points 
remaining to be evaluated are processed, as are the totals calculations. 
 
Format symbols on a format field of the ETABLE display must be separated 
by commas.  Blanks not within string delimiters are ignored.  The line format 
field, on two rows of the ETABLE display, is treated as a single string.  A 
positive integer, say "n", preceding a format symbol will be interpreted as "n" 
properly separated sequential instances of that symbol.  Illegal format or 
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improper format is indicated at table generation time by the display of 
question marks(?). 

NOTE 

TMAX must follow a point or you will get an error (Point not in data set). 

 Format Line.  Output format for tabular data derived from one historical 
sample, as defined by the table points. 

 Format Code.  A format exists to display the historical times (time of 
maximum, time of minimum and the sample time).  The "T" format code 
takes the next field in the parameter list formats and outputs it as a time.  The 
"T" code is specified as follows: 
 
T[S]f.s 
 
Where: 
 
S - specifies that the sample time is to be formatted for output instead of the 
next field in the parameter list.  (Optional). 
 
s - code to specify the starting point of the time string to begin output.  Valid 
codes are Y-year, M-months, D-days, H-hours, N-minutes, S-seconds. 
 
f - integer to specify the field length for the output time.  Valid numbers are 2 
to 18. 
 
Example: 
TS20.Y will display as 1999-01-07 12:34:56 
S11.Y will display as 1999-01-07 
TS08.H will display as 12:00:00 

 Record Time Code.  The record time code (R) specifies the number of 
logical records to be included in the table.  This code is necessary to allow 
the proper display of data sets that have non-periodic sample sets (demand 
sampling).  This code is specified in the same manner as the rest of the time 
codes. 

 Subtotals.  Output format for columnar subtotals of the table point values. 

 Totals.  Output format for the columnar totals of the table point values. 
 
TABLE 11-2.  HISTORICAL TABLE OUTPUT FORMAT SYMBOLS 

FORMAT 
SYMBOL 

DESCRIPTION 
INTERPRETATION 

F Floating point value, field width=99, number of decimal 
digits = 9 

I Integer value, field width=99 

 Note: If the point value, or anticipated total, is greater than 
65,535, use the floating point format. 

Z Skip output of the value (but move to next value) 

Y Year of sample, 4 digit integer field 

M Month of sample, 2 digit integer field 

D Day of sample, 2 digit integer field 

N Minute of sample, 2 digit integer field 

S Second of sample, 2 digit integer field 
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FORMAT 
SYMBOL 

DESCRIPTION 
INTERPRETATION 

/ Start new line 

' String delimiter (used in pairs, as `string') 

" String delimiter (used in pairs, as `string') 

X Space 

T Time 

V Average 

S Time Unit 

C Columnar Output 

 
Figure 11-7.  Historical Table Editor Display Sample 

11.5 HISTORICAL SINGLE LINE DIAGRAMS 

11.5.1 Single Line Diagram Editor (SLDED) 

The Single Line Diagram Editor in the system provides the means of incorporating a historical 
graph in an SLD.  This section is presented so that you may specify which graphs, tables or 
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combinations of the two are to appear on SLDs.  A typical display page is shown in Figure 
11-9.  Positioning of the graphs on the SLDs is done at editing time. 

Up to three (3) graphs may appear on any one SLD. 

In a similar manner, the SLD Editor provides a means of incorporating a historical table in an 
SLD.  Again, while the editor is in foreground edit mode, the operator makes use of the 
"target" key to initially position the table, and specifies the table to be displayed.  The table's 
display area on the SLD is subsequently "selected" by the operator. 

The same historical group may be used more than once on the same SLD.  Likewise, the 
same historical table may be used more than once on the same SLD. 

The Single Line Diagram Editor gives the user the ability to display: 

 Historical Data Analog Values 

 Historical Data Status Values 

 Historical Time 

 Sample Time Target 

The user defines historical data values and times in the foreground editing stage of an SLD.  
The definition follows a similar procedure as defining a point value.  These values are 
displayed when the SLD diagram is first called up and are not updated thereafter. 

11.5.1.1 Defining Historical Data Points 

The following procedure is used to define historical data points. 

 Position the cursor to the desired starting location for the date to appear and 
press the POINT key. 

 The editor prompts the user to enter a "point name" and a "data item code".  
The historical data item codes are: 
 
21.Historical Data Value 
22.Historical Data Status 
23.Historical Time 

 Press the ENTER key and the editor will prompt the user to enter data item 
code specific information. 

 Press the ENTER key and the data will be checked for validity and stored. 

11.5.1.2 Historical Data Value 

A historical data value defines how an analog point's value from a historical data set will be 
displayed on the Single Line Diagram.  To define a historical data value, the following fields 
must be entered: 

 FIELD LENGTH is the number of characters used to display the analog 
value, including the decimal point and sign. 

 DECIMAL DIGITS specifies the number of characters to appear as the 
decimal portion of the analog value.  Valid entries are 0 to 9, -1 (display as 
many significant digits as possible) and -2 (display as an integer value with 
leading zeros). 

 DIRECTION specifies the direction the analog value is to be displayed, either 
"H" for horizontal, or "V" for vertical.  Default is "H". 

 FLAGS specifies whether the value status flag is to be displayed.  Default is 
"N" for no flags. 

 POINT QUALIFIER (Optional) defines the qualifier to select value other than 
the value of the point's sample.  This field is used to select the maximum, 
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minimum, or average for the point defined from the data set selected.  These 
values must be defined in the data set. 

 DATASET# - specifies the data set to obtain the point's value. 

 SAMPLE TIME - (Optional) specifies which sample set in the data set to 
obtain the point's value.  The default is the most current sample set in the 
data set at the time the SLD is displayed.  This time can be specified as: 

 Absolute time that is the full time specification is entered for the sample 
set requested.  
ABSOLUTE>:88/03/12 10:40:00 

 Relative time indicating a time or date relative to the time when the SLD 
is displayed.  Relative time is entered with a time unit and a unit code.  
Valid unit codes are: Y (years), N (minutes), M (months), S (seconds), D 
(days), R (records), and H (hours).  For example, to obtain the sample 
set 2 days ago from a daily sample historical data set: RELATIVE >:02:D 

11.5.1.3 Historical Data Status 

A historical data status defines how a status point's value from a historical data set will be 
displayed on the Single Line Diagram.  To define a historical status value, the following fields 
must be entered: 

 STATUS STRING GROUP NUMBER - is the record number of the status 
string macro (EMACRO) used to display the status value. 

 The DATASET #, POINT QUALIFIER and SAMPLE TIME are entered in the 
same way as the historical analog value. 

11.5.1.4 Historical Time Value 

A historical time value defines how a time value from a historical data set will be displayed on 
the Single Line Diagram.  There are currently only two types of time values: 

 Time of maximum 

 Time of minimum 

To define a historical data value, the following fields must be entered. 

 FORMAT describes the portion of the time specification to display.  

NOTE 

This format is the same as the time scale format on EGRAPH. 

 DIRECTION defines the direction the time is to be displayed, either "H" for 
horizontal, or "V" for vertical.  Default is "H". 

 FLAGS defines whether the externally modified flag is to be displayed.  
Default is "N" for not flags. 

 The DATASET #, POINT QUALIFIER and SAMPLE TIME are entered in the 
same way as the historical analog value. 

11.5.1.5 Sample Time Target 

This feature allows the user to create an SLD that contains historical foreground points 
displaying data from a sample set based on a target that reflects the sample time.  The 
sample time target shows the time of a sample set whose values are displayed by historical 
foreground points defined without a specific SAMPLE TIME. 

To define a sample time target: 

 Position the cursor to the desire starting location for the sample time to 
appear and press the TARGET key. 
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 Enter an "S" for the TARGET TYPE code to define a sample time target. 

 Enter a data set number preceded by a hash "#" sign in the 
DISPLAY/TASK/GRAPH/TABLE/DATASET field. 

 Press the ENTER key.  The data is validated and any error messages will be 
displayed and the user will be prompted to correct errors. 

 Select the top right and bottom left corners of the associated target area for 
the sample time using the SELECT key. 

Since the sample time target is a full time specification, it requires a display area of 17 
characters horizontally by 1 character vertically plus any associated target area. 

An SLD can contain historical foreground points from several data sets and may have a 
sample time target for each dataset defined.  Only one sample time target per dataset can 
exist on any one SLD. 

11.5.1.6 Requesting a Specific Sample Time 

When the SLD is requested, a sample time target displays the time of the most recent sample 
set in the historical data set.  The user may modify this time to request another sample set. 

 Place the cursor on the sample time target and press the SET MANUAL key.  
The header area of the SLD is erased and the user will be prompted to enter 
a modified time specification. 

 Enter the time of the sample set and press the ENTER key.  The sample time 
will now display the new time and the historical foreground points update to 
show the values from the new sample time. 

 If the sample time requested does not exist in the historical dataset, an error 
message will be displayed and any associated foreground points will display 
"U"s, meaning undefined. 

 
Figure 11-8.  Single Line Diagram Editor:  Prompt for Index Target Area/Task Activation 
Target Area/Historical Graph #/Historical Table # 

11.5.2 SLDs Single Line Diagrams Information 

NOTE 

The following information is presented to illustrate the system capabilities. 

 The diagrams are used to display the historical graphs and historical tables, 
as defined by the Single Line Diagram Editor, the Historical Graph Editor and 
the Historical Table Editor. 

 Once a graph is displayed on an SLD, the user can perform certain functions 
against the graph. Refer to TDMS-Plus Operator’s Manual OP-2000, Section 
5, Historical Data Fields, for details. 
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 When the FREEZE key is pressed, the graphs stop dynamic updating.  Upon 
"unfreeze", the graphs are blanked out and redrawn, and return to their 
current state. 

 Should the historical data of a data set be modified while a graph using that 
data set is being displayed, the graph will be redrawn automatically to its 
initial form. 

 Time scale annotation is drawn outside of the graph limits.  Therefore, these 
annotations may overwrite an existing part of the SLD, background or 
foreground.  Care should be taken at SLD edit time to avoid such effects. 

 On the initial SLD output, historical graphs and historical tables have their 
graph number or table number output in white to the top left corner of the 
graph or table area.  A graph number is preceded by a "G" while a table 
number is preceded by a "T".  This information is overwritten by the historical 
data as it is retrieved form the historical database. 

 
Figure 11-9.  SLD With Historical Graph 
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Figure 11-10.  SLD With Historical Table 

11.5.3 Historical SLD Instructions 

Refer to Figure 11-8, Historical Single Line Diagram Sample form.  The fields are: 

 Target Type.  This field specifies either Historical Graph or Historical Table 
(G or H).  There is no default value. 

 Graph/Hist Table.  This field identifies the various headings by graph or 
table number.  There is no default value.  The task name is used to run 
programs such as command sequencing described later in this manual. 

 Parameter (Not Used).  This field specifies the parameter name (only used 
for Task definitions). 

 Logging (Not Used).  This field specifies logging, Yes or No (only used for 
Task definitions).  The default value is Y. 

12 ALARM MESSAGES 
This section describes the preparation of the alarm messages that can be specified for 
individual stations and points in the system. 

The system formats as alarm message by interpreting an alarm message skeleton record 
selected using the Event Number.  The system has an Alarm Message Skeleton file 
containing 256 records.  This file is maintained via the Alarm Message Skeleton display, 
ALMSKL.  Records 1 to 127 contain the skeletons for momentary alarm messages.  Records 
129 to 255 contain the skeleton for sustained alarms.  Record 128 is reserved for the ALL 
ALARMS BLOCKED message. 

Although all records contain usable default values, records 1 to 60 and 129 to 178 are 
available for user modification for alarms associated with status points.  The remaining 
records are predefined and reserved for use by the SCADA system. 
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12.1 ALARM DISPLAYS 

The following information is presented so that you may understand the various displays that 
are available in the system and their functions prior to preparing alarm messages. 

The Alarms displays list alarm and event messages in reverse chronological order of 
generation.  Alarms and events are very similar, the difference being that events are merely 
logged by the system whereas alarms, depending on their priority are logged, require 
acknowledgment by the operator and may sound the audible alarm. 

Event messages are generated by the system to report operator device control and setpoint 
operations and to report any status changes resulting from these operations. 

Alarm messages are generated by the system to report unexpected status changes or analog 
limit violations. 

In large systems with many print loggers and display screens, it is possible to assign zone 
numbers to both devices and points so that loggers and screens only show messages for 
their zone(s). 

Four (4) types of Alarms displays exist: 

 Alarm/Event history.  Displays all alarms and events in reverse 
chronological order (most recent first).  There is only one such display, 
"AEHIST". 

 Review currently active and past alarms and events 

 Acknowledge alarms 

 Block Alarms 

 Operating.  Displays selected alarms in reverse chronological order.  There 
is only one such display, "OPALRM". 

 Review alarms 

 Acknowledge alarms 

 Remove alarms from Operating Alarms display 

 Block alarms 

When an alarm is first raised, it appears on both the Alarm/Event History 
display and on the Operating display.  The operator can enter a REMOVE 
command against the alarm that causes it to no longer appear on this 
display.  The alarm will continue to appear on the Alarm/Event History 
display until cleared from the system.  The operator can restore the removed 
alarms by selecting the RESTORE target field on the Operating Alarms 
display. 

 Station.  Displays all alarms and events for a particular Station in reverse 
chronological order.  There is one such display for each Station in the 
system.  The display name is user defined via "STNED". 

 Review station alarms 

 Acknowledge alarms 

 Block alarms 

The system maintains one Station Alarms display for each station. 

 Blocked.  Displays all currently blocked alarms.  There is only one such 
display, "BLKALM". 

 Review all blocked alarms 

 Remove alarm blocks 
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Blocking an alarm causes the system to ignore future occurrences of that 
alarm.  The operator may either block specific alarms via an ALARM BLOCK 
command against the alarm message on the Operating Station Alarms 
display, or may block all block all alarms on a point via ALARM BLOCK 
entered against the point on a Single Line Diagram or Station Data display. 

12.1.1 Format   

An example of the Alarm/Event History display is shown in Figure 12-1.  The formats of 
Operating Station and Blocked Alarms displays are similar, except for different headers. 
 
A displayed alarm message is colored according to its priority and the color code chosen 
during system initialization. 
 
Unacknowledged alarm messages are displayed with their first 6 characters flashing. 

 
Figure 12-1. Alarm/Event History Display Sample 

12.1.2 Alarm Types   

There are two (2) types of alarm, sustained alarms and momentary alarms.  All analog points 
will give sustained alarms but status points may be sustained or momentary, depending on 
their device: 

 Sustained Alarms.  Sustained alarms report ongoing conditions such as an 
analog reading out of range or a status point in its abnormal setting. 
 
When the sustained alarm condition clears, a new message is added to the 
head of the display reporting the clear.  The new message is an exact copy 
of the original message with an indicator string ("CL") added, after time field, 
to indicate that the condition has cleared. 
 
If the alarm condition should occur again, a new message will be added to 
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the file.  Any previous, cleared occurrences of the alarm remain on the file for 
an operator settable time period and then automatically deleted. 

 Momentary Alarms.  Momentary alarms report transitory events such as 
compressor status changing from on to off or a breaker going from open to 
closed. 
 
Each occurrence of the event causes a new momentary alarm to be 
generated resulting in multiple alarms being displayed; each identical except 
for time of occurrence. 

 Alarm Processing 

 Detection.  The structure of the Master Station software permits any 
subsystem to detect alarm conditions and raise appropriate alarms. 
 
The alarm information is sent to the Alarms subsystem that inserts the 
new alarm into the Alarm Messages file and annunciates the occurrence 
of the alarm to the operator.  The alarm message contains data 
identifying the point, the station that the point belongs to and the zone 
that the point has been assigned to. 
 
The Alarms subsystem monitors the number of messages in the file and 
will itself raise a momentary alarm if the file should become more than 
80% full.  This alarm has priority 3. 

 Annunciation.  Operators are notified of the occurrence and the clearing 
of an alarm condition by a message on the Operations Logger and by an 
audible alarm (except for low priority alarms). 
 
The audible alarm may be silenced, either by the operator entering an 
ALARM SILENCE command, by the operator acknowledging all alarm 
messages, or automatically by the system after a time period (priority 1 
and 2 alarms).  The significance of the alarm priority is described below.  
The operation of the audible alarm relays depends on the highest priority 
unacknowledged alarm in the system. 

 Flashing.  The Alarms subsystem maintains information which is used 
by the Operator Interface subsystem to produce flashing on displays 
when unacknowledged alarm messages exist for an associated device or 
data point. 
 
Unacknowledged alarms have the date field of the message flashing 
when the message appears on an Alarms display. 
 
The value or status of points flashes on Single Line Diagram displays 
and on Station Data displays if an unacknowledged alarm message 
exists for that point. 
 
The status of a station flashes if there exists an unacknowledged alarm 
message for the station or for any point associated with the station 
including calculated analog points and text points. 

 Priority.  When an alarm condition is reported to the Alarms subsystem, 
the information submitted must contain a Priority code in the range of 0 
to 4. 
 
An optional secondary alarm message format code may also be 
submitted.  This code is used to generate a voice message if the 
appropriate hardware is present.  See the Optional Software Manual for 
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details. 
 
All alarms are logged but the operation of the audible alarm relays 
depends on the highest priority unacknowledged alarm in the system or, 
if none exists, on the priority of a newly generated alarm.  The operation 
is summarized below. 
 
The relays are cycled at 0.5 seconds on, 0.5 seconds off with relays 1 
and 2 on opposite phases of the cycle. 
 
PRIORITY OPERATION 

4 Active audible alarm continuously until all alarms are 
acknowledged or the ALARM SILENCE key is pressed. 

3 Repeatedly cycle audible alarm on for 1.5 seconds, then off for 
1.5 seconds, then back on for 1.5 seconds, etc. until all alarms 
are acknowledged or the ALARM SILENCE key is pressed. 

2 Activate audible alarm for 1.5 seconds only and then turn it off.  
The alarm is not acknowledged. 

1 No audible alarm.  The alarm is already acknowledged. 

If a mixture of priority 3 and 4 unacknowledged alarms with voice 
messages is present, the relays are cycled for 1.5 seconds based on 
the highest priority and the voice messages are the spoken for all 
unacknowledged alarms in chronological order, starting with the 
latest, regardless of priority.  The procedure is repeated until all 
alarms are acknowledged or the ALARM SILENCE key is pressed. 
 
When a new alarm is generated, it will not affect the operation of the 
relays, no will its voice message, if any, be spoken until any current 
relay cycle plus voice message sequence, if any, is completed. 
 
 

When a sustained alarm clears, the relays will be cycled based on 
the priority of the alarm and the voice message, if any, will be spoken 
followed by the work "CLEARED". 
 
If requested, the alarm priority can be included in the text of the 
alarm message.  It appears as a string of 0 to 4 asterisk characters. 
 
Priority 0 alarms are created by the data acquisition subsystem to 
report events occurring as the result of an operator command.  As 
well, the system logs operator control operations by means of priority 
0 alarm. 
 
For example, when the operator commands a device to start, the 
command itself is logged as a priority 0 alarm.  As well, when the 
expected status change occurs that alarm has its priority reduced to 
0. 

 Alarm Message Coloring.  There are several schemes for coloring 
alarm messages on the various Alarms displays and the top line of each 
display.  The standard is coloring Scheme 0.  Changing to one of the 
other coloring schemes does not require a programming change and 
may be done after installation. 
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The Alarm Coloring Scheme 0 is: 
ALL BLOCKED messages are CYAN. 
Priority 0 messages are WHITE. 
Priority 1 and 2 messages are CYAN. 
Cleared, acknowledged priority 3 and 4 messages are CYAN. 
Outstanding or unacknowledged priority 3 messages are GREEN. 
Outstanding or unacknowledged priority 4 messages with no voice are 
RED. 
Outstanding or unacknowledged priority 4 messages with voice 
messages are YELLOW. 
 
The Alarm Coloring Scheme 1 is: 
ALL BLOCKED messages are CYAN. 
Priority 0 messages are WHITE. 
Cleared acknowledged messages are WHITE. 
Outstanding priority 1 and 2 messages are CYAN. 
Outstanding or unacknowledged priority 3 messages are GREEN. 
Outstanding of unacknowledged priority 4 messages with voice 
messages are RED. 
 
The Alarm Coloring Scheme 2 is: 
ALL BLOCKED messages are CYAN. 
Momentary alarms are YELLOW. 
Outstanding sustained alarms are RED. 
Cleared sustained alarms are GREEN. 

 Unattended Mode.  For some installations, the SCADA system may be 
required to run unattended for long periods of time (e.g., overnight).  In 
this case, it is desirable to not sound the audible alarm and to not require 
operator invention.  This is done by putting the system in unattended 
mode by going to the SCADA display and press the “Page Up” key, click 
on the green “N”, click on “SET/MANUAL” located at the top of the 
screen enter a “Y” at the top left corner of the screen then click on 
“ENTER”.  You must be in privilege mode to perform this operation. 

 Alarm Display.  Alarm messages appear on one of four Alarms displays: 

 Alarm/Event History display 

 Operating Alarms display 

 Station Alarm display 

 Blocked Alarms display 

Alarms messages occupy one line of a display and are displayed in reverse 
chronological order (most recent first). 

 Acknowledgment.  The operator acknowledged alarms using ALARM 
ACKNOWLEDGE commands entered on any Alarms display, except the 
Blocked Alarms display. 
 
When an Alarm is acknowledged, the system causes the date portion of the 
alarm message on the Alarm display to stop flashing. 
 
As well, if there are no more acknowledged alarms for the associated point, 
the point's value or status ceases flashing on Single Line Diagram or Station 
Data displays.  Likewise, if there are no more unacknowledged alarms for the 
associated station, the station's status ceases flashing. 
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Finally, if there are no more unacknowledged high priority alarms in the entire 
system, the audible alarm is automatically silenced. 

 Deletion.  When an alarm condition no longer exists and the operator has 
performed all acknowledgments, an alarm deletion timer is started.  When 
the timer expires, the alarm is deleted from all alarm displays that are not 
frozen.  It will be deleted from frozen displays when the display is unfrozen.  
The time period is modifiable by the user on the second page of the SCADA 
status display. 

12.1.3 Alarm Blocking 

The Alarms subsystem has two mechanisms available to the operator to prevent generation 
of new alarm messages (momentary or sustained).  These are: 

 block for point and specified alarms 

 block for point and all alarms. 

The first mechanism prevents (blocks) a specified alarm message for a specified point but 
allows other alarm messages for the point to be generated.  For instance, the upper pre-
emergency alarm for an analog point may be blocked while lower pre-emergency and all 
emergency and unreasonable value alarms are not blocked.  This mechanism is invoked 
from the Operating Alarms, Alarm/Format History, or Station Alarms displays. 

The second mechanism blocks all alarm messages for the specified point.  This mechanism 
is invoked from the Single Line Diagram or Station Data displays.  Blocking all alarms has 
priority over blocking individual alarms. 

All alarms that are blocked will be displayed on the Blocked Alarms display. 

Alarms are unblocked via the REMOVE commands entered against the Blocked Alarms 
display. 

When a specific alarm message on a point is blocked, the following occurs: 

 All occurrences of that alarm (i.e., same message and point) are 
automatically acknowledged (if necessary) and removed from all alarms 
displays. 

 If the blocked alarm was a sustained alarm, the Alarms subsystem 
remembers the set/cleared state of the alarm so that when the alarm is later 
unblocked, the Alarms subsystem can immediately raise the alarm if 
necessary. 

 A message is added to the Blocked Alarms display identifying the alarm 
blocked. 

 Single Line Diagrams and Station Data displays will be refreshed if alarms 
were acknowledged as a result of the operation. 

When all alarms on a point are blocked, the following occurs: 

 All alarms against the point are acknowledged (if necessary) and removed 
from all alarms displays. 

 If a sustained alarm exists for the point, the Alarms subsystem remembers 
that the alarm is outstanding so that when the point is later unblocked, the 
Alarms subsystem can immediately raise the alarm. 

 An "All Alarms Blocked" message is generated which appears on the 
Blocked Alarms display. 

 Single Line Diagrams and Station Data displays are refreshed if any alarms 
were acknowledged as a result of the operation. 
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If all alarms are blocked on a point and a new sustained alarm is generated for the point, a 
record of the alarm is kept but it does not appear on any display.  If a sustained alarm clears 
before blocking is removed, the record of the alarm will be deleted. 

When an operator removes the blocked condition from a point, the following occurs: 

 All existing sustained alarms for the point will be annunciated as if they had 
just occurred. 

 The relevant displays will be refreshed to show any new alarm conditions. 

 The "All Alarms Blocked" sustained message will be cleared. 

12.1.4 Remove and Restore 

When an alarm message is generated, it is included in the Operating Alarms display. 

This display is unique in that a displayed alarm may be removed from the displays at an 
operator's request.  To remove it, an operator can enter a REMOVE command against the 
message.  A message that has been “removed” from the Operating Alarms display still 
appears on the Alarm/Event History display and the appropriate Station Alarms display. 

The operator can enter a RESTORE command that causes the entire contents of the 
Alarm/Event History Alarms display to be restored to the Operating display. 

The Operator Interface subsystem informs the Alarms subsystem of these commands.  the 
Alarms subsystem then notifies the Alarm Messages file and signals the Operator Interface 
subsystem to update the relevant displays. 

12.1.5 Alarm Packet Format 

The alarm data packet is a 13-word send data packet with the following format: 

BYTE OFFSET DATA  

0 Reserved  

1 Priority (byte) (required) 

2 Point state (byte) 

3 Event number (byte) (required) 

4 Point ID (word) (required) 

6 Year (byte) (optional) 

7 Month (byte) (optional) 

8 Day (byte) (optional) 

9 Hour (byte) (optional) 

10 Minute (byte) (optional) 

11 Second (byte) (optional) 

12 User Data  (up to 20 words) (optional) 

24 Voice Message Code (word) (optional) 

The event number is used to select the alarm format record.  This will affect the appearance 
of the alarm, and the interpretation of the rest of the data packet.  (An illegal event number 
will cause an error message from the Alarm system.) 

The priority is a number in the range of zero to seven that controls the audible alarm and the 
'severity' field in some alarms.  Many system-generated alarms use a priority stored in the 
point description record.  Users should restrict themselves to the range of one to four. 

The year, month, day, hour, minute and second fields are used to timestamp the alarm.  The 
position and format of the time and date are controlled by the Alarm formatter.  If the year 
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filed is omitted (contains a zero), the current date and time are used.  If the day field contains 
a-1, the message will contain "**" instead of the day. 

The point state field is a number from 0 to 3 representing the current state of a digital point.  It 
is used to select the correct alarm state suffix to be included in the message. 

The remaining 7 words of the packet are used for event-specific data unless a voice message 
code is present in which case 6 words are used. 

If more words of event specific data are required that will fit in one message, the system 
supports an alarm message extension consisting of 13 words of additional data.  The 
presence of this extension is indicated by a flag in the Point State byte field.  The additional 
13 words are transferred in a second send Data packet which is input by the Alarm Manger 
Tasks prior to processing the message. 

The presence of a voice message code is indicted by a flag in the Point State byte field. 

The basic format of an alarm message is: 

MM/DD HH:MM:SS CCCC    TEXT 

where: 

MM/DD HH:MM:SS=Day and time of alarm 

CCCC = alarm clear indicator 
 - blank for momentary and outstanding sustained alarm 
 - (CL)for cleared sustained alarms 

TEXT = alarm text (see next page) 

The format of the Text portion of an alarm message is driven by a record associated with the 
Event Number.  The record contains only printable ASCII characters.  The characters in the 
format record are interpreted left-to-right, using data from the alarm packet and the point 
description record of the alarmed point. 

The following section details the formatting control character sequences: 

Format 
Characters 

 
Data From 

 
Comments 

X[n]  Skip 'n' characters (1 assumed) 

Fm[.n] Packet (next two words from 
user data) 

Floating point number field width 'm', 
with 'n' decimal digits.  If 'n' is omitted, 
as many significant digits as possible 

will be generated. 

Im Packet (next word from user 
data) 

Integer, fieldwidth 'm' 

P Packet (1) Alarm priority.  A string of 0 to 4 '*' 
characters. 

C Packet (2) Suffix string indexed by point state (six 
characters) (status points only) 

N1 Point description file Point name (six characters) 

N2 Point description file Station name (four characters) 

D Point description file 24-character point description string 

\E Point description Engineering units tag (size characters) 
(analog points only) 

S[n:m] In core data base from Text 
point ID in Packet (4) 

Text point character string characters 
'n' through ‘m’. ‘n:m’ is optional with 

S1:30 assumed. 
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Format 
Characters 

 
Data From 

 
Comments 

Bn Packet (next n  bytes from 
user data) 

String, length 'n' 

Tn  Position at byte offset 'n' in the 
outputted alarm. 

'or"  Delimit literal text strings. 

An  Position user data pointer at offset 'n' 
in the user data area. 

R Packet (next two words From 
user data) 

Convert from RAD50 to six ASCII 
characters 

The system formats an alarm message by interpreting an alarm message skeleton record 
selected using the Event Number.  The system has an Alarm Message Skeleton file 
containing 256 such records.  This file is maintained via the Alarm Message Skeleton editor, 
ALMSKL. 

An alarm message skeleton contains a series of alarm formatting control fields separated by 
commas(,).  The alarm message is created by interpreting the format specification to build up 
the 80 byte alarm message. 

The first 20 bytes of each alarm message contain the time stamp and alarm clear indicator.  
This portion of the message is fixed and is always present.  The remaining 60 bytes are 
formatted according to the specified alarm message skeleton. 

12.1.6 Alarm Format Control 

Some of the alarm format control codes cause data about the point being alarm to be placed 
in the message.  Specifically, format codes C, N1, N2, D, E and S, all cause data about the 
point to be obtained and placed in the message.  In these cases, the point referred to is the 
point whose ID code is placed at offset 4 in the Send Data message packet, converted 
according to the format and output. 

Each time such a piece of data is obtained, a "next" data offset is updated by the length of 
the data.  This offset starts at zero and moves progressively up the User Data area as dated 
is obtained. 

To skip data in the User Data area (or to move the pointer back to previous data), the A 
format control code may be used.  Likewise, to skip characters in the output alarm message, 
the X format control code is used while the T format control code is used to reposition the 
output pointer to any place in the alarm message (including the time stamp if necessary). 

The remaining control codes are P and the literal text string delimiters 'and".  The P format 
code takes the alarm message priority from offset 1 of the input Send Data packet and uses it 
to generate a string of "*" characters in the output message.  The 'or" codes delimit literal text 
which is copied unchanged into the output alarm message. 

Examples 

A typical alarm skeleton record used to generate a status change alarm might be: 
 
D,X2,C,X2,P,T60,A4,F8.2 
In this case, the status point has an associated meter whose value is placed in the User Data 
area of the Send Data message as a floating point value.  This skeleton is interpreted as: 

 first 20 characters of the message contain the time stamp and alarm clear 
indicator 

 D next 24 characters contain the point's description string 

 X2 leave 2 blanks 
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 C using the point's state from byte 2 of the Send Data message, select the 
appropriate status suffix string for the point and output it.  This occupies the 
next 6 characters 

 X2 leave 2 blanks 

 P output a string of **** characters representing the alarm priority.  This 
occupies from 0 to 4 characters.  As such, an alternate format string is: 
D,X2,C,X2,P,X1,A4,F8.2.  The X1 leaves one blank after the priority string. 

 T60 force the output pointer to character 60 of the alarm message.  This is 
necessary as the P format code produces an indeterminate number of 
characters of output. 

 A4 move the User Data pointer to offset 4 in the User Data area 

 F8.2 get a floating point number from the User Data area at the current offset 
(i.e., 4) and convert it to an 8 character ASCII string with 2 fractional digits. 

An alarm skeleton record used to log an analog limit violation might be: 
 
D,X2,HI,X6,F8.2,X2,F8.2 
In the case, the User Data area must contain the two floating point numbers at offsets 0 and 
4 respectively.  These numbers are the point's current value and the value of the limit 
violated.  They are placed in the message by the task that detects the limit violation. This 
skeleton is interpreted as: 

 first 20 characters of the message contain the time stamp and alarm clear 
indicator 

 D point's description string 

 X2 leave 2 blanks 

 "HI" insert the text HI in the message 

 X6 leave 6 blanks 

 X2 leave 2 blanks 

 F8.2 get a floating point number from the next 4 bytes of the User Data area. 

12.1.7 System Alarm Message User Data Area Contents 

The SCADA system software raises alarms against status and analog points as a result of 
detected alarm conditions of events.  The alarm data packets sent to the Alarm Manager task 
contain the normal information (point ID, event number, point state, priority and timestamp) 
plus additional data in the User Data area that may be incorporated in the message. 

The following tables describe the additional user data provided and outline how it may be 
used to format an alarm message. 

TABLE 12-1.   ANALOG LIMIT VIOLATION ALARM MESSAGE PACKET CONTENTS 

USER 
DATA OFFSET 

DATA 
LENGTH 

DATA 
TYPE 

FORMAT 
DESCRIPTION 

 
CODE 

0 4 float current value F 

4 4 float limit value F 

8 4 float meter value F 

   (points with associated 
meters only) 
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The alarm skeleton record numbers used by the system are as follows: 

Limit 
Violated 

Record Numbers 

With Meter Without Meter 

Lower Reasonability 190 178 

Lower Reasonability 191 179 

Lower Pre-Emergency 192 180 

Upper Pre-Emergency 194 182 

Upper Emergency 195 183 

Upper Reasonability 196 184 

 

TABLE 12-2.  ANALOG OVERRANGE ALARM MESSAGE PACKET CONTENTS 

USER 
DATA OFFSET 

DATA DATA 
DESCRIPTION 

FORMAT 
CODE LENGTH TYPE 

0 4 float meter value F (points with 
associated meters only) 

Event Number = 197 for points with an associated meter 
189 for points with no meter 

TABLE 12-3.  RATE OF CHANGE ALARM MESSAGE PACKET CONTENTS 

USER DATA 
OFFSET 

DATA DATA 
DESCRIPTION 

FORMAT 
CODE LENGTH TYPE 

0 4 float current value F 

0 4 float rate of change F 

8 4 float meter value F (points with 
associated meters only) 

Record Number = 125 for points with an associated meter 
129 for points with no meter 

It is recommended that all alarm skeletons used for point alarms contain N2, ",",N1,X1 at the 
front to cause the points name to be included.  Including the record number does not add any 
additional information.  Also note that for most systems, skeletons 1 for momentary points 
and 129 for sustained points are all that is needed.  These are predefined and probably do 
not need changing. 

12.1.8 Alarm Messages Form 

Prior to filling out the form, review the basic requirements of the various types of messages in 
the introduction.  Figure 12-3 is a sample Alarms display. 

 Record Number.  This field assigns the Alarm message record number. 

 Station Name, Point Name.  This field identifies the station name and 
associated point name that is to contain a message. 

NOTE 
If this field is left blank in the case when the message is to be used with more 
than one point, the message should contain the record number then the 

message. 

 Message.  This field contains the message for the selected station name, 
point name, (up to 24 alphanumeric characters). 
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NOTE 
When the station name and point name field are left blank, this field should 

start with the Record Number. 

 
Figure 12-2.  Alarm Messages Display Sample 

 
Figure 12-3.  Alarm Message Skeleton Editor Display Sample 

13 MULTIPLE STATUS CHANGE VALIDATION 

13.1 FILE CONTENTS 

This file is edited by invoking the MSCVAL (Multiple Status Change Validation) editor.  It 
contains records used to validate OPEN/START and CLOSE/STOP commands issued 
against status points. 

Each record contains the name of the associated status point and a set of validation data for 
OPEN and CLOSE command. 

See Figure 13-1 for an example of this editor. 

13.1.1 MSCVAL Editor 

 Control Point.  This field contains the data name of the controllable status 
point associated with this record. 

 Record #.  This field contains the number of the MSCVAL file record (0-240). 
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 Status Points.  This field contains the names of up to 30 status points 
whose readings must correspond to specified values for the command to be 
considered successful.  Blank entries are ignored.  If the status reading of the 
control point changes as a result of the command, it must be included in this 
list if the change is not to be alarmed. 

 Status Required.  Associated with each status point field is a pair of fields 
indicating what status the associated point must be in for the control 
operation to be considered a success.  One field is for OPEN commands 
while the other is for CLOSE commands. 
 
Each Status Required field may contain from 0 to 3 entries of the form 1 (for 
closed or digital 1) and 0 (for open or digital 0).  If the field contains only one 
entry, then the associated point must be in, or change to, the indicated state 
by the end of the control timeout period.  If the field contains more than one 
entry then the associated point must change to each indicated state in turn 
(from let to right) by the end of the control timeout period.  If the field is 
empty, then the associated point's state is not validated for the 
corresponding control operation. 
 
Example 
Figure 13-1 illustrates a multiple status change validation record which could 
be used to validate engine start or stop commands. 
 
In the example, the control point is named WR,ENGRUN.  When an OPEN 
(START) command is issued against the point, the following sequence of 
events must occur: 

 the engine pre-lube status (WR,ENGPL) must come on (status=”1”) and 
then off (status = “0”). 

 the engine starting status (WR,ENGST) must come on (status = “1”). 

 the engine running status (WR,ENGRUN) must come on (status = “1”). 

When a CLOSE (STOP) command is issued against the control point, the 
following must occur: 

 the engine starting status must go off (status = “0”) 

 the engine running status must go off (status = “0”) 

 no change occurs in the engine pre-lube status (Status Required is left 
blank). 
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Figure 13-1.  Multiple Status Change Validation Editor Display Sample 

14 SETPOINT COPY 
The Setpoint copy function is controlled by a Setpoint Copy editor which allows the user to 
specify input points whose values are to be copied to setpoints.  The copy function is 
performed by a program which reads the Setpoint Copy file and, periodically, where 
necessary, outputs the required setpoints.  This program is scheduled to run every 5 
seconds. 

Each page of the Setpoint Copy editor specifies up to 16 setpoint.  For each setpoint, the 
following is specified. 

 Name of setpoint 

 Name of corresponding input point. 

 Zero scale value (for list recorders). 

 Full scale value (for list recorders). 

The setpoint copy program will periodically compares the setpoints with their respective input 
points and outputs a new setpoint value whenever the input point value differs from the 
setpoint value.  Setpoint are also unconditionally issued when: 

 The computer restarts 

 RTU communications recovery is detected 

Figure 14.1 shows the Setpoint Copy Editor. 

14.1 SETPOINT COPY EDITOR 

14.1.1 Field Descriptions 

 Record Number. This is the Setpoint Copy file record number. 

 Setpoint. This field contains the setpoint name. 

 Input Point. This field specifies the name of the input point. 

 Zero Scale (Optional). This field permits a full scale value up to eleven digits 
for use in scaling list recorder outputs. 
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NOTE 
If the zero and full scale values are defined, they will be used to normalize 
the input value to a 0-100% range of engineering values before output to a 

setpoint value.  The purpose of this is to facilitate output to list recorders. 

 
Figure 14-1.  Setpoint Copy Editor Display Sample 

15 THREE LEVEL PASSWORD 

15.1 PASSWORD EDITOR 

The format of the Password Editor is shown in Figure 15-1.  The user can examine password 
records by using the PAGE FORWARD/PAGE BACKWARD keys or by modifying the record 
number and pressing the ENTER key.  Displayed fields may be modified by over-typing the 
existing values and the modified record may be stored to disk by pressing the STORE key. 

For each password record, the following fields are defined: 

 USERNAME.  14 character text string identifying the user name associated 
with the password. 

 WINDOWS.  This is a 16 character alphanumeric string that would be 
entered in the Password field of the Login dialogue box in Q-Windows.  If the 
system option to “Hide User Passwords” has been enabled, then the user 
password will be hidden by asterisks. 

 MODE.  May be normal (N), training (T), or privileged (P).  On a successful 
"log-in", the mode of the screen is set to the value specified here.  The time 
field (upper right corner of the screen) will be colored according to the current 
mode: 

 
 Training = Red 
 Normal = Cyan 
 Privileged = Green 

NOTE 
1. PRIVILEGED mode log-in will time out per the time specified in the Timebase 
Parameters in the SCADA display, when no user activity is detected. 
2. Logging in the NORMAL or TRAINING mode, will not time out; the user must 

log out. 
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 INA.  Account is inactive (Y or N) due to invalid login attempts or inactivity.  
System configuration for number of invalid attempts and for days of inactivity 
is set by the SCADA configuration procedure INIFIL (see SM-2000). 

 WV TO:  Set to Yes (Y) to enable the timeout of WorldView window SDBs for 
this user or No (N) to disable the timeout of WorldView window SDBs for this 
user. 

 ZONES. 15 character string representing the allowed zones or name of a 
zone record (for 128 zone mode). The user logging in with this zone bitmask 
or zone record name will have access to all zones enabled (8 zone mode) or 
selected by the record in the ZONED (Zone Editor) screen (128 zone mode). 

 
Figure 15-1.  Password Editor 

16 DATA EXTRACTION FACILITY 

16.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Data Extraction Facility provides a means for extracting the values of specified points 
from the TDMS-Plus database.  The extracted values are placed in a disk file in a text form 
rather than in the internal format used in the TDMS-Plus system.  This permits the file to be 
read by an application task on the TDMS-Plus system, or to be transferred to another 
computer system using a data transfer program. 

The data extraction facility consists of two programs.  The first program is an editor which is 
used to define the extraction requests.  Each request specifies the name of up to fifteen 
points.  The editor is described in paragraph 16.2.  The second program is an extraction 
program that uses the information entered via the extraction editor to access the database 
and place the extracted values into a file on disk.  The extraction program is described in 
paragraph 16.3, and the format of the extracted file is described in paragraph 16.4. 

Data values for both analog and status points may be extracted, and the source of the data 
may be specified as either current or historical data.  Requesting current data will cause in a 
single value for each point to be extracted from the database.  The "current" value of a point 
is the value it has when the extraction program is executed, not when the editor is used to 
define the request.  Historical data requests extract values from a specified historical data 
set, using time parameters that are define during the extraction editor. 
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16.2 DATA EXTRACTION EDITOR 

The Data Extraction editor is name EXTRED.  This editor allows the user to examine and 
modify extraction records.  Each extraction record defines a set of points and whether current 
or historical data is to be extracted for those points. 

A new extraction record is created by selecting an unused record (or one which is to be 
replaced), entering information into the fields on the display to describe the request, and 
pressing the STORE function key.  If any field on the display is missing data or contains what 
is determined to be an invalid value, an error message is displayed at the top of the screen 
and the cursor is placed at the beginning of the field. 

An example of the display for the EXTRED editor is shown in Figure 16-1. 

The first field on the display is the number of the record being displayed.  The remaining 
fields describe the data that is to be extracted.  Those fields that contain information relevant 
only to historical value requests are ignored if the request is for current values, and are set to 
empty when the record is stored. 

16.2.1 Record Number 

The record number field is used to request the display of a particular extraction record.  The 
desired record number is typed in this field and then the ENTER function key is pressed.  If 
the ENTER key is pressed when the cursor is in another part of the display, an error 
message is displayed. 

16.2.2 Data Request Type 

The field is used to indicate whether the data extraction should be performed for current or 
historical data values.  Entering a "C' Specifies current values, and entering an 'H' specifies 
historical values.  Entering a space in this field indicates that the entire record is to be erased. 

16.2.3 Historical Data Set Number - Type 'H' Requests Only 

If the request is for historical values, this field must contain the historical data set number 
from which the values are to be extracted.  The data set does not have to exist at the time 
this record is being created:  the integrity of the historical data set is checked when the data 
extraction is actually requested. 

16.2.4 Start Time - Type 'H' Requests Only 

The start time fields are used to specify the historical sample that will be extracted.  There are 
two start time fields, which permit the data and time to be specified either relative to the 
current time or as an absolute time.  If both fields are used, only the relative time will be used. 

The relative time is specified as a number of units (e.g., 3 hours) previous to the time when 
the extraction request is being made.  The time unit codes that may be used in the 
specification are listed at the bottom of the display.  The relative start time is useful in setting 
up scheduled data extractions. 

The start time is rounded down to the time unit specified.  For example, if the extraction 
program is executed on May 15 at 6:15 a.m., then the following relative start time 
specifications give the following results: 

Relative Start Time Actual Start Time 

1 Day May 14 at 0:00 a.m. 

24 Hours May 14 at 6:00 a.m. 

1 Hour May 15 at 5:00 a.m. 

60 Minutes May 15 at 5:15 a.m. 

0 Months May 1 at 0:00 a.m. 
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Relative Start Time Actual Start Time 

1 Month April 1 at 0:00 a.m. 

2 Months March 1 at 0:00 a.m. 

30 Days April 15 at 0:00 a.m. 

NOTE 
A relative start time of 1 month always aligns with the start of the previous month regardless 

of the number of days in the month. 

The absolute time is used to particular a specific data and time.  The format of the field is 
"YY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS".  For example, noon on July 1, 1986 would be specified as 
"86/07/01 12:00:00". 

 
Figure 16.1 EXTRED Editor 

16.2.5 Period - Type `H' Requests Only 

The period field is used in conjunction with the start time field to determine the last historical 
sample record which will be extracted.  This field is specified as a number of time units from 
the start time and is used to generate a stop time.  All historical sample records between the 
start time and the computed stop time will be extracted. 

NOTE 
A period of 1 Month selects all the records to the end of the month regardless of the number 

of days in the month. 

Limitations: The qualifiers--:MAX, :MIN, :TMAX, :TMIN, :AVG AND :SUM can not be used. 
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16.2.6 Point Names 

The editor provides space for fifteen point names to be specified.  if more points are required, 
two or more extraction records may be created and separate extraction requests must be 
made.  The order of the point names dictates the order of the values in the extracted data file.  
There is no restriction on the placing of placement names on the display; it is quite 
acceptable to leave gaps in the list. 

Only analog and status point names may be specified.  If a point name for any other point 
type is entered, an error message will be displayed and the cursor will be positioned on the 
invalid point name. 

16.3 DATA EXTRACTION PROGRAM 

The data extraction program reads the values from the TDMS-Plus database and places 
them in a formatted text file on disk.  The program determines which data values are to be 
extracted by reading the specified extraction record that was previously created by the 
extraction editor, EXTRED. 

The extraction program may be invoked from a user terminal, from a batch or command file, 
or by the TDMS-Plus system as an application report.  When used from a terminal or 
command file, the format of the command line is: 
 
XTR out_file = n 

where "out_file" is the name of the file into which the extracted data is to be written (the 
extraction file), and `n' is the extraction record number. 

The symbol XTR must be pre-defined as follows: 

XTR :=="$I_XTR" 

This definition may be included in the command file that uses it, or it may be included in the 
VMS logon command file for manual use. 

To perform scheduled extractions, the extraction program may be defined as a scheduled 
application report with no logger output.  The output will be directed to the file named in the 
command line.  The command line is specified as the report generator "command line" on the 
Report Editor, and is of the form: 

out_file = n 

The name XTR should be specified as the "report generator task name" when creating the 
report on the Report Editor. 

The extraction program calculates the current date and time, and verifies that the extraction 
record is not empty.  If the extraction record is empty, an error message is displayed.  
Otherwise, the program tests for the existence and type of points, and verifies the integrity of 
the historical data set if the request is for historical values. 

The data extraction program may generate alarm messages for the TDMS-Plus system 
based on error conditions encountered while it is running.  These alarm messages are in the 
form of information text strings that may indicate an error with the TDMS-Plus data (e.g., a 
message which indicates a data error in a historical data file).  The alarms are displayed 
using alarm skeleton number 60 which must be edited to contain the string "B40".  This 
indicates that a string of up to 40 characters is to be printed as the alarm message in addition 
to the date and timestamp. 

16.4 EXTRACTED DATA FILE FORMAT 

The file which is created by the data extraction program consists of different types of records:  
comment/information records, warning records, error records, and data records.  All records 
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except the data records begin with a special character and may be ignored by any program 
that is reading the file. 

Comment/information records begin with a semi-colon (;) and contain information 
relevant to the actual extraction process.  Examples of comment/information records 
which are written to the file include the data and time the extraction task started to write 
the file; the name and description string for historical data set; the last and first sample 
times which were selected from a historical data set; and the number of data records and 
fields per data record which were written. 

Warning records begin with a percentage sign (`%') and contain information about 
conditions that were not fatal but affected the values being extracted.  An example of a 
warning record is a message that a requested point was not contained in the historical 
data set.  In this case, the data extraction proceeds as if the point was not requested. 

Error records begin with an exclamation point ("!") and contain information about a 
condition that prevented the data extraction from being performed.  Examples of such 
messages are that no points were selected or that the historical data set does not contain 
any samples matching the time period requested.  The first of the two examples would 
occur if none of the selected points were contained in the historical data set. 

Data records contain values that were extracted.  The very first data record is unique in 
that it contains the names of the points that were successfully extracted, in the same 
order in which they appear on the EXTRED editor.  The remaining of the data records 
contains the values associated with the points. 

Each data record is divided into a maximum of 17 fields each having a width of exactly 14 
characters.  The first data record contains the strings "DATE" and "TIME" in the first two 
fields, and the names of the points that were extracted in the remaining fields.  All strings 
are enclosed within quotation marks and are a maximum of 11-characters in length (the 
extra character separates the field from the next).  For example, the first data record of 
an extraction file which contains the values for two points name "TEST,T1" and 
"TEST,ANAL01" would appear as follows: 
"DATA"          "TIME"          "TEST,T1"          "TEST,ANAL01" 

The data values for the date and time fields are strings that contain the date and time that 
is associated with the data in that record.  For current data requests, these values will be 
the date and time when the data extraction program executed.  For historical data 
requests, the dates and times are obtained from the time stamps in the sample records in 
the historical data set.  In the latter case, there can be any number of data records in the 
file. 

The extracted values for the points are formatted into either floating point or scientific 
notation format using 13 character positions with one space for a separator.  The choice 
of format depends on the magnitude of the number being displayed.  The floating point 
format provides four places of precision and the scientific notation format provides for 
seven places.  An example of such a data record that matches the one used above is: 
"01-JUL86"          "12:00:00"          1.0000          1.2345E-10 

The format of the file was chosen to be compatible with the File Import mode of 
spreadsheet programs like LOTUS 1-2-3 and Symphony.  An example of a complete 
extraction file is: 
;This file was created by XTRACT on 10-Jul 86 at 12:00:00 
"DATE"          "TIME"          "TEST,T1"          "TEST,ANAL01" 
"01-juL-86          "12:00:00"          1.0000          1.2345e-10 
;Completed - 2 data records with 4 fields were written 
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Appendix A: LIST OF SUPPORTED SCAN TASKS 

Communications Protocol Scan Task Name 

Allen – Bradley ABRA 

DNP 3.0 DNPS 

Gould Modbus MODR 

Landis & Gyr TELEGYR 6500 LG65 

Landis & Gyr TELEGYR 8979 LGYR 

QEI QUICS 4000 QUIC 

RTC 1032 RTCS 

SC-1801 SC18 

UCA-3 MRPS 

Valmet 
(TEJAS Series 3 and 5, With support for RCCA comm. protocol) 

TEJA 

NOTE 
By default, only the QEI QUICS 4000 communication scan task is installed on all systems.  
All other scan tasks are installed only on some systems, subject to specific 

contract/license requirements. 

Appendix B: GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
This appendix provides a list of the technical terms that are used throughout this manual. 
All words, abbreviations, and mnemonics are listed in alphabetical order. 

ACCUMULATION A measurement whose raw value is generated by a pulse 
count and is presented in analog form. 

ACCUMULATOR POINT A database point whose value is obtained by counting 
pulses. 

ACKNOWLEDGE The act of flagging an alarm as being recognized by the 
operator, performed via the ALARM ACKNOWLEDGE 
function key. 

ACTIVE REMOTE An "on-line" remote station that is being polled for data by 
the master station and is responding to commands. 

ACTIVE HOST The SCADA computer that is currently running the 
system; also called MASTER, (vs. STANDBY). 

A/D Analog-to-digital, such as A/D converter. 

ADDRESS A location, either in hardware or within the program. 

AEHIST Alarm and Event History display. 

ALARM Any condition in the system that will be brought to the 
attention of an operator by means of a message and 
possibly an audio device such as a bell or buzzer. This 
condition, represents an unauthorized change of state for 
a status point; a measurement point with a value out of 
limits, or any other system condition that requires 
operator notification and acknowledgment. 

ALARM FORMAT CODE A number that associates a specific alarm message with 
a status point. See ALMSKL, Alarm Message Skeleton 
Editor for message formatting details. 

ALARM SEVERITY A number (0-4) that determines the importance and 
method of annunciation of an alarm. Also called 
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PRIORITY. 

ALARM TASK A user-written program that will be executed when the 
point it is associated with goes into alarm. 

ALMSKL Alarm Skeleton Editor - modifies alarm skeleton 
messages. Record numbers used by Station Editor. 
Contains default values. 

ALPHANUMERIC Any word or character string that contains both letters 
and numbers. 

ANALOG POINT Database point used to signify any continuously variable 
quantity, e.g., VOLTAGE, PRESSURE, LEVEL, etc. 

ANNUNCIATION DELAY A user-defined time period after which a sustained alarm 
condition will be annunciated if it is still in effect. 

APERTURE TIME A time span during which a selected point must be 
commanded. At all other times, the master station 
automatically refuses the control operation. 

APPRS Automatic peak-power reduction system.  

APPR LEVEL The number, entered via the control keyboard, around 
which the (optional) automatic peak-power reduction 
system, operates. 

 

ASCII See USASCII. 

ASSOCIATED POINTS Database points associated with Communication Line 
and RTU points. 

ASYNCHRONOUS Method of receiving serial data, without the use of 
transmitted clock pulses, in which synchronization is 
achieved by a start bit at the beginning of the word and a 
stop bit at the end of the word. 

AUTHORIZED CHANGE Any change in the status of a system point that results 
from a command initiated by the operator. 

AUTO LOAD SETPOINT A setpoint, the value of which is automatically 
downloaded from the Master Station upon restart of an 
RTU. 

BACKGROUND 
CHARACTER 

A character used in graph configuration. 

BACKUP OpenVMS Backup utility. 

BACK UP A copy of software or data on magnetic media. 

BCD Binary-coded decimal. The coded representation of a 
decimal number that expresses each decimal digit as a 
combination of binary numbers. 

BCH An acronym for Messrs. Bose-Chaudhuri and 
Hocquenhem, who developed a class of cyclic codes for 
maintaining the security of transmitted binary data. 

BINARY The base 2 number system. Binary characters are limited 
to the digits 0 and 1. 

BLOCK A group of consecutive bytes of data (typically 512) 
treated as a unit by the storage device. 

BLOCKED ALARM An ALARM that has been temporarily put out of service 
by an operator, achieved by use of the ALARM BLOCK 
function key. 

BOOT Starting the computer. 

BPI Bits per inch, the density at which data is stored on 
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magnetic tape. 

BUFFER A region of internal memory used for temporary storage 
during input/output operations. 

BURN IN To program a read-only memory device with the required 
pattern of binary data. 

BYTE A group of eight binary digits (bits) that are processed as 
a single unit. 

CALCED Calculations Editor - creates and modifies calculation 
definitions which are processed every 15 seconds. 

CALCULATED POINT A point, the value of which is computed or manually 
entered as opposed to being collected from a field 
device. 

CHANNEL A unique communication link between the master station 
and one or more remote stations. 

CHARACTER Any letter, number, punctuation mark, or symbol that can 
appear on the CRT or on the printer. 

CHARACTER STRING Any group of characters that are processed or displayed 
as a unit. 

 
 

C & I POINT Control and indication point. Refers to a control point and 
its associated status point. 

CLAMP A user-defined value that is used to clamp the associated 
Analog points reported value to zero. 

CLASS CODE A number associated with each display that determines 
its position on the LINKS and MINDEX displays. 

CLOCK An internal timing device utilized by the computer to 
control the sequence of its operations. 

CLOSED LOOP 
CONTROL 

Control strategy that operates automatically without 
manual intervention. 

CMDSEQ Command Sequencing Editor - used to enter operator 
commands from the issuing of controls. 

COMLINE Communication Line; the link from an RTU to the master. 

COMLINE POINT Database point associated with the Communication Line, 
used to indicate status (OK or FAIL). 

COMMAND 
SEQUENCING 

Optional software that enables predefinition and 
scheduling of operator commands. 

COMPUTED VALUE A measurement value created by performing 
mathematical operations upon data from one or more 
measurement points. 

CONTROL INTERVAL The time that a control relay is to be held closed when a 
command is issued against a status point. 

CONTROL POINT A Status point with an output address that allows control 
by the computer or operator. 

CONTROL TREE Available functions that are displayed in the Common 
Area upon SELECTION of a point or item on the 
Operator Console. 

CPU Central Processor Unit. 

CRT Cathode Ray Tube (screen) also VDT. 

CURSOR An electronically generated marker on the CRT.  The 
cursor can be used by the operator to address any zone 
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on the screen. 

D/A Digital-to-analog, such as D/A converter. 

DATA Changeable information, within the system, which 
represents a magnitude expressed as a binary number. 
Data results from electrical signals present at 
measurement and status points. 

DATA COLLECT CODE A code used during historical data set configuration that 
enables or disables data collection. 

DATA FIELD That portion of a CRT display or printed output that 
responds to changes in the system resulting from 
variable inputs. 

DATA ITEMS Any item stored in the telemetry database which pertains 
to a point. 

DATA SET A collection of database points that will be periodically 
sampled and stored in the HISTORICAL DATABASE. 
See HINDEX Editor for details of data set definition. 

 
 

DATABASE Organized collection of points, report and display 
definitions in the system. Configured using STNED or 
SDE point editors, (and various other SCADAP-11 
editors). 

DEACTIVATED REMOTE An "off-line" remote station that is not polled by the 
master station. However, the remote remains operational 
with respect to its data-gathering functions and ability to 
respond to commands. 

DEADBAND A value associated with Analog alarm limits to prevent 
unnecessary raising of alarms when the reported value of 
the point fluctuates around the limit. 

DEMAND LOG A log that is printed only by operator request. Also known 
as data log. 

DEVICE CLASS CODE A number associated with ANALOG and STATUS points 
which determines the point's behavior, e.g., the type of 
alarm it produces. 

DISPLAY Visual presentation of a received signal on a cathode ray 
tube. 

DISK Permanent memory (magnetic medium). May be hard or 
floppy. 

DUAL BIT Status point capable of reporting one of four possible 
states, used for valves, breakers, etc. 

DUAL HOST SCADA system based on two computers, one as the 
ACTIVE MASTER, the other as the STANDBY. 

EGRAPH Graph Editor - creates and modifies graph definitions to 
be displayed by SLD.  Uses data from historical 
database. 

EMACRO Status String Editor - used to define status strings for 
status points.  

EMERGENCY LIMIT The second of the three Analog point operating limits. 

ENABLE FAST SCAN A Status point control to increase the frequency with 
which an RTU is scanned.  

ENGINEERING VALUE A quantity expressed in operator's terms, such as 
megawatts, pounds per square inch, gallons per minute, 
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etc. 

ENTRY Any data or command that the operator gives the system 
via the keyboard. 

ERROR FILE Dump file produced when program exits with an error. 

ETABLE Table Editor - creates and modifies table definitions to be 
displayed by SLD.  Uses data from historical database. 

EVENT Any occurrence in the supervisory system that is of 
sufficient importance to warrant a permanent record. 
Events are automatically printed on the event recorder. 

EVENT RECORDER The device assigned to print errors. 

EXTERNAL DEVICE Used by Optional Software during historical data transfer. 

FAILOVER The passing of SCADA system control from the ACTIVE 
MASTER to the STANDBY. 

 
 

FAST SCAN The act of polling one or more RTUs with increased 
frequency. 

FIELD An assigned area, within a display or printed page that is 
reserved for a specific output. A field may be fixed or 
variable and is composed of one or more zones. 

FIRMWARE Software in PROM format. 

FIXED FIELD A display or printed page field that contains information 
which does not change, such as page name, number, 
etc. (See variable field.) 

FLAG A single message bit that specifies the condition of a 
point, hardware device, or program operation. 

FLOPPY DISK Flexible magnetic disk, typically RX33. 

FORMAT The specification for an external display or printout, or for 
the internal organization of data. 

FORTRAN A programming language (FORmula TRANslator). 

FREEZE The act of temporarily preventing a normally dynamic 
display from updating, accomplished by use of the 
FREEZE display function key. 

FSK Frequency-shift keyed. A form of frequency modulation in 
which Mark and Space modulation signals shift the 
output frequency fixed increments above and below the 
center (carrier) frequency. 

FULL DUPLEX A communication channel providing simultaneous 
operation of transmitting and receiving. 

FUNCTION CODE A code that determines the calculation to be performed 
during calculations editing. 

FUNCTION KEY A key on the Operator Console with a predefined 
function. 

GRAPHIC CHARACTER A symbol used on a CRT display to create a display or 
other purely pictorial information. 

GROUP ADDRESS A number assigned to a block or local or remote 
supervisory status points. 

HALF DUPLEX A two-wire communication channel in which transmission 
is only in one direction at a time. 

HARD COPY A printout or listing. 
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HARDWARE The physical equipment comprising the system. 

HDATA Historical Data Editor - lists HINDEX data sets by name.  
Used for accessing data collected by HINDEX.  Can view 
and/or modify data. 

HEADER AREA Top 10 lines of operator console screen that contains 
information common to all types of displays. 

HEARTBEAT The date and time field located in the upper right-hand 
corner of the OPERATOR CONSOLE screen that 
updates each second. 

HEXADECIMAL The number system to the base 16. Composed of the 
characters O, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E and F. 

HINDEX Historical Index File Editor - used to define historical Data 
Sets, including sample intervals. 

 
 

HOME The upper, left-hand character position on the Operator 
Console screen. 

HOST The SCADA system computer. 

HYSTERESIS The difference between the value of an alarm limit and 
the value of its corresponding alarm return. The 
hysteresis zones on either side of the alarm limits prevent 
the oscillations of a signal about one of its limits from 
generating multiple alarms. 

INPUT FORMAT Information given to the scan task specifying the form in 
which data is to be passed from the RTU. 

INTERFACE A hardware device that is placed between two other 
devices, or between a device and an operator, to make 
them compatible. 

INTERRUPT A signal that temporarily stops a computer task and 
directs the computer to another task. 

I/O Input/output. Generally, refers to a peripheral device, 
such as a CRT control keyboard or event recorder. 

JOG AMOUNT A user defined value that may increment or decrement an 
Analog point's value during a Set Manual operation. 

KILL (COMMAND FILE) The act of bringing down an operational SCADA system 
in a controlled manner (by use of the KILL command file). 

LAG TIME The sample set will be time stamped with the time at the 
end of the sample interval. 

LEAD TIME The sample set will be time stamped with the time at the 
start of the sample interval. 

LED Light-emitting diode. 

LIGHT PEN A device for moving the cursor and executing commands 
on the Operator Console. 

LIMITS Boundaries placed upon the maximum and minimum 
permitted values of a measurement signal for the 
purpose of generating automatic alarm messages. 

LINE REPORT A report formatted on a line-by-line basis. See RPTED, 
Report Editor for details. 

LINK A transmitter-receiver system connecting two locations 

LINK (FWD/BWD) The association of displays configured via the LINKS 
display which allows ease of recall and the simulation of 
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multiple page SLDs. 

LINKS Linkages display; lists all displays in the system.  

LOAD MANAGEMENT An optional software package. 

LOGGER The printer device that handles alarm messages and 
events. 

LOG PRINTER The device assigned to print demand logs requested by 
the operator. Also called data logger. 

LOWER LIMIT The boundary at which an alarm condition is initiated 
when an analog point is less than its minimum 
permissible value. 

LOWER LIMIT RETURN The lower-limit hysteresis level at which a lower-limit 
alarm condition is removed. 

 

LSB Least Significant Bit. 

MACHINE LANGUAGE The binary numbers that are interrupted as instructions 
by the computer. 

MANUAL SET The act of manually changing a database value or state 
via the Operator Console. This command may not 
change the status of the actual field device. It is for local 
(Master) use only. 

MAPBOARD DRIVER An optional software package. 

MASTER The active computer. 

MEASUREMENT POINT A supervisory remote point associated with either analog 
or digital data. 

MEMORY The physical locations where data and instructions are 
stored in the computer. 

METER POINT An Analog point (originally a meter point), which is 
associated with another Analog point or a Status point. 
The value of the Meter Point appears in the associated 
point's alarm messages. 

MINDEX Master INDEX, lists selected displays available to the 
operator (a subset of LINKS). 

MISCELLANEOUS TEXT 
STRINGS 

User-defined text strings including Point Types, Analog 
and Status point Index Formats. 

MOMENTARY ALARM Signifies a transitory event in the system (vs. 
SUSTALNED ALARMS). 

MSB Most Significant Bit. 

MSCVAL Multiple Status Change Validation Editor - creates and 
modifies status point checks to be made upon associated 
controls. 

NON-VOLATILE Refers to a memory device that does not lose its contents 
when power is removed from the device (such as 
EPROM). 

NORMAL STATE The normal, as opposed to abnormal or alarm, state of a 
binary, digital point. 

NOTES (AREA) An area of the Operator Console screen upon which 
notes may be written and retrieved by an Operator. 

OFF-LINE Any device or data that is not directly accessible by the 
computer, e.g., a tape not yet mounted. 

OFFSET A conversion factor used when calculating an Analog 
point's database value from the reported value. 
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ON-LINE The use of equipment while under control of, or 
interacting with, the computer. 

ONE-LINE DIAGRAM See SLD 

OPALRM Operating Alarms summary display that lists all system 
alarms. 

OPEN LOOP CONTROL Control strategy that presents monitored data for manual 
consideration before control strategies are executed. 

OPERATOR STATION Generally, the Operator Console and possibly a printing 
device. 

 
 

OPSPAD Operator Scratch Pad display. 

OPTION (SOFTWARE) Software features not supplied with a standard system. 

OVERLAY The portion of a CRT display that is superimposed upon 
an existing portion to provide a complete picture. The 
overlay is treated as a separate entity by the computer. 

PAGE A single screen full of information (39 lines of user area). 

PAGE REPORT A report formatted on a page basis using predefined 
SLDs. 

PASSWORD A user-defined sequence of function keystrokes used to 
attain the PRIVILEGED mode of operation on the 
Operator Console. 

PC Pulse counter or accumulator. 

PDM Pulse-duration measurement. 

PDM POINT A measurement point whose value is obtained by 
computing the duration of a contact closure and 
comparing that duration with previously established 
parameters. 

PERIODIC LOG A log that is automatically printed at specified times of the 
day. 

PERIPHERAL An input/output device that interacts with the computer 
but is not part of the computer, such as the CRT display 
or event recorder. 

PID Database Point Identification, a number by which the 
computer recognizes a database point.  

POINT ADDRESS A number assigned to identify a unique status, 
measurement, control, or set point. 

POINTER A number or address that specifies the location of some 
desired information in memory. 

POINT TYPE CODE A number used to assign a text string to a database point 
that describes the logical point type. 

POLLING The periodic gathering of data from RTUs achieved by 
SCAN TASK software in the Master computer. 

PREFIX STRING A word accompanying and describing a control request. 

PRINTER The printing device that handles reports and documents 
generated by the SCADA system. 

PRIORITY (ALARM) See ALARM SEVERITY. 

PRIVILEGE A mode of operation attained at the Operation Console, 
upon entry of a PASSWORD. 

PSWORD Three-level Password Editor - used to assign USER 
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names and user passwords. 

PTYPE Point Type Editor that defines the text strings used to 
describe logical point types. 

QUIC The name of the standard TDMS-Plus scan task. 

RATE OF CHANGE The monitoring of an ANALOG point's value to determine 
the amount of change over a period of one minute. 

RAW VALUE A binary number that represents the digital quantity 
supplied to the computer from an A/D converter or other 
digital device. 

 
 

READ To copy or extract information, such as when the 
computer receives information from an input device or 
memory location. 

REAL-TIME A mode of operation in which events are acted upon as 
soon as they occur, such as the system response to 
operator commands, or the event recorder response to 
system changes. 

UNREASONABLE LIMIT The third of three Analog point operating alarm limits. 

RECORD A set of related data treated as a unit. 

RECORD EDITOR An editor that works on a file by editing individual 
records, e.g., HINDEX. 

REPORTBY EXCEPTION A method of gathering information from an RTU or an 
event basis as opposed to prescheduled polling. 

RESPONSE TIMEOUT The maximum allowable time between the end of a poll 
command transmission and the receipt of a response. 

RESET To remove the data stored at the remote stations by 
replacing stored data with zeros. 

RETRY A subsequent attempt at establishing Master/RTU 
communication after a communication failure. 

RETURN-TO-NORMAL An Analog point's value returns to the band between its 
Pre-Emergency Hi and Pre-Emergency Lo operating 
limits. 

RPSCHD Report Scheduler display that allows the scheduled or 
instant generation of reports. 

RPTED Report Editor, used to create or modify line and page 
reports, allows the definition of reports. 

RTU POINT A database point associated with the RTU, used to 
indicate status (OK or FAIL). 

SAMPLE DURATION The time for which historical data samples are held in the 
Historical Database. 

SAMPLE INTERVAL The time between consecutive sample collection for a 
data set. 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. 

SCALE FACTOR A conversion factor used when calculating an Analog 
point's database value from the reported raw value. 

SCALING The alteration of measurement data, either by hardware 
or by computer program, to convert the raw value into a 
corresponding engineering value. 

SCAN TASK Software which provides the MASTER~RTU interface. 
(See POLLING). 
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SCROLL The upward or downward movement of a line oriented 
display, one line at a time. (SCROLL FWD/SCROLL 
BWD). 

SDE Station Data Entry, a task that allows definition 
modification of all database points via the SYSTEM 
CONSOLE. 

SEGED Segments Editor - used to define logical segments. 

 
 

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS The determination of the sequence in which events in the 
system took place accomplished by comparison of high-
resolution timestamps (optional software). 

SETED Setpoint Editor - configures records to supply and issue 
setpoint values. 

SETPOINT An ANALOG value downloaded from the MASTER to the 
RTU for control purposes. 

SLD Single Line Diagram, used to depict field apparatus, etc. 
on the Operator Console. Also called ONE-LINE 
DIAGRAM. 

SLDED Single Line Diagram Editor used to create and modify 
single line diagrams. 

SMOOTHING CODE A code entered during data set definition to enable or 
disable averaging. 

SOFTWARE Predefined instructions executed by a computer as a 
program. 

SPAN The range between the maximum and minimum 
engineering values of a measurement. 

SPPSFX Prefix Suffix String editor - creates and modifies prefix 
and suffix strings.  Record numbers used in the Station 
Editor.  Contains some default values. 

STANDBY The SCADA computer that is currently acting as standby 
but will become the Master in the event of a fail over. 

STATE ALARM An alarm condition created by an unauthorized state. The 
alarm condition remains until the device returns to the 
authorized state (also status alarm). 

STATION Any logical group of database points that share the same 
STATION name. 

STATION ADDRESS A number assigned to an RTU. No two RTUs on a 
common link may have the same address. 

STATUS POINT Database used to signify a status, e.g., ON or OFF, it 
may be single or dual bit, i.e., two or four states.  

STATUS BLOCK A group of 16 consecutive status points. 

STATUS POINT A supervisory point that provides two-state (binary) data. 

SUBROUTINE A part of a program designed to perform a specific 
function and which may be utilized by the computer 
whenever that function is encountered in the program. 

SUBSYSTEM A complete station, such as master or remote, within a 
SCADA system. 

SUFFIX STRING A word describing a STATUS point's reported condition, 
e.g., "NORMAL". 

SUM FIELD A value that is the summation of associated Analog 
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points. 

SUPERVISORY POINT Any unique, physical location that provides information to 
the system (such as a status or measurement point), or 
that respond to action by the system (such as a control or 
set point). 

 
 

STNED Station Editor - database building block.  Used for 
defining all point types to the system.  

SUSTAINED POINT Signifies on-going events in the system (vs. 
MOMENTARY ALARM). 

SWITCH The hardware device that controls the allocation of 
peripheral devices in a dual computer system. 

SYNCHRONIZATION The act of achieving and maintaining identical databases 
in both the Master and standby computers. 

SYSCOM System Communications Editor - used to define the 
individual characteristic settings of each communication 
line in the system. 

SYSPAR System Parameters Editor - used to define general 
communication timing parameters for communication 
lines throughout the system. 

SYSTEM CONSOLE Master computer's main console device, usually a printer 
with keyboard or VT220. Not to be confused with 
Operator Console. 

TABLE An organized list of related items, each of which is 
identified either by its position on the list or by some 
printer. Tables that provide program definitions are stored 
in EPROM; data tables are stored in RAM 

TAG The temporary flagging of a database point signifying that 
it is unavailable for control operations. 

TAPE Permanent memory used for unloading and loading 
software and data from the Master computer. (Magnetic 
medium, TK50). 

TARGET A rectangular area on the Operator Console screen that 
allows SELECTION by the operator. 

TASK Software designed to perform a specific function. 

TELEMETRY The method of sensing and transmitting supervisory 
information from a remote station to the master station or 
transmitting commands and set point information from 
the master to remote. Generally, tone-modulated audio 
signals are used to represent information and the audio 
signals typically traverse the remote/master distance via 
a telephone or microwave channel. 

TELEMETRY ADDRESS This specifies the database point's input data address in 
the RTU. 

TEXT POINT Database point used to hold a string of alphanumeric 
characters. 

TIME BETWEEN SCANS The pause between the polling execution cycles of a 
Communication Line. 

TRAINING MODE A mode of operation on the Operator Console that allows 
a user to gain familiarity with the system without 
changing the database or control strategy. 
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TRANSITION ALARM An alarm condition created by device in the act of 
changing state. Once the new state is achieved, the 
alarm condition if removed. 

 
 

TURNAROUND TIME The time required to reverse the direction of transmission 
in a half-duplex channel. 

TWOS COMPLEMENT A binary number obtained by changing each original 0 to 
1, each 1 to 0, and then adding 1 to the least significant 
bit. 

UNAUTHORIZED Any change in the status of a system point that is not due 
to a command initiated by the operator. 

UPDATE To place more recent data from a supervisory point into 
computer memory, either at the remote or at the master 
station. 

UPPER LIMIT The boundary at which an alarm condition is initiated 
when an analog point exceeds the maximum permissible 
value. 

UPPER LIMIT RETURN The upper-limit hysteresis level at which an upper-limit 
alarm condition is removed. 

UPSET A change in the state of a status point, or a specified 
percentage change in the value of a measurement point. 

USASCII USA Standard Code for Information Interchange (usually 
abbreviated ASCII). An eight-bit binary code for the 
representation of characters. 

USER AREA Main, lower portion of OPERATOR CONSOLE screen, 
i.e., the 39 lines below the COMMON AREA. 

USERED User Display Editor - used to define displays for optional 
software packages. 

VALUE The magnitude or state of a supervisory point. A status 
point has only two values, while a measurement point 
has some specific quantity that is usually specified in 
engineering units. 

VARIABLE Any status, measurement, or computed point that can 
change its value with time. 

VARIABLE FIELD Special areas of a display page or printed log that are 
reserved for the presentation of variables. 

VARIABLE ZONE Any zone of a display page or printed log that is reserved 
for the presentation of a variable. 

OpenVMS Computer operating system (Compaq Alpha). 

VOICE MESSAGES Alarm and event messages that are spoken by a voice 
synthesizer. (Optional software). 

WORD A number of binary digits, grouped to be processed as a 
unit, in which each position in the group conveys certain 
specified information.  

WRITE To enter or provide information, such as when the 
computer places data in a RAM memory location or 
transmits information to a peripheral device. 

ZONE Any logical group of points or devices that share the 
same ZONE number. There are up to eight ZONES. 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and services to the Electric 
Utility Industry. QEI’s customers are a mixture of major utilities, government and 
military agencies as well as global Electrical Transmission and Distribution 
OEM's.  To unify our global focus, all QEI facilities across the world have taken 
actions to ensure that customers receive consistent "One World Quality", for all 
QEI products and solutions in all parts of the world. 
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